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ABSTRACT
The basic purpose of the research is to understand the significance of internal
marketing in influencing frontline employees'job-relatedattitudesand servicequality.
Sincerewardsare consideredto be an important compqnentof internal marketing, this
researchinvestigatesrelationships among frontline employeeperceptionsof rewards
(extrinsic and intrinsic), attitudes (three componentsof organisational commitment
viz. affective, normative and continuance,andjob satisfaction),and service quality, in
banking call centres.
In this context, a conceptual model is presented comprising rewards as the
frontline
the
the
antecedents,attitudes as
mediating variables, and service quality of
large
is
The
through
tested
the
a
employeesas
outcome variable.
model empirically
in
UK.
bank
is
4
the
that
samplestudy
conductedamong call centresof a major retail
Following certain qualitative in-depth interviews at the exploratory stage, structural
equation modelling (using AMOS) is carried out on 342 useable questionnaires
(responserate of more than 50%), to empirically test the proposedframework for the
study. The measurementand structural models, after validation and purification,
provided satisfactory fit estimates across absolute, incremental and parsimonious
measures.
The results highlight the importance of rewards, as part of internal marketing, in
(like
improving
Intrinsic
service quality.
rewards
maintaining employeeattitudes, and
role clarity, training and skill variety) emergedas the most significant of all, as they
(like
impact
directly.
Extrinsic
found
to
social rewards
were
on service quality
finding
found
be
the
team
to
supervision and
significant, while
support) were not
regarding extrinsic organisationalrewards-servicequality relationship was surprising.
Although assumedimportant for perfon-nance,some had no direct effect (pay, and
benefits satisfaction, extrinsic exchange), while others (working conditions and
promotional opportunities)exerteda negativedirect effect on servicequality, although
the indirect effect of most of theserewards was found to be positive. However, these
in
turn
important
influencing
for
which
attitudes,
rewards were considered
employee
influence service quality. In this context, the importance of employee attitudes like
The
job
is
affective commitment and
satisfaction emphasisedfor service quality.
empirical results of the study also reveal that it is the nature of commitment that
mattersin commitment-servicequality relationship. Affective commitment emergedas
the only attitude variable to bear a significant positive relationship with service
quality. Job satisfactionwas not found to impact on service quality directly, although
the indirect effect was found to be positive. Normative commitment impacted on
be
indirectly,
found
to
service quality
while continuance commitment was not
effective at all.
Besidestheoretical and methodological contributions, the thesis also provides strong
managerial implications and directions for future research in applying internal
marketing for improving servicequality of frontline employeesin call centres.
Keywords: internal marketing, rewards, service quality, commitment,job satisfaction,
UK banks,call centres,frontline employees
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Research

1.1 Introduction

Over the years with the growth of the servicessector, quality control has seena shift
from physical goodsto services,and issueslike service quality are gaining paramount
importance.Scholarsin Marketing and OrganisationalBehaviour are giving increasing
the
interaction
between
the
on
the
to
the
employee
and
customer
attention
personal
frontline of service businesses(Mattsson, 1994). Companies are now adopting a
people-orientedcomparedto a profit-oriented approach. Successfulservice managers
are paying attention to those factors that drive profitability in this new service
frontline
investment
like
in
workers,
technology
supporting
paradigm,
people,
better
level,
linked
for
to performance
and
compensation
employees at every
recruiting, motivating and training practices(Heskett et al., 1994).

The services sector has witnessed significant changes, especially in the context of
delivery
in
delivery.
Technological
process,
the
service
service
advancements
led
have
to
the
benefits
the
of cost savings and customerservice efficiency,
providing
inevitable
become
have
Call
development
industry.
an
centres
of the call centre
rapid
increasingly
becoming
delivery
in
business
today's
world, and are
aspect of service
interaction
the
the
with
their
of
customers as
preferred mode
popular with
organisations.

In customer-contactservices,like call centres,the quality of service delivered cannot
be separatedfrom the quality of the service provider (Lewis, 1989). Becauseservice
delivery occurs through human interaction, frontline or customer-contactpersonnel
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during the service encounterlargely determinethe quality of servicedelivered.Thus, it
becomesimportant for thesecall centre organisationsto find out what they can do, as
part of the internal marketing strategy, to ensure that these frontline employees are

motivated to be customer-consciousand display the required effort and attitude to
satisfy the customerduring the crucial serviceencounters.This requiresthe integration
of internal and externalmarketing functions, as the satisfactionof internal customersis
believed to be a prerequisiteto the satisfaction of external customers(Zeithaml et al.,
1988; Bitner et al., 1990).

The basic purpose of the research is to understand the significance of internal
marketing in influencing frontline employees'j ob-relatedattitudesand service quality.
Since rewards are consideredto be an important componentof internal marketing, this
research investigates relationships among rewards, attitudes and service quality of
frontline employees in banking call centres; viewing these relationships from an
internal marketing perspective.This is achievedby collecting and analysingdata from

342 frontline employeesworking in the 'in-house'call centresof a major high-street
retail bank in UK. This research, following an interdisciplinary approach, will
between
links
demonstrating
body
to
contribute
a growing
of academic research
internal and externalmarketing.

This chapterprovides an introduction to the study. First, the backgroundof the study is
discussedin terms of understandingthe context of the research.This is followed by
discussingthe researchproblem and issuesinvolved. Then the motivation for the study
and its justification, followed by the importanceof this researchare discussed.Finally,
the scopeof the researchand the structureof the thesis are outlined.
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1.2 Context of Research
This section explains the context of the research. Since the context of the study
comprisesbanking call centres,first the financial sector is discussed,including retail
banking. Then the call centre industry in the UK is discussed,along with the state of
call centresin the retail banking sector.

1.2.1 Financial Services Sector - Overview
Banks are the largest financial-services sector in the UK, with building societies
providing a small secondaryrole. The insurancesector compriseslife insuranceand
general insurance. The main channels by which the financial institutions deliver
customer services are through branches, call centres, automated teller machines
(ATMs), credit-or debit-card systems and online delivery. Financial services are
controlled by the Financial ServicesAuthority (FSA), which coversthe entire industry,
with certain exceptions.

Although changesin the financial servicesindustry have increasedcomPetitionand
have led banksto emphasisethe importanceof servicequality as a meansfor achieving
competitive advantagein the past decade,the onset of competition in financial services

canbe tracedbackto the 1970s(Newman,2001).Theregulatorychangesthenallowed
the bank's entry into the mortgagemarket and endedthe rationing of housing finance.
Further deregulation with the Building SocietiesAct in the 1980s facilitated building
societiesto diversify into unsecuredlending and insurancebrokerage,besidesallowing
for de-mutualisationand conversionto plc (public limited company) status(Newman,
2001). The Financial Services Act, 1986, promoted a system of industry selfregulation, and intensified competition in the savings industry. Moreover, the
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traditional businessboundaries of banks, building societies and insurancecompanies
have crumbled away with financial service suppliersand retailers invading eachother's
markets, and seeking new ways to bring financial products to the customer. New
distribution methods continue to revolutionise the financial services industry by
providing a rangeof alternativedelivery channels.

1.2.2 Retail Banking
The banking sectorin the UK is dominatedby a small number of largebanksproviding
banking
(Ennew
&
Binks,
1999).
The
retail and corporate services
retail or personal
market can be defined as delivering a wide range of banking and financial products to
individuals and small businesses(Key Note, 2003a). These servicesinclude lending,
deposits and cash management,insurance (including home, contents, motor, travel,
life, health and mortgage payment protection), and investmentsfor future wealth and
income. It is reportedthat in the first six months of 2002, the four largest UK banks,
HSBC, RBS, Lloyds TSB and Barclays, made E3.5bn out of their personalbanking
customers(Key Note, 2003a).

Retail banking or personalbanking is offered to customerswho are private individuals
by many traditional banking, insurance,pensions,retailing and investmentcompanies,
and by a growing number of organisationsbelonging to non-traditional banking and
financial services backgrounds. Personal banking is an intensely competitive
marketplace,and the consumeris in an increasingly powerful position. This is a lowdifferentiation high-competition industry where service quality is the main source of
differentiation and competitive advantage.
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The retail banks are major contributors to the UK economy. Between them (and
including building societies), they spent E54.5m on advertising general banking
services in 2002 (Key Note, 2003a). The top nine banks of UK are listed in Table 1.1

accordingto the loans and advancesmadeto customers(Key Note, 2003b).

Table 1.1: Top Nine Banks by Loans and Advances to Customers
(im), 2001

HBOS

184,355

Royal Bank of Scotland

173,058

Barclays

165,308

Lloyds TSB

115,131

Abbey National

80,930

HSBC

73,882

Alliance and Leicester

27,239

Northern Rock

20,943

Bradford and Bingley

17,347

Source:AnnualReports,Key Note,2001

1.2.2.1 Distribution -Service Delivery

The developmentof corporatetreasuryoperationsreducedthe bank profits from
intensified
industry
Also,
deregulation
in
financial
banking.
the
services
corporate
competition. The banks were therefore forced to reduce fixed costs and raise revenues
which, in turn, led to restructuring of services,heavy investmentsin technology, and a
drive towards service quality improvementsin 1990s(Newman, 2001). As a result, the
servicedelivery areawitnessedthe most significant change.
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In the face of the changing scenarioof the UK financial servicesindustry, the role and
structureof the branch network in banks changed,as branch outlet numbershave been
substantially reduced (Papasolomou-Doukakis,2003). The branch structure of the
Major British Banking Groups (MBBG) has shrunk from 14,490in 1987to 11,650 in
2002 (Key Note, 2003b). There has been a steady reduction in the size of banks'
networks of branches,showing a 15% reduction in the number of branchesbetween
1996 and 2001 (British Bankers' Association, 2002). According to another research
estimate,the 17 major chains representingten banking groups as per British Bankers'
Association, had 13,621UK branchesin 1995,but only 11,026in 2000, demonstrating
a fall of 19.1% in just 5 years(Key Note, 2003a).

On the other hand, the changing financial environment witnessedrapid growth of call
centres in the 1990s. Technological advances in integrated telephone computer
technology, deregulation of the telecommunicationsmarket, customer convenience,
and substantialcost reductionsachievedby telephoneservicedelivery in contrastto the

face-to-facecontactin brancheshaveled to developmentof telephonebankingthrough
branch
With
(Sergeant
&
2002).
Frenkel,
&
Maxwell,
2000;
Brown
call centres

numbersreducing,there are fewer staff in branchesnow as staff have comeout of
branchesandinto thecall centres.

1.2.3 Call Centres
A call centre is defined as a centralisedor dispersedoperation in which a managedand
supervised group of people answer telephones and/or make telephone calls and,
increasingly, communicate online (Key Note, 2003). Call centres have become
inevitable for servicedelivery, especially in the retail banking sector.Call centresin the
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UK are growing at a tremendous rate. Estimates show that in Autumn 2002,
full
jobs,
had
595,000
temporary
or part
approximately
or casual
people
permanent,
time, in UK call centres(Key Note, 2003). Table 1.2 showsthe increasein call centres
over a period of 5 years.

Table 1.2: Number of Call Centres in UK, 1998-2003
change

Number of

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003*

1998-2003

3,500

4,200

4,900

5,250

5,500

5,555

58.7%

centres

* projections

Source:Key Note, 2003

1.2.3.1 Call Centres in the Retail Banking Industry
The economicsof call centressuggestthat it costs eight times as much to persuadea

This
2002).
(Key
Note,
it
does
them
to
to
to
newcustomer signup an accountas
retain
in
invest
induced
heavily
has
banks
insurance
to
new
phenomenon
companies
and
technology to process calls as fast as possible, and with a minimum of onward
referrals. The integration of the Internet and telephone on the same terminal enables
call centre staff to call up all the custorner'sdetails on screenas they take the call and
manipulatethe dataonline (Key Note, 2002).
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Retail banks have developed centralised call centres to increase productivity and
reduce branch costs. Branchesand websites can be seenas distribution channelsthat
simply serve customers,while the call ccntre acts as a centre of expertisecapableof
convincing potential customersto join by persuasiveargument-a methodnot available
on websites (Key Note, 2002). On one hand, with other technological developments
like Internet banking and M-banking, call centresare becoming bank's 'access'centres
for all customerinteractions (Anton, 2000), and on the other, they are also crucial for
customer relationship management(Burgers et al., 2000). In the financial services
sector, which is characterisedby low differentiation and high competition, it is the
frontline employees working in the call centres who provide the source of
differentiation and competitive advantagefor the organisation (Burgers et al., 2000).
Since frontline employees in call centres are usually the customer's first point of
connectionwith the firm, customerperceptionsof servicequality are determinedby the
attitudes and behaviours of the frontline or contact staff. Customers have high
expectationsof call centre agents'skills and service quality (Dean, 2004), and expect
immediate responsesdisplaying knowledge of all financial servicecompany'sproducts

andservices.

The number of personalaccountsaccessibleby telephonescontinuesto grow, showing
an increase of 6.4% between 2000 and 2001(Key Note, 2003b). Consumers find
telephonebanking a convenient meansof making simple enquiries, such as checking
the balanceof their accounts.Table 1.3 provides the number of accountsaccessibleby
telephonein the period 1997-2001(Key Note, 2003b).
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Table 1.3: Number of Accounts Accessibleby Telephone (000), 1997-2001

Number (000)

1997

1998

1999

8,929

9,463

15,751 28,209 30,014

2000

2001

Source: Annual Abstract of Banking Statistics, 2002, British Bankers' Association

According to a survey report, telephonebanking is preferred over Internet banking by
banking customers,with 25% customersusing telephonebanking as comparedto 21%
is
Internet
Internet
(NEMS,
it
2003).
Thus,
the
that
the
using
potential of
seems
even
likely
to pose a significant challenge to the increasing popularity of tele-culture
not
(Booth, 1999).However, let us first analysethe major trendsin the call centreindustry.

1.2.3.2 Call Centre Diagnostics
This section analysesthe call centre industry with respectto employeeturnover, work

practicesin call centres,andcustomerexperiences
of thetelephoneserviceencounters.

1.2.3.2.1 Employee Turnover

Surveyssuch as Pay and Conditionsin Call Centres(2000) from IncomesData
Services(IDS), reportthat the averageannualstaff turnoverin call centreswasaround
20%, ranging from 1% to 80%. Large centreswere reported to have greaterdifficulty
in retaining staff as compared to small centres. According to another survey (Call
Centres,2002), the staff turnover rate had increasedfrom 18% in 2001 to 24% in 2002
(26% of the employerssurveyedwere in financial services).It is also reportedthat, on
average,a typical call centre worker in the UK stays in a job only for 2 years (IDS,
2002).
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A researchconductedby managementconsultantsNextera Enterprisesfound that staff
turnover reduced earnings and share values in the call centre businessby over 30%
(2000). In 2001, staff turnover cost the UK call centre industry over Llbn a year
(McConnell, 2001), while training a new customerservice agentcostsover L4,500 and
sometimesover E12,000(Key Note, 2002).

Thus, turnover poses a great challenge to call centre management.In this context,
employeeretention and gaining employee'scommitment are becomingtwo main issues

of concem.

1.2.3.2.2 Work Practices in Call Centres
Most call centre employeesare agentswho make and answertelephonecalls and other
communicationsto and from customersand public. There is one supervisor for about
six to ten agents who deals with queries, solves problems, and schedulesthe work.
Above the supervisorsare the team managerswho managethe scripts usedby agents,

set and monitorprogresstowardstargets,organisetraining, and are the link between
agents/supervisors
andthe company(on behalfof which thecall centreis working).

Call centremanagementis often criticised for the 'sweatshop'approach(Taylor &
Bain, 1999) and the 'sacrificial FIR strategy' (Wallace et al., 2000), where control and
efficiency are emphasisedat the cost of employeestressand turnover.

According to the Call Centres(2002) survey, turnover problems have forced wagesup
by 8.3% to a median E13,000for call centre agents.From 1997 to 2000, salary levels
have risen by around.15%, while inflation as measuredby the Retail Price Index (RPI)
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remainsat only 8% (Key Note, 2002). Thus training and competition, coupled with the
high turnover, have pushedthe salary levels up. Other findings of the survey included
that call centre agentsreceivedhigher pay in the public than in the private sectors,and
that the morale and motivation plans and personal development plans, besides
improved pay and working conditions, could help reduce turnover. Although some
improvements are seen, research suggeststhat mostly frontline employees remain
underpaid,undertrainedand highly stressedin call centres(Singh, 2000).

The reports of various researchesinto the working conditions of call centreshave been
In
2002).
(Health
Note,
in
Safety
(HSE),
Key
Executive
NOP
alanning
and
surveys
this context, researchhas found that working conditions in call centreswere poor as
employees' eyesight was deteriorating, accompanied by health problems such as

headaches
is
handling
that
a poorly
and sorethroats.The researchers
call
also report
designedjob, with agentshaving little control over their work, little variety of task and
be
highly
heavy
Call
found
have
been
to
a
workload.
centre customerservice positions

dead-end
jobs
(Belt, 2002).
repetitiveand

Thus call centrejobs continueto be characterised
by "low status,poor pay and few
careerprospects"(Deery & Kinnie, 2002, p. 4) and 'low cost HR practices'experienced
in thesecall centres(Batt, 2000).

1.2.3.2.3 Consumer Dynamics
According to a National OPinion Poll (November 2000) commissionedby Key Note
that surveyed 1,000 people across Great Britain to investigate their experiencesand
views on contacting call centres,it is found that call centreshave failed to win public

approval in the retail banking sector(Key Note, 2003a). Most of the customersare not
satisfied with the services provided, especially conceming the service quality of the
call centre staff. According to the survey, only 39% agreedthat they were satisfied
believed
14%
by
the
the
with
servicesprovided
call centre representatives,and only
that call centrestaff were well trained.

In another researchon call centres, KPMG Consulting argued that 'loyal' customers
were falling in numbers (2000). The survey found that during the year, over 40% of
customers had changed at least one of their major suppliers of finance, groceries,
utilities or telecommunications,at least once. The researchresults also indicated that
nearly half of all the customershad made at least one complaint. The main reason
behind the findings was that the customerswanted to be treated as individuals, and

demandedbetter servicequality from the call centrecontactstaff. Similar research
results were also reported by other researches(NOP, 2000; NOP, 2002). Hence, call
centres are increasingly criticised for the service quality delivered by the frontline
employees.

Similar resultshave also beenreportedby other studies,which have found out that
'phonerage'(peoplelosing their temperover the phone)hasincreasedin the pastfive
years (The Guardian, 1997). Moreover, customersatisfactionlevels for call centresare
reportedto be as low as 54% (Anton, 1999).

Since overall quality of service of the call centres is critical to the image of the
organisation (Gilmore & Moreland, 2000), service quality is one critical issue that
cannotbe ignored in call centres.
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1.2.4 Inference
Call centresare supposedto be a major customerinterface for many organisations,and
are often characterisedby their role of providing the first, if not the only, point of
contact for the customersto engagewith their serviceprovider (Dean,2004).

Call centresin the financial servicessector have helped banks in managingcustomer
relations more effectively by reaching out to a large number of customersthrough the
higher
lower
base,
the
telephone,
and
a
with
communication medium of
and
at a
cost
faster return per head employed (Brown & Maxwell, 2002). Although meant for
customerservice, service quality of the frontline staff is becoming an issueof concern,
as more and more consumersare complaining and are dissatisfied with the quality of
less
(Anton,
1999).
Researchers
have
that
service received
customers are
reported

(inthe
traditional
to
with
call
satisfied
centreserviceoperationsas compared more
On
2000).
(Bennington
the
&
Cummane,
1998;
Bennington
person) services
et al.,
other hand, many call centrescontinue to evaluateagentson the basis of productivity

has
in
ten
jobs
becoming
the
most
than
of
one
which
resulted
rather
quality,
call centre
1).
200
in
jobs
De
Ruyter
(Gilmore
&
2000;
Moreland,
today's
al.,
et
stressful
economy
This in turn has implications for employee morale and staff turnover (MacDonald,

1998).It wasreportedthat onein ten call centreemployersin UK havea'churn'rateof
49% or more, that is, nearly half of their staff resign during a year (Call Centres,2001).
This has further implications for service quality, since a certain amount o tenure is
required to achieve service excellence (Schneider, 1991). There is a need for the call
centre managersto find out what they can do to managethe staff efficiently, as well as
the service quality delivered to customers.The current researchevidencedemonstrates
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that neither staff nor customersseemto be happy with the way these call centresare
bcing managcd.

1.3 Research Problem and Issues
As described in Section 1.2.3, the mushrooming call centre industry is a relatively
recent phenomenonin service delivery for the financial services sector, and is being
faced with problems relating to service quality and customer satisfaction issues.
Amidst such problems, it becomesimportant for thesecall centre organisationsto find
out what they can do, as part of the internal marketing strategy, to ensure that the
frontline employeesdisplay the required attitude and provide quality service to satisfy
their customers.

Marketingis all aboutunderstandingwants and needs,and satisfyingthem. Internal
marketing aims at satisfying the needs and wants of internal customers, that is
for
display
is
that
they
the
employees, so
crucial
right attitude and effort, which

delivering good quality serviceand satisfyingcustomers.This study addresses
the
in
internal
the
problem of understanding significance of rewards, as part of
marketing,
in
improving
frontline
to
relation
employees
employeeattitudes and service quality of

banking call centres.The basic notion is that frontline employeeperceptionsof
extrinsic and intrinsic rewards, offered by the organisationas part of internal
marketing, can significantly influence their attitudes and service quality. Specifically,
it investigatesthe researchproblem:
"To what extent can rewards be employed as part of internal marketing strategy to
influence attitudesand service quality of frontline employeesin banking call centres?"
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Hence, in this context, this research investigates the relationships among rewards,
employee attitudes and service quality of frontline employees,by gatheringdata from
342 frontline employeesworking in banking call centres.

1.4 Motivation

for Research

As is evident from Section 1.2, growth in the call centre industry has necessitated
attention to be paid to service quality delivered, and issuesconcerningservice quality
in
management call centrescannot be ignored. Service quality is not only considered
essentialfor customersatisfaction(Cronin & Taylor, 1992; McAlexander et al., 1994),
repeatpurchases(Schneider& Bowen, 1995), winning customer loyalty (Zeithaml et
al., 1990) and customerretention (Zeithaml et al., 1996),but it also affects company's

marketshareandprofitability (Schneider& Bowen,1995).

In contact services,like call centres,quality of service delivered cannot be separated
from the quality of the serviceprovider (Lewis, 1989).Owing to the natureof services,
it is the attitude of the frontline employeesduring the service encountersthat largely

determinesservicequalityperceptionsby the customer.In fact, in manyinstancesthe
frontline employeeis the serviceitself. In service organisationssuch as call centres,the

frontlineemployeesaremostimportantas(Zeithaml& Bitner,2000):
0

they are the service

*

they are the organisationin the customer'seyes

*

they are marketers

This researchfocuseson the frontline servicesin banking call centres,and investigates

the factorsthat affect servicequality of frontline employees,which reflect upon the
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internal marketing strategy of the firm. In this context, this research studies the
relationshipsamong rewards, attitudes and service quality of frontline employees,and
drawson the following theoriesand concepts:
*

ExchangeTheory

9 ServiceProfit Chain
o Internal Marketing
*

Three-componentmodel of OrganisationalCommitment (Allen & Meyer, 1990)

0

Extendedservice quality model (Parasuramanet al., 1990)

These theories and concepts will be discussed in greater detail in the following
literature review chapters. However, theories and concepts like exchange theory,
service profit chain and internal marketing are inter-linked and highlight the
significance of frontline employeesin determining the successor failure of the service

encountersthat are crucial for the successand survival of any serviceorganisationin
todays competitive world.

As is clear from Section 1.2, there is a needto influencethe attitudesand service
quality of frontline employees in call centres through suitable internal marketing

that neitherstaff nor customers
strategies,as currentresearchevidencedemonstrates
are satisfied with the way these call centresare being managed.There exists enough
researchevidence that frontline employeesare underpaid, under-trained, and highly
stressedin call centres (Singh, 2000; Holman, 2002), which could have implications
for service quality delivered and customer satisfaction in these call centres(Bowen et
al., 1999). In this context, this study investigatesthe role of rewards,as part of internal
marketing strategy,for effective service quality managementin call centres.This kind

of research is especially required, as the empirical evidence studying the effect of
been
has
is
but
limited,
the
rewards on service quality
approach
not only
also
fragmented as well. No single empirical study could be found that discussesthe
comparative effect of the extrinsic and intrinsic rewards on the service quality of
frontline employeesin call centres.This researchinvestigatesthe significance of both
extrinsic and intrinsic rewards in relation to improving attitudes and service quality of
frontline employeesin call centres.

This researchalso investigatesthe role of frontline employees'job-related attitudes in
determining their service quality. Although concepts like service profit chain
conceptualisethat it is the attitude of frontline employee that largely determinesthe
service quality perceptions by the customers,the significance of employee attitudes

like commitmentand job satisfaction,for other measuresin the chain like service
quality, still remainsunresolved(Loveman, 1998; Silvestro & Cross,2000). Therefore,
researchis required to establish emPirically the significance of job-related attitudes,

suchas organisationalcommitmentandjob satisfaction,in relationto servicequality,
justify
internal
the
and
cost of
marketing efforts expendedin improving such attitudes
by people-orientedorganisations.

While studyingjob-related attitudesof frontline employees,this study considersall the
three componentsof organisational commitment, such as, affective, continuanceand
normative commitment. This study takes into account the multi-dimensional
conceptualisation of organisational,commitment as opposed to the uni-dimensional
conceptuali sation, which is equivalent to studying only the affective component of
commitment in the three-componentmodel (Benkhoff, 1997a). Since it is arguedthat

different
has
its
and
each component of commitment
own set of antecedents
behavioural outcomes (Meyer & Allen, 1991), it becomesimportant to study all the
three components of commitment for establishing their significance with respect to
service quality. This is especially crucial from the internal marketing perspective,as
influence
be
those
service
only
component/sof commitment should encouragedwhich
quality positively. In this context, it also becomesimportant to find out those rewards
that will help in developing the desired component/sof commitment. However, it is
noted that only affective commitment is discussed extensively in the services
marketing literature (Caruana & Calleya, 1998), and studies analysing relationship
between organisational commitment and service quality have taken organisational
commitment as a uni-dimensional construct (see Boshoff & Mels, 1995; Boshoff &
Tait, 1996; Wctzcls et al., 2000). In this study, all the thrcc componcnts of

commitmentaretakenasit is felt that "the threecomponentmodelmay
organisational
have the greatest relevance for those conducting commitment research" (Meyer &
Allen, 1991, p. 83), especially when studied in relation to performancemeasuressuch

asservicequality(Benkhoff,1997b).

Moreover, this study takes job satisfaction along with the three components of

commitmentas job-related attitudes.Job satisfactionis an important work-related
attitude like organisational commitment (Greenberg & Baron, 1995), and the
complexity that follows from job satisfaction-three components of organisational
commitment-servicequality relationship cannot be ignored. Researchersstudying the
relationshipsamongdifferent facetsof performance,job satisfactionand organisational

that the exactnatureof the interrelationships
commitmenthavesuggested
amongthese
constructs may be more complicated than initially thought (Meyer et al., 1993;
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MacKenzie et al., 1998), and have called for further research(Yilmaz, 2002). It is also
job
it
is
important
that
to
as
argued
study organisational commitment as well
satisfaction simultaneouslyin order to differentiate betweenthe antecedentsthat affect
both thesework-related attitudes, which are found to be distinct and separate(Glisson
& Durick, 1988). Researchalso suggeststhat the nature and strength of relationship
between employee attitudes and performance vary with the kind of performance
found
be
into
(Greenberg
No
&
1995).
Baron,
taken
measure
account
researchcould
that studied service quality taking the three-componentmodel of commitment along
with job satisfaction. This research takes job satisfaction along with the three
components of commitment as intervening variables while investigating rewardsattitudes-service quality relationships, an approach not followed by other studies
studying antecedentsto service quality.

Finally, this researchis conducted in the call centre environment where the research
has
internal
devoted
issues
to
attention
marketing
such as managementof call centres

been insufficient (Bailey, 1998; Brown, 1999; Brown & Maxwell, 2002). Mostly,
is
internal
issues
for
research exploring
marketing
service quality management
conducted in face-to-face encounters(see Boshoff & Tait, 1996; Hartline & Ferrell,
1996;Herrington & Lomax, 1999; Chenetet al., 2000) while there remainsa paucity of
research exploring such issues in call centres. With the tremendous growth of call
centreindustry in UK, Brown & Maxwell (2002) statethat:
"Further investigating human resourcemanagementapproachesand policies in UK call
centresstill constitutesone conspicuouslyviable direction of further research"(p. 315).
They further note that there is significant potential for improving customerserviceand
satisfactionin call centresthrough more sophisticatedemployeemanagementpractices.

According to them, research in this direction "has the potential to ensure greater
congruence between organisational perspectives and employee perceptions of the
investigates
the
imperative"
(p.
315).
In
this
this
customer service
research
context,
significance of internal marketing for influencing job-related attitudes and service
quality of frontline employeesin call centres.

1.5 Importance of Research
This research attempts to add to the services marketing literature by exploring the
importance of internal marketing in influencing frontline employeeattitudes and their
in
in
be
highlighted
the
importance
The
the
service quality call centres.
of
study could
areasof prospective theoretical, methodological and managerial contributions of this
researchthat are describedin the sectionsbelow.

1.5.1 Prospective Theoretical Contributions
Firstly, although service quality has been studied with certain rewards, the approach

hasbeenfragmented.Although rewardsare an integralpart of internalmarketing,no
studycouldbe foundthat studiedthe relativeimportanceof the differentextrinsicand
intrinsic rewards with respect to service quality. Researchesstudying extrinsic
theserewardsas a
organisationalrewardswith servicequality have conceptualised
compositeconstruct'extrinsicjob satisfaction'(Boshoff & Tait, 1996)and havenot
analysedthe individual effects of theserewards on service quality. Also, the approach
has been mainly conceptual. Even as regards intrinsic rewards and extrinsic social
rewards, the approachhas been fragmented,as different studies have taken different
rewards with service quality (see Boshoff & Mels, 1995; Hartline & Ferrell, 1996;
Herrington & Lomax, 1998; Wetzels et al., 2000). Hence, it has been difficult to
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identify the comparative significance of theserewards with respectto service quality.
This study attempts to investigate empirically the comparative effect of the extrinsic
both
by
these
intrinsic
frontline
taking
and
employees
rewards on service quality of the
types of rewards simultaneouslyin a single study. Following this approach,the results
hence
help
in
identifying
for
the
type/s
and
service quality,
would
of rewards crucial
could be useful for designing suitable internal marketing strategies.This would also
factors,
incorporating
literature
by
identifying
those
to
the
add
service quality
and
before.
have
been
to
which
studiedas antecedents service quality
not

Secondly, although organisational commitment has been studied with service quality
by a few studiesin servicesmarketing literature (seeBoshoff & Mels, 1995;Boshoff &
Tait, 1996; Wetzels et al., 2000), these studies have conceptualisedorganisational
between
Therefore,
the
relationship
commitment as a uni-dimensional construct.
organisational commitment and service quality has yielded confusing and mixed
that,
(1997b)
be
drawn.
Benkhoff
concludes
conclusive
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results, and no
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997b)
Benkhoff
for
is
disappointing
the
commitment responsible
researchoutcomes.
arguesthat the lack of relationshipbetweencommitmentandperformanceis dueto the
use of the wrong instrument,that is OCQ (Mowday et al., 1982), for measuring
isation of the
commitment, which is based on the uni-dimensionalconceptual
organisationalcommitmentconstruct.The use of Allen and Meyer's (1990) threecomponent scales, which conceptualiseorganisationalcommitment as a multi-

dimensional construct, are highly recommended to overcome such problems
(Benkhoff, 1997b; Suliman & Iles, 2000a).This researchtakescommitmentas a multidimensional construct, as conceptualisedby Allen and Meyer (1990), in order to
frontline
how
forms
different
influence
the
willingness of
explore
of commitment
level
in
is
in
discretionary
in
their
to
turn,
of
reflected
employees engage
efforts which,
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Thirdly, although there are studiesthat establishvarious extrinsic and intrinsic rewards
Loscocco,
(see
1988;
Angle
&
Perry,
1981,1983;
Mottaz,
with affective commitment
1990; Young et al., 1998; Eby et al., 1999), as regards the three-componentsof
know
has
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been
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is
it
influence
develop
that
and
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and
each component of commitment,

As
1994).
definitely
further
(Hackett
that
this
al.,
et
aspect
warrants
argued
research
discussed in Chapter 3, review of literature reveals that the relationship between
is
This
further
demands
three
the
componentsof commitment
attention.
rewards and

becausethe majority of the studiesexploringthe relationshipbetweenHRM practices
and organisational commitment have based their approach solely on the affective

componentof commitment(Meyer& Smith,2000).This researchattemptsto studythe
effect of various intrinsic and extrinsic rewards on the three componentsof
commitment, taking the multi-dimensional perspective of commitment into account.
The results would add to the literature in tenns of identifying additional factors, if any,
that affect the three components of commitment, especially as regards the lesser

researched,
normativeandcontinuancecomponents
of commitment.
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Fourthly, this study incorporates both the three componentsof commitment and job
between
intervening
investigating
the
relationship
satisfaction as
variables while
identifying
in
help
This
the
rewards and service quality.
approach would not only
job
interrelationships
that
the
three
components of commitment and
nature of
satisfactionbear with service quality, but would also aid in differentiating betweenthe
is
job
Since
there
the
three
componentsof commitment and
antecedentsof
satisfaction.
a paucity of researchanalysingthe relationship that job satisfactionbearswith the three
componentsof commitment, this researchwould also help in clarifying the nature of
relationshipsamongjob satisfactionand the three componentsof commitment.

Fifthly, there are hardly any studies available that examine the mechanismor the path
that relates rewards with employee attitudes and service quality altogether. This is
is
It
longer
just
because
improving
for
essential,
rewards are no
meant
performance.
argued that many top US companies are providing rewards to build organisational
commitment, and consequentlyimprove performance(Newman & Krzystofiak, 1998).

Hence,the entiremechanismreflectinginternalmarketingandemployeeattitudesthat
helps in good quality service needsto be addressed.This study attemptsto understand
the role of rewards,as part of the internal marketing strategy,in enhancingthe level of

servicequality delivered.The effect of rewardswould be exploredboth directly with
service quality, and indirectly through influencing employee attitudes, and hence
consequentlyimpacting upon service quality.

Finally, it is argued that in the area of marketing, "issues such as commitment,
motivation, job satisfaction,or, more precisely 'how to get the most out of salespeople'
have not been fully explored or adequatelyanswered" (Simintiras et al., 1994, p. 3).
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Such issueshighlight the importanceof conceptslike 'Service Profit Chaid and
'Internal Marketing', as more and more organisationsare becoming aware of the fact

that satisfiedand committedemployeeslead to satisfiedand committedcustomers.
This researchattempts to test certain linkages in the service profit chain within the
internal marketing paradigm, which have remained unexplored or not fully addressed
by researchers in terms of rewards, employee attitudes, and service quality
relationships,as discussedin the following literature review chapters.

1.5.2 Prospective Methodological

Contributions

Firstly, as is clear from Section 1.4 (also see Appendix A3.1), researchexploring the
significance of organisational factors while analysing employee attitude-performance
relationshipshas mostly been conductedamong frontline employeesinvolved in faceto-face encounter with the customersin hotels, branches of a retail bank, insurance
selling agencies,etc. (see Boshoff & Tait, 1996; Hartline & Ferrell, 1996; Iverson et
al., 1996; Caruana& Calleya, 1998; MacKenzie et al., 1998; Boshoff & Allen, 2000).
Very few studiesare available that study such relationshipsin phoneencounterslike in
a call centreenvironment(Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000).

However, in the face of the changing scenario of the UK financial servicesindustry,
telephoneencountershave become as important as face-to-face encounters.The role

and structureof the branchnetworkin bankshavechanged(Meidanet al., 1997)and
branch outlet numbers have been substantiallyreduced (Papasolomou-Doukakis,
2003). On the other hand, technological advancements coupled with customer

convenienceand substantialcost-savingsachievedby telephoneservicedelivery, in
contrastto the face-to-facecontactwith customers,hasled to the rapid growth of call
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centres since
As
1998).
(Barker,
through
call centres are
organisations now occur
call centres
becoming important for customer relationship management,the frontline employees
are becoming increasingly crucial to the link between organisationsand customers.
However, as discussedin Section 1.2, the mushrooming call centre industry is facing
seriousproblems with respectto employee attitudes and turnover, service quality, and
in
further
internal
issues
demand
The
attention call
marketing
customer satisfaction.
Brown,
1998;
(Bailey,
for
centres, especially
effective service quality management
1999; Brown & Maxwell, 2002). Thus, this research attempts to analyse the
internal
for
maintaining the right
marketing,
significance of rewards, as part of
This
increasing
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their
research
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service quality
employee attitudes, and
in
frontline
determinants
the
to
the
employees
attempts understand
of service quality of

a call centreenvironment.

Secondly,performanceevaluation of frontline employeesin call centresis usually done
by their management,using 'hard data' like the number of calls handled, agent sales,
2004)
that
(Brown
&
Neidermeyer,
&
Maxwell,
Tuten
2002;
and amount of errors
hand,
On
the
the
their
many
other
reflect upon
productivity aspect of
performance.

studiesconductedon call centreshave concludedthat the 'soft' aspectsof customer
service,such as responsiveness,assuranceand empathy of the frontline employees,are
the most important dimensions of service quality when viewed from the customers'
perspective(Brown & Maxwell, 2002). Besidesthese general dimensions, call centre
customersalso look for politeness,knowledge, reliability, accuracy,and speedof the
agentswhile handling their calls (Haymarket, 1998).Moreover, all thesedimensionsof
service quality are directly influenced by the frontline employees(Zeithaml & Bitner,
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2000). Hence, in this research,service quality of frontline employeesis taken as the
performanceparameter,as comparedto other measuresof performancerelating to 'hard
data'. The results of the study would be useful in understandingthe significance of
those factors that could help in improving service quality of frontline employeesin call
centres.

Thirdly, the relationshipsamong rewards,employeeattitudesand servicequality would
be tested empirically using structural equation modelling technique. Hence, the entire
model with multiple dependent variables could be tested for the complex
interrelationships that exist among these variables. Also, it would be possible to
analysenot only the direct effects but the indirect effects of the variables on service
quality as well. Thus, the entire path/s leading to better service quality could be
estimated,from an internal marketing perspective.

1.5.3 Prospective Managerial Contributions

As regardsthe managerialcontributions,the results of the researchcould provide
implications.
Firstly, the study would test the effect of the three
valuable managerial
componentsof commitment on service quality of frontline employees,a performance

measurethat hasneverbeenstudiedwith the three-component
modelof commitment
before. Thus, valuable managerial contributions, in terms of which components of
commitment should be developed among the frontline employeesin call centres and
through which type of rewards, would be made. Also, this research would aid in
understandingthe significance of employee attitudes (organisationalcommitment and
job satisfaction)in relation to servicequality.

Secondly,this researchalso explores an important issue of the significance of internal
internal
for
insight
in
This
the
marketing
marketing call centres.
study would provide
It
be
in
designed
that
to
centre.
call
carefully
strategies
need
a work setting such as a
be
in
that
could
will assist understandingthe significance of various types of rewards
improving
their
frontline
in
to
to
the
offered
employees call centres with respect
attitudesand servicequality.

1.6 Scopeof Research
This researchfocuseson the 'in-house' call centresin the retail banking industry in UK.
The study is conductedamong four major call centresof one of the top ten high-street
retail banks in UK. The unit of analysis for the study is the frontline employeeworking
in the 'in-house' call centre of the bank, where customer satisfaction is the prime
objective. Though the study is conducted in call centres of a single bank, the unit of
in
being
frontline
heterogeneity
the
a sample of
analysis
employee provides enough
342 employees,therebyaddressingthe issuesrelating to generalisationof the findings.

1.7 Structure of Thesis
The thesis comprises nine chapters. Chapter I provides the introduction, motivation

by
justification
be
for
intended
to
the
and
made
research,andalsocovers
contributions
the research,including the context of the study. Chapters 2,3 and 4 deal with the
extensiveliterature review that pertains to the study, with chapter four also identifying
the key researchgapsin literature. Chapter5 discussesthe researchobjectives,research
questions and the hypotheses,and presents the conceptual model in the light of the
literature review carried out in Chapters2 to 4, and exploratory interviews conducted.
Chapter 6 discussesthe methodology followed and the rationale behind following that
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8
Chapters
7
methodology.
and
present the results of empirical analysis.
particular
Chapter7 focuseson the initial analysiscarried out, including testsof the assumptions,
exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis, issues relating to reliability,
dimensionality and validity, and descriptive statistics.Chapter 8 provides the results of
the
like
techniques
using
modelling
equation
more advancedstatistical
structural
used,
software AMOS, and presents the final model of the study based on the empirical
findings. Chapter 9 presentsthe results of the study in terins of hypothesestesting and
discussionsbased on the empirical findings. Finally, Chapter 10 provides the thesis
contributions in terms of theoretical, methodological and managerial contributions,
limitations of the research,directions for future research,and the conclusions.
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Chapter 2: Rewards and Internal Marketing

2.1 Introduction

and Structure of Literature

Review

The growth of servicessector has witnessed increasing attention being paid to service
quality. Jeromeand Kleiner (1995) note that:
"Service is a priority with all excellent companies.It affects everything and everyone"
(p. 23).
It is argued that service quality suffers when employees are unwilling or unable to
is
level
(Zeithaml
Unwillingness
1990).
the
reflected
perfonn a serviceat
required
et al.,
in the attitude of frontline staff, while inability may arise due to lack of proper training
or such other rewards on the part of the organisation necessaryto attract and maintain
for
important
it
becomes
(Zeithaml
1990).
Hence,
an able and efficient workforce
et al.,
these service organisations to find out what they can do, as part of the internal
marketing strategy, to ensure that frontline employeesdisplay the required effort and
attitude to satisfy the customerduring the crucial service encounters.This calls for the
integration of internal and external marketing functions, as the satisfaction of internal
customers is considered a prerequisite to the satisfaction of external customers
(Zeithaml et al., 1988;Bitner et al., 1990).

In this context, this researchattempts to develop and test a conceptual framework to
find out how rewards,as part of the internal marketing programmeof the organisation,
influence frontline employees'attitudesand service quality in contact services.

The structureof the literature review is provided in Table 2.1. This chapteris the first of

the threeliteraturereviewchapters,which reviewthe significantliteraturepertainingto

development
the
lead
the
conceptual
towards
of
the
and
study,
the researchproblem of
in
5.
Chapter
be
discussed
hypotheses
to
construction,
model and

Review
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As is clear from Table 2.1, this chapter will discuss the literature establishing the
significanceof rewards as part of internal marketing. There are certain existing theories
integration
internal
in
literature
the
the
that
and
of
and
advocate
and concepts
recognise
external marketing functions and activities, which have constantly been a source of
focus
in
discussed
for
These
to
theories
this
and conceptsare
order
motivation
research.
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researchon the 'rewards' componentof internal marketing. In the next chapter,rewards
will be discussedin relation to the two most important employees'job-relatedattitudes,
job satisfaction and organisational commitment. Finally, in Chapter 4, the concept of
servicequality is discussedand literature is reviewed in the light of the 'attitudes-service
quality' and 'rewards-servicequality' relationship. Chapter 4 will also identify research
gapsfrom the literature.reviewed to provide an impetus towards the developmentof the
researchframework.

2.2 Service Profit Chain

This section deals with a very popular concept in service marketing literature, the
service profit chain, which highlights the importance of frontline employees in the
delivery of servicesand emphasisesthe needfor internal marketing.

Researchersagree that the satisfaction of internal customers is a prerequisite to the
satisfactionof external customers(Zeithaml et al., 1988; Bitner et al., 1990). In service-

bascdindustrics,job satisfactionbas bcen establishcdas an anteccdentof customcroriented behaviour (Hoffman & Ingram, 1992). Motowidlo (1984) holds a similar
opinion that people who are in a positive mood are more likely to be altruistic, helpful

and considerate.According to Rogerset al. (1994), it is very difficult for frontline
employees to deliver exceptional service that satisfies the customer when they are
unhappy in their work. Reichheld and Sasser(1990) also argue that the degree of
internal satisfaction largely determines the profits of the company through
external
customer satisfaction and customer retention. Linkages between the internal and
external customer have been theoretically conceptualised in the phenomenon of the
('service-profitchain' by Heskett et al. (1994; 1997).

Figure 2.1: Service Profit Chain (Heskett et al., 1994)
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Source:Adapted from Heskett et al. (1994, p. 166) as given in Heskett et al. (1997, p. 19)
The service-profit chain is based on the assumptionsthat employee satisfaction and
loyalty in turn generatecustomer satisfaction and loyalty, which in turn affect growth
and profitability of the concern.Schlesingerand Heskett (1991) have also demonstrated
links in the chain through their concept of 'cycle of failure'. The concept claims that
dissatisfied staff results in high turnover, which in turn results in poor training and
rewards by the organisation, thereby resulting in poor customer service. Most
companiesoffer poor work environments,whereby employeestreat customersthe way
their managerstreat them (Levering & Moskowitz, 1993). As depicted in Figure 2.2,
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there are actually two concentric but interactive cycles: one involving failures with
employees, while the other, with customers.

Figure 2.2: Cycle of Failure
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The concept of the service profit chain helps the organisations to break out of this

vicious cycle and createa virtuous 'cycle of success'.
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Rucci et al. (1998) attempted the application of the entire chain within a US retail
developed
Chain'
Profit
Employee-Customer
'The
at
and
organisation,
a model called
Sears.According to their model, "a 5 point improvement in employee attitudes will
drive a 1.3 point improvement in customer satisfaction,which in turn will drive a 0.5%
improvement in revenue growth" (p. 9 1). Several other studies have successfully

demonstrated that linking up employee and customer satisfaction could lead to
competitive advantage by improving service quality (Schneider & Bowen, 1992),
customer satisfaction (Jhonsonet al., 1994) and even service recovery (Bowen et al.,
1999). Performancemeasureslike customer satisfaction (Schmit & AlIscheid, 1995),
servicequality (Hartline & Ferrell, 1996; Herrington & Lomax, 1999), servicerecovery
performance(Boshoff & Allen, 2000) and capacity to satisfy customers (Sergeant&
Frenkel,2000) have beenlinked up and studiedwith employeeattitudes,respectively.

Three empirical case studies presented by Ulrich et al. (1991) establish linkages
between employee and customer attachment, and emphasisedthe role of employee
commitment in particular. Data collccted from NCR, Scarsand Ryder linked employee
attachment to quality movement, customer attachment, and human resource (HR)
practices, respectively. The research emphasisedthe need for the HR department to
integrate with marketing professionals in conducting joint studies of employees,and
customersand making the integration of their commitment a success.

Based on similar notions of employee-customerlinkages, Boshoff and Allen (2000)
attemptedto study the potential impact of certain organisational.variables on the service
recovery performance of the frontline staff, and contend that long-term customer
relationships could be developed with a long term committed workforce. Reicheld
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(1996) further suggests that it is unlikely that organisations have loyal customers
without loyal employees.

Review of the literature reveals that employee-customerlinkages have continued to
1980;
for
decades
(Schneider
than
two
al.
et
confound managersand researchers more
Schneider & Bowen, 1985). In this context, the conclusions drawn by Hartline and
Ferrell (1996) from their literature review are quite interesting. They state that, "l)
managerscan influence customer-contactemployees' responsesso as to enhanceservice
influence
heavily
2)
the
quality, and
responses of customer contact employees
customers' perceptionsof service quality and the service encounter" (p. 52-53). They
concludedfrom their study that managersmust find ways of increasingself-efficacy and
job satisfactionof customercontact employees,as thesewere found to be highly related
with customers'perceived service quality. The study also found a positive relationship
between 'managementcommitment to service quality' (MCSQ) and service quality of
frontline employees,but did not talk about the commitment of frontline employees.
However, they do acknowledgethe need for further additional researchon "the internal
aspectsof service quality, service implementation, and service employeemanagement"
and "the use of internal marketing strategies" (p. 71), in relation to service quality

issues.

Hence, the role and importance of internal marketing in shaping the behaviours and
attitudes of the frontline employees cannot be undermined, and does call for further
research.In this context, this researchfocuses on the internal segmentof the service
profit chain (Figure 2.1), and tests certain linkages within the internal marketing
paradigm. Internal marketing constitutes the main focus of this study. The following
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section discussesthe concept and significance of internal marketing by reviewing
relevantliterature that establishesits relevanceto this research.

2.3 Internal marketing
This section begins by reviewing literature as regards the concept and definitions of
internal marketing (Section 2.3.1), then discusses motivation as a key element of
internal marketing (Section 2.3.2), and subsequentlyrewards as the key component of
internal marketing (Section 2.3.2.1), and finally establishesthe significance of rewards
in the light of the 'exchangetheory' of motivation (Section 2.3.2.2).

2.3.1 Concept and Derinition
For years,organisationshave struggledhard to achievea competitive edgein the face of
cut-throat competition through the tool of marketing. Marketing has mainly been
focusedto satisfy the external customersin the external market effectively, whereasthe

internal customers or the employees within the organisation have received,
comparatively, lesser attention. As a result, marketing strategiesimplemented by the
organisationshave failed to deliver the desired results in terms of service quality and

customersatisfaction(Schneider& Bowen,1999).

More than two decadesago, the concept of "internal marketing" was first proposedby
Berry et al. (1976) as a solution to the problem of delivering consistently high service
quality (Rafiq & Ahmed, 2000). Successful organisations realise that the route to
satisfiedcustomersis through satisfied employees,which has been supportedby various
researchersin the literature (Gronroos, 1978,1985; Gummesson,1987; Greenect al.,
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1994; Varey, 1995). The term "internal marketing" is emerging as a central theme and
gaining popularity in today's businessand academicworld (Barnes& Morris, 2000).

In caseof services,Kotler and Armstrong (1991) have proposed a 'servicesmarketing
triangle' (Figure 2.3) that explains internal marketing as a marketing activity between
the companyand its employees,which enablestheseemployeesto keep up the promises
made to the external customerby the company. Three types of marketing activities are
suggestedby the triangle:

1. External marketing: This suggeststhe relationship between the company and its
customers,and includes all the traditional marketing activities.
2. Interactive marketing: This is concernedwith the interactionsbetweenthe employees
and the firm's customers in services marketing organisations, often referred to as
6serviceencounters'(Gronroos, 1985).
3. Internal marketing: This is concernedwith the relationship betweenthe companyand
its employees.

Figure 2.3: The Services Marketing Triangle
Company

Internal Marketing
EnablingpromisesAMaking

External Marketing
promises

Providers

Customers
Interactive Marketing
Keeping promises

Source: Adapted from Kotler (1994; p. 470)
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However, despitethe popularity gainedby the conceptof internal marketing, it seems
that therehasbeenno universally accepteddefinition of internal marketing among
researchersand authorsin the fields of marketing and managementliterature (Rafiq &
Ahmed, 1993;Varey, 1995; Quester& Kelly, 1999). There exist various definitions of
internal marketing in the literature.

Berry and Parasuraman(1991, p. 151) define internal marketing as," Internal marketing
is attracting, developing, motivating and retaining qualified employees through jobproductsthat satisfy their needs."

According to Questerand Kelly (1999, p. 217), " Internal marketing is a tool that can be
usedto developand motivate customerconsciousnessamong employees."

Kotler (1991) assertsthat every organisation "must" carry out internal marketing, and
defines internal marketing as "the task of successfully hiring, training and motivating
(p.
20).
to
the
employees
serve
customer
well"
able
ni,

Cooper and Cronin (2000) state that "Internal marketing consists of an effort by the
organisationto train and motivate its employeesto provide better service" (p. 177).

As is evident from these definitions, the concept of internal marketing has been
identified specifically with the services marketing literature (Fisk et al., 1993).
However, Pitt et al. (1999) argue that most of the researchrelating to the problem of
ensuring that service employeesstrive hard to deliver service quality to customershas
come from the Human Resource literature. Hence, it seems that internal marketing
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interface
between marketing and human resource management
constitutes a critical
(Quester& Kelly, 1999), and its implementationrequires cross-functionalco-ordination
between the human resources and marketing departments (Rafiq & Ahmed, 1993).
Cooper and Cronin (2000) argue that although internal marketing is more of a
managementfunction than a marketing one, it is known by the term 'marketing', as "it
is an essentialcomponentof, and a necessaryprecondition to, the marketing campaign
of any service organisation" (p. 179). It is first essential to understandwhat internal
marketingactually means.

The definitions may vary, but the concept of internal marketing indicates that every
organisation can be considered as a marketplace where exchangestake place among
various groups of employees (Foreman & Money, 1995). Employees are viewed as

internalcustomers,andjobs as internalproducts.The basicideais that the organisation
needs to sell the jobs to employeesbefore selling its services to external customers
(Gilmore & Carson, 1995). In other words, the needs of internal customersare to be
satisfied first, so that they deliver excellent service to the external customersto support

the overallobjectivesand strategyof the firm (Pitt et al., 1999).Thus,everyonein the
organisationhas a customerto serve(Barrett, 1994; Lukas & Maignan, 1996),and these

internalcustomersshouldbe happyand satisfiedbeforethey strive towardssatisfying
the final customer(Fisk et al., 1993).This idea links with the argumentsof NOAC (next
operation as a customer) (Denton, 1990), which requires a system providing high
quality outputs to the recipients of the output at every stage.Internal marketing implies
application of the marketing concept inwards, within the organisation, to the internal
customers(Varey, 1995),taking into accountthe basic differencesbetweenexternal and
internal customers (Piercy, 1995; Marshall et al., 1998). Internal
marketing is
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in
be
key
the
to
to
considered
superior service, and results external marketing success
(Frost & Kumar, 2001).

Lewis and Entwistle (1990) argue that for the success of service encounters with
external customers, it is essential to recognise the importance of internal service
encounterswithin the organisation.itself. Thus, internal marketing implies applying the
practicesof marketing to the people who serve the external customers,so that quality
staff can be employed and retained (Greene et al., 1994). The main idea behind the
conceptof internal marketing is to createmotivated and customer-consciousemployees
at every level within the organisation(George, 1990).

Internal marketing is useful, especially, where service encountersbetweenthe frontline
employee and the customer determine the service quality perceptions by customers
(Jerome & Kleiner, 1995). This is becauseduring the 'moments of truth! or service
encounters(Carlzon, 1987),managementseldom has any direct control over the quality
of service delivered. It is the discretionary behaviour of the frontline employeesthat
determinesthe service quality perceptions and customer satisfaction on the external
front (Boshoff & Tait, 1996). In this context, it is argued that these discretionary

behaviourscould be developedwithin employeesby motivatingthemthroughthe tool
of internal marketing (Gronroos, 1985). In order to understand the significance of
internal marketing as a motivating tool, it is important to first understand how
motivation relatesto the internal marketing concept.
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2.3.2 Motivation and Internal Marketing
Most of the definitions discussed under Section 2.3.1 highlight the importance of
Ahmed
internal
Rafiq
key
the
and
philosophy
marketing.
of
motivation as a
element of
(2000) also identified employeemotivation as one of the five main elementsof intemal
marketing.

According to Atkinson (1964, p. 1) "the study of motivation has to do with the analysis
for
holds
individual's
factors
incite
direct
This
true
the
of
various
actions".
which
and
an
internal marketing as well. It is argued that when the organisationmeetsvarious needs
of its employeesthrough a variety of rewards, dispensedequitably and fairly as part of
internal marketing strategy,customersexperienceservice quality (Schneider& Bowen,
1995).Thus, internal marketing strategiesplay a major role in producing "higher levels
of serviceprovider performance" (Wasmer & Bruner, 1991, p. 35). Internal marketing
aims at satisfying the needsand wants of its employeesthrough jobs viewed as internal
products, so as to incite and direct employees' attitudes and behaviours towards

therebyachievingmaximumcustomer
customer-consciousness
andservice-mindedness,
satisfactionthrough the delivery of excellent service (Berry, 1981; George, 1990; Pitt et
al., 1999). It can be concluded that internal marketing constitutes motivation of

by satisfyingtheir needsthrough'job products,so that they deliverexcellent
employees
service to the external customersto support the overall objectives and strategy of the

firm.

There exist various theories of motivation in the literature. Thesedifferent theories can
be divided into three broad categories,such as reinforcement theories, content theories
and process theories of motivation (Campbell et al., 1970). As discussed by
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Schermerhornet al. (2004), reinforcement theories such as Skinner's emphasisethe
by
individual's
behaviour
through
the
which
process of controlling an
means
Need
its
Content
Maslow's
takes
theories
such
as
manipulating
consequences
place.
Hierarchy theory (1954) and Herzberg!s Two-factor theory (1966) focus mainly on
individual needs,and suggestthe creation of a work environment by the management
that respondspositively to individual needs to enhanceperfon-nanceand satisfaction.
Processtheories, such as Vroom's Expectancy theory (1964), focus on the cognitive
individuals
influence
in
their
that
take
the
the
which
processes
minds of
place
behaviour.Though thesetheories may differ in their approach,they all deal with one or
more aspectsof rewards,needs,cognitions, satisfactionand performance(Schermerhom
et al., 2004). They may be used separately or mixed, and matched according to the

situation.

However, Schermerhom et al. (2004) have provided the integration of the views
presentedin all thesetheoriesby establishingthe link betweenemployeeattitudes (like
satisfaction)and performance.They argue that the link betweenemployeeattitudesand
performancecan be better understoodwith rewards, since rewards can influence both
employee attitudes as well as performance. Moreover, all these theories have
emphasisedthe use of rewards for motivating employees and influencing employee
attitudesto deliver better performance.Hence, rewards are consideredto be an essential
element of any motivation strategy. Berry (1981) considered the use of rewards in
internal marketing, and advocatedthe needfor researchin identifying employees'needs,
wants and attitudes with respectto working conditions, benefits and company policies.
Research undertaken by Foreman and Money (1995) demonstrated that the three
componentscomprising the construct of internal marketing are rewards, development
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the organisationas part of internal marketing.

2.3.2.1 Rewards

"Reward refers to all forms of financial returns and tangible services and benefits
1994,
Gold,
(Bratton
&
p.
employeesreceive as part of an employment relationship"
192). Work rewards refer to the extrinsic and intrinsic benefits that workers receive
from their jobs (Herzberg, 1966; Kalleberg, 1977; Mottaz, 1988), and are important
determinants of employee attitudes such as organisational commitment and job
1973;
(Lawler,
(Herzberg,
Steers
&
1979),
1966;
Porter,
satisfaction
and performance
Newman & Krzystofiak, 1998).According to Newman and Krzystofiak (1998), rewards
shouldbe designedto fulfil four major objectives of sustainingmembership,motivating
performance,building employee commitment, and encouraging growth in employees'
skills.

According to Porter and Lawler (1968), rewardscan be broken down into two types:
Extrinsic rewardsand intrinsic rewards (also referred to in Herzberg's two-factor theory

of motivation (1966)). Katz and Van Maanan(1977) have further classifiedwork
rewardsinto three distinct categoriesof task, social and organisationalrewards.Task
rewards are intrinsic rewards, while social and organisational rewards are extrinsic
rewards.The following sectionsexplain theserewardsin fýrther detail.
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2.3.2.1.1 Extrinsic Rewards
Extrinsic rewardsare rewards that result from extrinsic, non-job-relatedfactors. Social
(friendly,
helpful
and supportive co-workers, and consideratesupervisors)are
rewards
thoseextrinsic rewardswhich are derived from interaction with otherson the job, while
organisationalrewards (pay, benefits, working conditions, promotional opportunities,
etc.) are those extrinsic rewards provided by the organisation which are aimed at
motivating performance and maintaining membership (Mottaz, 1988). Recently, the
term, 'extrinsic exchange'is developed in the literature (Young et al., 1988) to reflect
upon those extrinsic rewards (such as pay and promotional opportunities) that are
provided by the superiorto the subordinatefor good performance.

2.3.2.1.2 Intrinsic Rewards

Intrinsicrewardsarerewardsinherentin the contentof thejob itself. Taskrewardssuch
as achievement, recognition, the work itself, self-direction and responsibility, are
intrinsic rewards, as they are directly associatedwith 'doing the job'. Intrinsic rewards

include motivationaljob characteristicslike skill variety, autonomyand feedback
(Hackman & Oldham, 1976). Skill variety refers to the degree to which the work is
challenging and free from monotony. Autonomy refers the degree to which the job

provides substantialfreedom, independence,and discretion to the individual in
schedulingthe work and in determining the proceduresto be used in carrying it out.
Feedbackrefers to the degreeto which carrying out the work activities required by the
job results in the individual obtaining direct and clear information about the
effectivenessof his/her performance.
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Participation in decision making (Singh, 1998) and role clarity (Glisson & Durick,
1988) have also been classified as job characteristics,and can also be included under
intrinsic rewards. Participation refers to the degree to which employees are able to
influence decisionsabout his/herjob. Role clarity refers to the extent the employeefeels
he/shehas the necessaryinformation to perform the job adequately,and is clear about
his/her role.

As mentioned in the case of extrinsic rewards, the Young et al. study (1998) also
introducesthe new tenn to the intrinsic rewardscategoryknown as 'intrinsic exchange.
Intrinsic exchange refers to the extent to which employees receive praise and
recognition for good performanceby their superiors(Young et al., 1998).

Training is regardedas an important non-financial motivator and can be consideredas
intrinsic
an
reward. In Maslow's Need Hierarchy Theory (1954), self-actualisationneed
is termed as the ultimate motivator, and this as defined by Maslow as the need to
developone'spotentialities and skills (Armstrong, 1993). Individuals at all levels of the
organisationrecognisethe importance of continually upgrading their skills, and regard
accessto training as a "key elementin the overall reward package"(Armstrong, 1993,p.

121).

Thus, the term 'rewards' can be regardedas a generic concept comprising various types
of extrinsic and intrinsic rewards offered by the organisationfor satisfying the needsof
internal customers,thereby reflecting upon the concept of internal marketing. It is also
to be noted that here, the term 'rewards' does not necessarilymean rewards based on
performance. It simply refers to those factorsibenefits/inducementsoffered by the
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2.3.2.2 Exchange Theory
The concept of internal marketing has its roots in the 'exchange theme'. Exchange
theories (March & Simon, 1958; Adam, 1965), as included in 'Process theories'
in
focus
in
Section
2.3.1),
(discussed
on exchange processes which
above
categorisation
the individuals

make contributions

(investments) for which they expect certain

1979).
Employees'
that
&
Porter,
(rewards)
(Steers
are
of
rewards
perceptions
outcomes
influence
Exchange
by
theory presents a
their
the
performance.
organisation
offered
intrinsic
based
both
in
balance
and extrinsic
on
concept of
an organisational.context,

factorsthat lead to the maintenanceof a relationshipbetweenthe employeeand the
from
inducements
it
highlights
In
that
the
eachparty receives
organisation. other words,
maintaining the relationship (Chenet et al., 2000). Kotler's servicesmarketing triangle
discussedabove (Figure 2.3), involves three exchangeprocesses:between customers
(interactive),
(external),
the
the
and the
customers
and
employees and
organisation
organisationand its employees(internal). In the service organisation/internal customer

for
job
(internal),
the
organisationexchangesa
exchangecase
andwork environment a
customerservice quality orientation, a holistically-based motivation, an informed input
to service process development and external market information (Glynn & Lehtinen,
1995).

Marketing theory argues that successfulrelationships are built on mutually satisfying
exchanges in which both customers and suppliers gain value from their mutual
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transactions(Kotler, 1972). Lovelock (1995) arguesthat the samenotion of value can
be applied to the employeesof an organisationwho have a choice of 'whether or not to
have
do
best
for
the
employees usually
a particular organisation, since
work'
2.1,
in
Section
discussed
feel
dissatisfied.
As
if
they
to
earlier
opportunities move on
businesseswith high employee turnover get caught up in the 'cycle of failure'
(Schlesinger& Heskett, 1991). The cycle is such that when the jobs are low-paid,
boring and repetitive with minimal training, they result in poor service and high
employeeturnover. This, in turn, generateshigh customerturnover, making the working
both
its
firm
less
As
the
recruiting
spendsall
resources
a result,
environment
rewarding.
new customersand new employees.It becomesimperative that organisationsretain the best availableemployeesby motivating them through the tool of internal marketing.

Satisfactionof its internal customers'expectationsis achievedthrough various types of
for
in
intrinsic
by
that
the
exchange
extrinsic and
rewards
are offered
organisation
superiorcustomerservice quality and customersatisfaction.Thus, the administration of
both extrinsic and intrinsic rewards, as part of the internal marketing strategy,can have
important effects on a person's task attitudes and behaviour (Steers & Porter, 1979).
According to Steersand Porter (1979), employee'sperception of extrinsic and intrinsic

rewardsassociatedwith task can significantly influencea person'stask attitudesand
task performance. Attitudes like organisational commitment and job satisfaction can
thus be influenced through internal marketing. In fact, Caruana and Calleya (1998)
argue that one of the important consequencesof internal marketing is to increasethe
organisational commitment of employees, which should result in increased job
performance and lower employee tumover. Hogg (1996) also agreesto the fact that
employeecommitment could be gainedthrough the tool of internal marketing.
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Addressing similar issues, Tansuhaj et al. (1988) developed a conceptual 'services
internal
five
2.4),
(Figure
components:
comprising
marketing management model'

behaviour,
external marketing, and customer
attitudes,
employee
employee
marketing,
behaviour.
attitudesand

Figure 2.4: A Conceptual Model of Services Marketing
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10 Job Performance
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Customer' s perception of
quality
Customer Satisfaction

MarketingOrientation

Source:Adapted from Tansuhajct al. (1988), p. 33

The implications of the model are similar to those of the serviceprofit chain. According
to the model, the internal marketing programme influences employee attitudes and
behaviour, which affect the external marketing activities of the organisation, which is
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further reflected through customer attitudes and behaviour. The basic premise of the
model is that employeeattitudesand behavioursaffect the marketing performanceof the
firm, and through a strong internal marketing programme, it is possible to improve
that,
They
job-related
the
opinion
are
of
quality.
and
service
attitudes
employees'
"internal marketing activities can help increase job satisfaction, job involvement,
internal
(p.
34).
Thus,
marketing
and
work
motivation7
organisational commitment
that
to
the
workforce
satisfied
and
a
committed
assists organisation attract and maintain
delivers excellent service through the administration of work rewards offered in the
forin of an effectivejob designand a supportivework enviromnent.

2.4 Focus of Research
The review of literature, in terms of important frameworks like service profit chain
(Heskett et al., 1994), cycle of failure/success (Schlesinger & Heskett, 1991) and
services marketing management model (Tansuhaj et al., 1988), elucidates the
importance of internal marketing in improving employees'job-related attitudes, and
their servicequality.

Although the importance of internal marketing is highlighted and the componentsof

internalmarketingresearched
(Foreman& Money, 1995),the approachhasbeenmainly
conceptual, general and non-empirical in nature (Quester & Kelly, 1999; Rafiq &
Ahmed, 2000). Although a few limited studies have highlighted the importance of
internal marketing practices for managing people (see Pfeffer, 1994; Zeithaml et al.,
1990), the 'rewards' element of the internal marketing construct has not been studied
effectively in terms of the importance of different types of rewards in relation to
frontline employee attitudes and service quality. Each component of the internal
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1991),employees'perceptionsof extrinsic and intrinsic rewards associatedwith the task
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In
influence
this
context,
a person'stask attitudes and performance.
can significantly
is important to find out how frontline employees'perceptionsof rewards,offered as part
it
influence
internal
In
this
their
context,
attitudes and service quality.
of
marketing, can
is also important to find out which rewards bear a direct relationship with service
quality, and which rewards could help attain superior service indirectly, through
influencing frontline employees' attitudes in the organisation. In conclusion, it is
important to investigate what can be done by the organisations, using effective
frontline
influence
internal
to
administration of rewards as part of
marketing strategy,
be
best
the
that
could
employees' attitudes and service quality so
quality service

deliveredto the customers.

This study focuseson the 'rewards' componentof the internal marketing construct, and

investigatesthe conceptby studyingthe significanceof varioustypesof extrinsicand
intrinsic rewards as perceived by the frontline employees,in relation to their attitudes
ob satisfaction and organisational commitment) and performance (service quality).
Figure 2.5 provides a clear idea of the researchareafocusedon in the presentstudy.
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Figure 2.5: Focus Research Area

Employee "Attitudes
Service Quality

The researchfocus for this study, as illustrated (Figure 2.5), is broadly basedwithin the
servicesmarketing area. It narrows down to the internal marketing segmentwithin the
serviceprofit chain context (Figure 2.1), and focuseson the 'rewards'componentof the
internal marketing concept, which is studied in relation to employee attitudes and
service quality of frontline employees. In this context, there are three essential

relationshipscentral to the researchframework: relationshipbetweenrewardsand
employeeattitudes,relationshipbetweenemployeeattitudesand servicequality, and
relationshipbetweenrewardsand service quality.

2.5 Conclusion
This chapterhas concentratedon the literature review regarding internal marketing, and
establishesthe significance of rewardsas a key componentof internal marketing. First,
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the 'service-profit chain' concept was discussed,which indicated that for any service
be
develop
it
demands
to
to
organisation
customer service excellence,
special attention
paid to the frontline personnelwho representthe service firm to the customerduring the
service encounter.This was followed by discussing the concept of internal marketing
its
and relevanceto the organisation,especially for service-basedorganisations,where
the level of servicequality dependson the attitude of the frontline employees(Tansuhaj
et al., 1988;Zeithaml et al., 1990). In this context, motivation was discussedto be a key
element of internal marketing. Since rewards form an integral part of the motivation
process,different types of rewards were then consideredthat could be employedby the
organisationto motivate people as part of the internal marketing strategy. Finally, the
'exchangetheory' of motivation depicting the individual-organisation exchangetheme
was discussed,that establishedthe significance of rewards for internal marketing. A
conceptual 'services marketing managementmodel' (Tansuhaj et al., 1988) was also
discussedthat establishedthe significance of internal marketing in improving employee
attitudesand servicequality delivered to customers.

Finally, the need for empirical research establishing the significance of internal
marketing in relation to employeeattitudesand service quality was bighlighted. This led

to the researchfocusbeing soughtin the rewardscomponentof internalmarketing,in
terms of analysing and understanding the relationship that it bears with respect to
employee attitudes and service quality, recognising the three essential relationships
which are central to the framework of this research.

In this chapter, the researchhas focused towards the 'rewards' component of internal
marketing, which will be studied in relation to employeeattitudesand service quality in
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the following literature review chapters.In the light of the three essentialrelationships
recognised in Section 2.4, the next two chapters will discuss the rewards-attitude,
attitude-service quality, and rewards-service quality relationships. The next chapter
examinesthe significance of 'rewards'in relation to employeeattitudes Oob satisfaction
and organisational commitment). Finally, in the third literature review chapter, the
concept of service quality, and the significance of rewards and employee attitudes in
relation to service quality will be discussedwithin the internal marketing paradigm,
along with the researchgapsidentified.
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Chapter 3: Employee Attitudes

3.1 Introduction

and Structure of Literature

Review

Chapter 2 discussedthe literature as regards internal marketing and focused on the
'rewards' component of internal marketing. The prime objective of this chapter is to
define and explain the two most important job-related attitudes of employees,job
satisfaction and organisational commitment, and to provide understanding of these
last
from
discussion
in
This
the
the
to
chapter
chapterextends
attitudes relation rewards.
in terms of reviewing literature regarding the significance of rewards in the rewardsattitude relationship. According to the conceptual 'services marketing management
model' (Tansuhaj et al., 1988) discussedunder'Section 2.3.1.2, internal marketing can
help improve employees'job-related attitudes and service quality. As this researchis
focused on the 'rcwards' component of internal marketing, this chapter deals with the
review of literature regardingthe significance of rewards in influencing employees'jobrelatedattitudes,such asjob satisfactionand organisationalcommitment.

This chapteris structuredas follows. First, the two job-related attitudes are introduced
and discussed,evaluating the differences and similarities between them. Then each of

theseattitudesis discussed,startingwith job satisfaction.Literatureis reviewedrelated
to the theoretical background of this concept, in tenns of theories highlighting the
significance of rewards for job satisfaction, and exploring the various antecedents,in
tenns of rewards,and consequencesof job satisfaction.This is followed by a review of

literatureon organisational
important
job-related
commitment,another
attitude,andalso
consideredas a consequenceof job satisfaction.The review begins with discussionson

the theoretical backgroundof this construct as regards the foci and bases of

(1990)
Meyer
Allen
In
three-componentmodel of
the
this
context,
and
commitment.
is
introduced
discussed.
Then the various approaches
commitment
and
organisational
towardsthe measurementof organisationalcommitment are examined.This is followed
by a review of literature on antecedentsto organisational commitment, in terms of
exploring the significant rewards in relation to organisational commitment, both as a
uni-dimensional construct as well as a multi-dimensional construct. Also, the
in
is
job
between
relationship
satisfaction and organisational commitment established
the light of the literature review.

3.2 Employees' Job-Related Attitudes

Employee attitudes, especially frontline employees'job-related attitudes are important
determinantsof customers'perceptionsof service quality (Schneider, 1994).Adsit et al.
(1996) also argue that there are significant positive relationships between employee
attitudesabout the organisation'shuman resourcepracticesand customerattitudesabout
the service received by them. This indicates the importance of investing in improving
employee attitudes, which could make a substantial difference in the service quality
delivered and the profits of the firm. Hence, in this context, it is suggestedthat internal
marketing, in terms of rewards, can be useful in improving attitudes of frontline
employees.

This section deals with the two most important attitudes, job satisfaction and
organisationalcommitment, that seemto have significant effects on employees'service
quality (Boshoff & Tait, 1996).First, the differencesand similarities betweenthesetwo
constructsare discussed,the two being different in tenns of conceptualand operational
definitions, while holding similarities as regards some of the similar antecedentsand
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satisfaction and organisational commitment
discussed separately. Literature is reviewed with respect to their theoretical
backgrounds,and significant rewards that influence job satisfaction and organisational
commitment of employees are explored.

3.2.1 Job Satisfaction and Organisational Commitment - Differences and
Similarities
Job Satisfactionand Organisational Commitment are two of the most important workrelated attitudes of employees (Glisson & Durick, 1988; Greenberg& Baron, 1995).
These two are considered to be the most commonly examined reactions to work
(Loscocco,1990).

Researchersagree that they are separate and distinct variables (Glisson & Durick,
1988). Organisational commitment has been distinguished from job satisfaction; the

fonner is definedas an affectiveresponseto beliefs about the organisation,and the
latter as a responseto the experience of specific job tasks (Mowday et al., 1982).
According to Mowday et al. (1982), "Commitment emphasisesattachment to the
employing organisation,including its goals and values, whereassatisfactionemphasises
the specific task environment where an employee performs his or her duties" (p. 28).
Job satisfactionis the key reflection of the quality of the worker's side of the employeeorganisation linkage, whereas the worker's organisational commitment is strongly
desired by management(Loscocco, 1990). Thus, while job satisfaction refers to the
attitudesthat employeesform about their jobs, organisationalcommitment refers to the
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Despitebeing different and distinct concepts,it is argued that both job satisfactionand
in
both
key
turnover
to
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commitment
seem
occurrence
of
play
roles
organisational
in
burnout
the human services (Porter et al., 1974), which affects service quality
and
(Boshoff & Tait, 1996). Glisson and Durick (1988) argue that the "prescriptive
implications of understanding the etiology of satisfaction and commitment extend
beyond concernsfor the well-being of employeesto include the quality of servicesand
the well-being of clients who receive those services"(p. 64).

A number of variables that lead to either job satisfaction or organisational.commitment
have been identified in the literature. According to Glisson and Durick (1988), these
variablescan be divided into three categories:(1) variables that describecharacteristics
of the job tasks performed by the workers; (2) variables that describecharacteristicsof
the organisations in which the tasks are performed; and (3) variables that describe
characteristicsof the workers who perforin the tasks.The first categoryvariables,that is
job characteristics,and the secondcategory variables are included under various types

of 'intrinsic'and'extrinsic'rewardsdiscussedin Chapter2. The third categoryvariables
refer to the personal characteristicsof the employees,and will not be included for the
purposeof this research,as they do not fall within its scope.This researchtends to focus
only on those detenninants,that are within the control of the organisation. Though
personal determinants too can be controlled, to a certain extent, through effective
recruiting systems,this research,however, tends to concentrateon the motivation part
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Despite having somewhat similar antecedents and consequences, the literature
job
establishes satisfactionand organisational.commitment as two distinct and separate
constructs. Hence, it is important to understand each of them with respect to the
theoretical conceptsand the significance of rewards in influencing each of them. First,
job satisfactionis discussed.

3.2.2 Job Satisfaction
Job satisfactionrefers to the work attitude held by an individual towards his/her job in
general (Rogers et al., 1994). It is the degree to which individuals feel positively or
negatively about their jobs (Schermerhomet al., 2004). Hence,job satisfaction can be
defined as "the positive emotional state resulting from the appraisalof one'sjob or job
experiences"(Locke, 1976,p. 1300).

Generaljob satisfactionrefers to the extent to which the employeesfeel satisfied overall
with the kind of work they do and with the nature of their job. However, the literature

also definesjob satisfactionin terms of facet satisfaction,that is satisfactionwith the
various facetsof the job, such as pay, working conditions, benefits, etc.. The two most
popular instrumentsfor measuring facet job satisfaction are the Job Description Index

(JDI) (Smithct al., 1969)andthe MinnesotaSatisfactionQuestionnaire
(MSQ) (Weiss
et al., 1967). These various facets are also considered to be detenninants of job
satisfaction(Greenberg& Baron, 1995), given the researchlinking facet and generaljob

satisfaction(seeCrannyet al., 1992;Eby et al., 1999).Sincethesefacetsare already
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In order to clearly understandthe concept of job satisfaction, especially in relation to
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sections.
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3.2.2.1 Theoretical Background- Theories of Job Satisfaction
As regards theories relating to job satisfaction, Herzberg's two-factor theory and a
have
job
Hackman
Oldham's
a significant
model,
characteristics
and
related concept,
bearing on this research.First, Herzberg'stwo-factor theory will be discussed.This will
be followed by discussionson the job characteristicsmodel.

3.2.2.1.1 Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory of MotiVation/Satisfaction
Herzberg developed a theory of motivation or to be more precise, satisfaction.
According to him, the intrinsic factors are responsible for satisfaction, whereas the
extrinsic factors, if absent,would lead to dissatisfaction, and their presencewould not

for
like
1966).
Intrinsic
factors
(Herzberg,
yield satisfaction
opportunities personal
like
factors
growth, recognition, etc. were called motivators, while extrinsic
pay,
working conditions, supervision, etc. were called hygiene factors. According to his
theory, satisfaction and dissatisfaction are not two ends of the same continuum.
Herzberg'sdistinction betweenmotivators and hygiene factors is referred to as the 'twofactor theory of job satisfaction' (Greenberg& Baron, 1995). His theory highlights the
importanceof job characteristicsin terms of yielding motivation and satisfaction,which

later led to the conceptof job enrichment(SteersandPorter,1991).Herzberg'stheory
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has stimulatedthe work of other researchersand "the theory should be dissectedand/ or
develop
in
to
continuing
a
effort
comprehensiveand accuratepredictors of
modified
humanbehaviouron the job" (Steersand Porter, 1991, p. 414).

3.2.1.1.2 Job Characteristics Model

Following the work of Herzberg and a few others, Hackman and Oldham (1976)
designeda job characteristicsmodel of motivation. In the model there are five corejob
dimensions creating three critical psychological states that, in turn, lead to certain
beneficial personal and work outcomes.As inferred from Figure 3.1, the five core job
dimensionsare:
1. Skill variety: The degreeto which a job requires a variety of different activities
suchthat different talents and skills can be usedby a worker.
2. Task identity: The degreeto which the job requires completion of a whole, and
identifiable piece of work.
3. Task significance: The degreeto which the job has a substantialimpact on the
lives or work of other people, whether in the working organisation or in the
cxtcmal enviromnent.
Thesethreejob dimensionscontribute to a job's meaningfulnesssuch that the work

is experienced
job
be
important,
The
valuableandworthwhile.
as
should high on at
least one (or more) of these three job dimensions that lead to experienced
meaningfulness(Hackman & Oldham, 1976) to prompt internal work motivation
along with autonomyand feedback.
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Figure 3.1: Job Characteristics Model
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Source:Adapted from Hackman and Oldham (1976, p. 256)
4. Autonomy: The degree to which the job provides substantial freedom,

in
in
individual
independence,
discretion
the
to
the
work
scheduling
and
and
determining the procedures to be used in carrying it out. This job dimension
leadsto employees'feelings of personalresponsibility for the work outcomes.
5. Feedback:The degreeto which carrying out the work activities required by the
job results in the individual obtaining direct and clear information about the
effectivenessof his/her perfonnance. This job characteristic fosters knowledge

of theactualresultsof thework activities.
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As can be inferred from Figure 3.1, the job characteristics model explains the task
importance
highlights
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job
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"The model postulates that internal rewards are obtained by an individual when he
learns (knowledge of results) that he personally (experienced responsibility) has
in
"
(experienced
he
meaningfulness), which
cares about
performedwell on a task that
turn affect his performancein the future (Steers& Porter, 1991,p. 425). In other words,
the threepsychological statespave the way for internal rewardsto be experiencedby the
jobs.
Also,
these rewards serve as
their
they
on
employees when
perform well
incentivesfor better performancein the future. "The positive affect is reinforcing to the
individual, and servesas an incentive for him to continue to try to perform well in the
future" (Hackman & Oldham, 1976, p. 256). Hence, it suggeststhe importance of
intrinsic rewards for enhancingjob satisfaction and quality of work performance of
employees.

Thus, both Herzberg's two-factor theory and job characteristics model indicate the

in
job
However,
in
to
orderto understand
satisfaction.
significanceof rewards relation
job
influence
that
the
types
satisfaction,the
and explore
significantly
of rewards
various
literature with respectto the antecedentsto job satisfactionis reviewed in the following
section.
3.2.2.2 Antecedents /Determinants of Job Satisfaction
The literature divides the determinants/ causes of job satisfaction into two main
categories:(i) organisationaldeterminantsand (ii) personaldeterminants(Greenberg&
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Baron, 1995). Organisational determinants comprise reward system, quality of
supervision, working conditions, and work

and social stimulation. Personal

detenninants include personality, status and seniority, general life satisfaction, and
include
job
between
interests
This
the
the
not
and
of people.
researchwill
congruency
in
for
determinants
job
reasons already mentioned
as causesof
satisfaction
personal
Section3.2.

3.2.2.2.1 Organisational Determinants:

Rewards and Job Satisfaction

As part of organisationaldetenninants,both extrinsic as well as intrinsic rewards have
shown to have significant impact on job satisfaction (Loscocco, 1990). Hence, this
discussion is divided into two categories, one based on the influence of extrinsic
rewardsand the other refers to the influence of intrinsic rewards on job satisfaction.

i. Extrinsic Rewards
Extrinsic organisational rewards like pay, benefits, promotional opportunities, and
working conditions havebeen found to affect job satisfactionsignificantly.
Studiesconductedby various researchers(Berkowitz et al., 1987,Miceli & Lane, 1991)
have concludedthat people tend to be more satisfied with their jobs when they are paid

adequatelyandtreatedfairly, relativeto others.Satisfactionwith pay andperceptionof
fairnesshave significant effects on their job satisfaction (Young et al., 1998; Eby et al.,
1999).Similarly, fringe benefits are believed to be a key determinantof job satisfaction
(Barber et al., 1992). Empirical evidence also demonstratesthat job satisfaction is
highly reduced if people are made to work in adverse and unpleasant working
conditions(Sundstrom,1986).
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Social extrinsic rewards such as quality of supervision and social stimulation also affect
job satisfaction.Studiesindicate that job satisfactiontends to be higher when employees
perceivetheir superiorsto be competent,have their best interests in mind, and are fair
(Trempe et al., 1985). Supervisory satisfaction directly and significantly influencesjob
satisfaction (Eby et al., 1999). Also, having friendly and helpful co-workers bears a
significant relationshipwith job satisfaction(Greenberg& Baron, 1995).

ii. Intrinsic Rewards
Like extrinsic rewards, intrinsic rewards also affect job satisfaction. According to
Herzberg'stheory, intrinsic factors have a direct positive effect on job satisfaction.Job
characteristicslike autonomy, skill variety and feedback (Hackman & Oldham, 1976)
influencejob satisfaction significantly, as thesejob characteristicsenhancethe level of
work stimulation, and are important for people who view their jobs as careers, as
opposedto short-termpositions (Greenberg& Baron, 1995).

Participation in decision making is also believed to have significant impact on job
satisfaction.This is becausewhen people are allowed to participate in the decisionsthat
concern their jobs, they feel valued, and also satisfied with their jobs (Locke &

Schweiger,1979;Teas, 1983).Role clarity is anothersignificantdeterminantof job
satisfaction. Clarity in roles helps in perfortning jobs well, as it enhancesconfidence
and doespromotejob satisfaction,as opposedto when people arc not clear in their roles
(Teas, 1983; Hartlinc & Ferrell, 1996). Researchhas establishedrole clarity and skill
variety as two most powerful determinantsofjob satisfaction(Glisson & Durick, 1988).
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Training is also consideredto be a key detenninant of job satisfaction.Training is used
for
in
to
to
the
mainly meet
needsof employeesand organisations, order preparepeople
jobs that need to be done (Greenberg & Baron, 1995). Hence, training not only helps
new recruits to meet the challengesof the jobs, but it also upgradesand refines the skills
leading
jobs
by
their
thus
them
to
satisfactorily,
of existing employees assisting
perform
to a senseof job satisfaction.

3.2.2.3 Consequencesof Job Satisfaction
Among the consequencesof job satisfaction, employee withdrawal (such as turnover
and absenteeism) and job performance have been the most popularly studied
(Greenberg& Baron, 1995). However, this researchwill focus on two of
consequences
the most important consequencesofjob satisfaction,organisationalcommitment andjob
performance.

The literature review of the 'job satisfaction-organisationalcommitment' relationship
will be dealt with in Section 3.2.3.4, while the 'job satisfaction-service qualitý
relationship will be discussedin Chapter 4. However, the focus of discussionsnow
moves on to the next employee attitude, as mentioned in Section 3.2, organisational

commitment.

3.2.3 Organisational Commitment
'Commitment' is not a new concept. Its roots can be traced back to the 1950s,when it
was interpreted in terms of 'loyalty' (Lawrence, 1958). In fact, Abegglen (1958)
introduced the concept of 'lifetime commitment' in relation to the low turnover
experiencedin the Japanesework environment Since the 1960s,employeecommitment
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issues
for
be
to
the
managers, as well as researchers
continues
one of
most exciting
(Suliman & Iles, 2000b).

Organisationalcommitment is the extent to which an individual identifies and is
involved with his or her organisation and/or is willing to leave it (Greenberg & Baron,
1995). "Organisational commitment represents a useful criterion for a number of
improve
behaviors"
interventions
designed
to
employees'
attitudes
and
organizational
(Mathieu & Zajac, 1990, p. 192). It is popularly being used by the researchersas key
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research

In the following sections, literature is reviewed regarding the theoretical foundations of
key
the
to
the
commitment,
viewing
rewards
as
antecedents
commitment and
determinants of organisational commitment. First, the theoretical background as regards
the foci and basesof commitment will be discussed.This will be followed by the threeby
Allen and Meyer (1990). Then
conceptualised
as
component model of commitment,
the literature is reviewed with respect to issues concerning measurement of
organisational commitment, relationship between rewards and commitment, and also
job satisfaction-commitment relationship. First, the theoretical background is discussed
in terms of foci and basesof commitment.

3.2.3.1 Theoretical Background
Organisational commitment deals with the attitudes of the people towards their
organisation. In order to understandthe complex nature of commitment, effort has been
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1. Foci of Commitment

The foci comprisethe group or individual to which a person is committed. As illustrated
in Figure 3.2, Becker and Billings (1993) distinguished between two major foci, the
supervisorand the work group, top managementand the organisation. By combining
high and low levels of each of these foci, they identified four different commitment
profiles as follows:
1. Uncommitted: individuals who are low in commitment to both setsof foci
2. Committed: individuals who are high in commitment to both setsof foci
3. Locally Committed : individuals who are highly committed to their supervisor
and work group, but not to top managementand the organisation
4. Globally Committed: individuals who are highly committed to the top
managementand the organisation,but not to their supervisorand work group

Figure 3.2: Four Different Commitment Profiles
Attachmentto Top

Attachment to Supervisor& Work Group

Management
&Organisation
Low
High

Low
Uncommitted
Globally Committed

High
Locally Committed
Committed

Source:Adapted from Greenbergand Baron (1995, p. 182),basedon information in
Becker and Billings (1993).
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is
towards
the
For the purposeof this study, the employees' commitment
organisation
studied, also known as organisational commitment.
2. Bases of Commitment

In order to fully understandthe concept of commitment, basesneed to be understood
along with the foci of commitment.

Basesrefer to the underlying reasonsor motives that people have for being committed.
The basesof commitment are well explainedby the following two approaches:
i) The 'side-bets' orientation
ii) The 'goal congruence' orientation

i) 'Side-bets' Orientation

The 'side-bets'orientationwas propoundedby Becker. In 1960, Becker tried to establish
due
do
In
failed
job
but
between
time,
to
so.
a correlation
satisfaction and performance,
he developedan interestin the conceptof commitment, which led to Becker'stheory on

commitment.

Becker's side-bet approachfocuses on the accumulatedinvestmentsthat an individual
standsto lose if he or sheleavesthe organisation (Becker, 1960).Peoplefear losing the

investments
madein the organisationovertime, andbecomeconcernedthatthey cannot
replacethesethings, which makes leaving the organisation more costly. The individual
is viewed as committed to an organisation if he /she is bound by past actions of 'sunk
costs' (fringe benefits, salary as a function of age or tenure) (Blau & Boal, 1987).Thus
the tenn 'side bet' refers to anything of value that has been investedin the organisation
like time, effort or money, and would be lost or deemed worthless if the individual
leaves the organisation. Organisational commitment, here, is depicted to be more
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Becker's theory from the behavioural perspective.Under this perspective,the conditions
contributing to the continuation of behaviour are beyond conscious recognition, while
is
leaving
Becker,
the
the recognition of costs associatedwith
organisation.
accordingto
Hence,
1991).
behaviour
(Meyer
&
Allen,
that
affects
a consciouspsychological state
Becker'sapproachcannotbe consideredthe sameas the behavioural approach.

ii) 'Goal congruence' Orientation
'Goal congruence'orientation was popularisedby Porter and his associates,and focuses
identifying
have
the
to
personalgoals that
on
with an organisation
extent which people
are in keeping with those of the organisation. It reflects people's willingness to accept
it
define
604)
(1974,
Porter
towards
as
and work
p.
attaining organisationalgoals.
et al.
the "relative strength of an individual's identification with, and involvement in a
factors:
it
least
be
by
Conceptually,
three
particular organisation".
can characterised at
1. Strongbelief in, and acceptanceof the organisation's goals and values
2. Willingness to exert considerableeffort on behalf of the organisation
3. Strongdesireto maintain membershipin the organisation.
This approach views organisational commitment as an attitude; a more positive
orientation towards the organisationis known as the attitudinal.approach(Blau & Boal,
1987).The works of Etzioni (1961), Kanter (1968), and Porter and his associates(Porter
& Smith, 1970;Porter et al., 1974; Porter et al., 1976) are incorporatedin this approach.
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Meyer & Allen (1987) noted the distinction between these two approaches,and the
terms, 'affective commitment' and 'continuance commitment' were coined to
'side-bet'
'goal-congruence'
the
the
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approach
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Apart from viewing commitment as a desire (affective) and as a need (continuance),a
third, less common approach, was to view it as an obligation to remain with the
defined
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This
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third
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and
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developmentof the three-componentmodel of commitment by Allen and Meyer (1990),
which will now be discussed.

iii) Allen and Meyer's three-component model
Allen

and Meyer

(1990) conceptualised organisational commitment as a

incorporated
three-component
model which
multidimensional construct,and proposeda
the three general themes found in the literature, such as the affective attachment,the

perceivedcosts and the obligation, associatedwith the concept of commitment.
According to them, there are three componentsof commitment:
1. Affective Commitment: The employee's emotional attachmentto, identification with
and involvement in the organisation.
2. ContinuanceCommitment: The commitment based on the costs that the employee
associateswith leaving the organisation.
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3. Normative Commitment: The employee's feelings of obligation to stay with the
organisation.

Thus, three distinct basesof commitment were identified as affective, normative and
continuancecommitment (Dunham et al., 1994).Meyer et al. (1993) arguethat common
to thesethree approachesis the view that commitment is a psychological statethat, I.
characterisesthe employee's relationship with the organisation, and 2. has implications
for the decision to continue or discontinue membership in the organisation.However,
the natureof the psychological state for each form of commitment differs considerably.
Employeeswith a strong affective commitment remain with the organisation because
they want to, those with strong continuancecommitment remain becausethey need to
(Meyer et al., 1989), while employees with a high level of normative commitment
remain with an organisationbecausethey feel they ought to (Meyer & Allen, 1991).

Moreover, Meyer and Allen (1991) argue that, "it is more appropriate to consider

affective,continuanceand normativecommitmentas components,than as types, of
commitment" (p. 67). Allen and Meyer (1990) view affective, continuance and
normative commitment as distinguishable components, rather than as types of

commitment.Thus,the three-componentmodelproposedthat the psychologicalstates
characterisingthe three forms of commitment are not mutually exclusive; rather, all
three forms of commitment can exist in an employeewith varying degrees.It is argued
that each employeehas a commitment profile reflecting his/her degreeof desire, need
and obligation to remain. Therefore, the net sum of a person's commitment to the
organisationreflects each of these separablepsychological states(affective attachment,
perceivedcostsand obligation) (Allen & Meyer, 1990).
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For the purpose of this research, we concentrate on the three-componentmodel as
it
is
felt
(1990),
by
Allen
Meyer
that "the three- componentmodel may
and
as
proposed
have the greatest relevance for those conducting commitment research" (Meyer &
Allen, 1991, p. 83).

Thus, the review of literature regarding the various basesof commitment indicate that
both
has
been
as a uni-dimensionalconstruct
conceptualised
organisationalcommitment
(Becker, 1960; Porter et al., 1974; Weiner, 1982), and as a multi-dimensional construct
(Allen & Meyer, 1990). However, these differences in conceptualisation of the
organisational commitment construct have bearing on the issues concernedwith the

measurement
of this construct.

3.2.3.2 Measurement of Organisational Commitment
As is evident from the discussions on the conceptualisation of organisational
commitment under Section3.2.2.1(ii), organisationalcommitment has been defined and
measuredin various ways. There are three main approachesin the literature as regards
the measurement of the organisational commitment construct that will now be

discussed.

1. OrganisationalCommitmentQuestionnaire
(OCQ)
For years, organisational commitment has been measured by the instrument called

"OrganisationalCommitmentQuestionnaire"(OCQ)designedby Porteret al. (1974).It
is the most popular measureused (Meyer et al., 1989).This instrument was usedby 103
of the 174 samplesStudiedin the meta- analysisby Mathieu and Zajac (1990). OCQ is
typically known as the "market leader" in commitment research (Benkhoff, 1997b).
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Despite of its wide popularity, the scale is not without limitations, and has been
Benkhoff
1997a).
Benkhoff,
(Meyer
&
Allen,
1991;
by
various researchers
criticised
(1997a) argues that the three factors considered in the OCQ are aspectsof a single
has
OCQ
imply
heterogeneity.
Thus,
does
not
concept,and the multi-dimensional nature
homogeneity
the
and
of the scale,and
construct validity
attractedcriticism concerning
also as regardsthe ambiguity of its severalitems (Benkhoff, 1997b). It has beenpointed
itself
this
to the affective component of commitment only,
that
scale confines
out
ignoring the other two. In a study conductedby Dunham et al. (1994), it was further
assertedthat OCQ assesses
primarily the affective dimension.

2. Scalebased on 'Side-Bets'
Another measure, though not as popular as OCQ, was based on Becker's side-bet
(1969)
Trice
by
has
been
Ritzer
This
type
or
and
notion.
operationalised
of commitment
Hrebiniak and Alutto (1972) scales. However, the ap&opriatenessof these scales as
measuresof cost-basedcommitment has also been questioned(Meyer & Allen, 1984).

3. Allen and Meyer's Three-Component Scale
Keeping in view the multi-faceted nature of organisational commitment, many authors

arepreferringto usethe scalesestablishedby Allen and Meyer (1990)(seeRandallet
al., 1990; Somers,1995; Gruen et al., 2000; Suliman & Iles, 2000a,2000b). The results
of the nine studiesin the researchconductedby Dunham et al. (1994) strongly support
the three-dimensional construct definition of organisational commitment, and also
suggest that the Allen and Meyer's (1990) instrument "provides a workable
operationalisationof the multi-dimensional OC construct" (p. 376). Also, according to
Meyer and Allen (1991), the employee's relationship with an organisationcan be better
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to the domination of the attitudinal approach that has resulted in disparate and
disappointingresults in the past four decades"(Suliman & Iles, 2000b,p. 419).

Also, based on the Allen and Meyer (1990) scale, Meyer et al. (1993) developed a
modified, shorter version of the scale of the three components of commitment,
The
instead
in
items
the
original scale
original
scale.
as
comprising six
each
of eight,
hasbeen criticised due to the poor reliability encounteredby the researchersin the case
&
Suliman
1998;
(Travaglione
the
et al.,
of, especially,
normative commitment scale
Iles, 2000a and 2000b). The latest modification develoPedby Meyer et al. (1993) is
becomingpopular with the researchers,and is anticipatedto overcomethis problem.

As discussed in Section 3.2.3.2, there are various approaches available for the
depends
the
upon
measurementof organisational commitment, and
choice ultimately
the purpose of the research,as well as upon the conceptuali sation of organisational

commitmentusedin theresearch.

However, the literature indicates that rewards have been studied as antecedentsto
organisational commitment in both cases, that is, when it is conceptualisedas unidimensional construct (mainly the affective component), and also when the multidimensionality of the constructis taken into accountby the researchers.In the following
section, literature is reviewed to explore the significant rewards as antecedentsto
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organisational commitment. Though this research conceptualises organisational
commitment as multi-dimensional, based on the Allen and Meyer (1990) threecomponentmodel of commitment, due to the paucity of studies available on rewards
with the three-componentmodel, this literature review also takes into account those
studies that have conceptualised organisational commitment as a uni-dimensional
constructto explore the rewards-commitmentrelationship. Hence, the literature review
discussingthe antecedentsto organisationalcommitment is divided into two categories,
one that dealswith the uni-dimensional conceptualisatiohof organisationalcommitment
(mainly affective commitment), and the other that takes into account the multidimensionalconceptualisationof commitment (three-componentmodel).

3.2.3.3 Antecedents of Organisational Commitment
Over the past, organisational commitment has been studied with antecedentssuch as
personalcharacteristics(see Steers, 1977; Mowday et al., 1982, Angle & Perry, 1983;
Meyer & Allen, 1984; Allen & Meyer, 1990; Meyer & Allen, 1991; Meyer et al., 1993;
Hackett et al., 1994; Dick & Metcalfe, 2001) and organisational characteristics(see
Steers, 1977; Angle & Perry, 1983; Mottaz, 1988, Allen & Meyer, 1990; Meyer &
Allen, 1991; Loscocco, 1990; Simintiras et al., 1994; Young et al., 1998; Eby et al.,

1999; Suliman & Iles, 2000a). According to Mottaz (1986), the detenninantsof
organisational commitment can be grouped into two main categories: (1) individual
characteristics,and (2) organizationalcharacteristics.
3.2.3.3.1 Personal Characteristics
Researchfindings suggest that the relationship between demographic variables and
commitment is indirect, through work rewards and values. Personalcharacteristicssuch
as age, sex, tenure, etc., on

eir own, cannot account for how they might produce
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(Mottaz, 1988).
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mind
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reasons
(1988) for the exclusion or inclusion of personal characteristics, they will not be
included as determinantsof organisationalcommitment for the purposeof this research.

3.2-3.3.2 Organisational Characteristics: Rewards and Organisational
Commitment
Researchsuggeststhat the organisational commitment of frontline employeescould be
enhancedwith the help of internal marketing (Boshoff & Tait, 1996; Hogg, 1996;
Caruana & Calleya, 1998). Rewards, being an important component of internal

marketingstrategy,play an importantrole in building and maintaininga committed
workforce in the organisation, who ensure a high standard of service quality through

their discretionary and exemplary efforts (Young et al., 1998). Newman and
Krzystofiak (1998) note that many top organisationsregularly provide rewardsin excess
of what is neededto maintain employee membership. These rewards are not directly
tied to performance, and it is argued that these are intended to build employee
commitment towardsthe organisationbasedon the exchange-theme.
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According to the individual-organisation exchange theme, individuals enter
organisationswith specific skills, desiresand goals, and expect in return a work setting
where they can use their skills, satisfy their desires, and achieve their goals (Mottaz,
1988). At the heart of this exchange is the implicit agreement referred to as the
"psychological contract" (Kotter, 1973; Rousseau,1995), which is poised on the act of
reciprocation."The primary mechanismthat explains how perceivedequitabletreatment
of the individual by the organisation can culminate in a member's commitment to the
organisation is reciprocation" (Angle & Perry, 1983, p. 128). It simply implies that
employeesoffer or enhancetheir commitment when organisations meet employees'
expectations regarding fulfilment of their important needs (Steers, 1977). Hence,
employers, in exchange for providing "worker employability", expect, in return,
employees to improve their efforts and commitment towards the organisation
(Hammonds,1996).

Thus, the exchangeperspective explains organisational commitment as a function of
work rewards and work values (Mottaz, 1988), and suggeststhe importance of work
rewards for continuously motivating the employees. Work rewards have gained
significance in today's business world, both in terms of increasing organisational
commitment,as well as performanceof the employees.

Work rcwards have attracted considerable research as antecedentsto organisational
commitment. Researchfindings indicate the importance of both extrinsic and intrinsic
rewardsin determining organisationalcommitment (Steers,1977; Angle & Perry, 1983;
Loscocco, 1990; Young et al., 1998). Commenting upon the importance of both,
Suliman and Iles (2000b) argue that, "the organisations can increase employees'
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commitment and subsequentlytheir performance by increasing extrinsic and intrinsic
fringe
benefits that attract their attention and induce them to evaluate
rewards and
correctly the cost of terminating membership" (p. 417).

As regardsthese rewards, some researchfindings have also indicated that the relative
importanceof intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, as determinantsof commitment, vary by
occupation(Angle & Perry, 1981). However, Mottaz (1988) contestedthis viewpoint. In
research determining the antecedentsto organisational.commitment, Mottaz (1988)
studied a heterogenoussample, and conducted analysis for each occupational group
separately.It resultedin a very similar hierarchy of determinantsacrossall occupational
groups, indicating that the relative importance of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards does
not vary by occupation.

The literature discussedbelow is also organisedaccording to the intrinsic and extrinsic
rewards, with

first,

the uni-dimensional conceptualisation of

organisational

commitment,and later, the three-componentmodel of organisationalcommitment.

3.2.3.3.2(i) Organisational Commitment as Uni-dimensional Construct
Intrinsic Rewards and Organisational Commitment
Mostly, research supports the view that intrinsic
rewards are more powerful
determinants of organisational commitment than
extrinsic rewards (Brief & Aldag,
1980; O'Reilly & Caldwell, 1980; Eby et al., 1999). Buckman (1991)
remarks that
commitment strategies should focus on intrinsic rewards; extrinsic rewards like
compensation,benefits, bonusesand perks, are secondaryin nature, and can be usedto
supportsuch strategies.
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Mathieu and Zajac (1990), in their meta-analysis-andreview of over a 100 published
higher
jobs
intrinsic
likely
like
to
that
are
yield
studies, stated
rewards
enriched
organisationalcommitment. In a study conducted by Flynn and Tannenbaum(1993)
examining the relationship betweenjob characteristicsand organisationalcommitment,
it was found that challenging jobs played an important role for organisational
commitment of managersin the private sector. Tansuhaj et al. (1988) also argue that
levels of organisational commitment could be enhanced through challenging,
interesting,and self-rewardingjob assignments.This implies the need for job redesign
programmesto be considered by managers concerned with improving organisational
internal
The
commitment.
concept of
marketing clearly emphasisesthe utility of a good
job design in attracting, developing, motivating and retaining qualified employeesby
satisfyingtheir needs(Berry& Parasuraman,1991).

Job characterisiclike skill variety (Glisson & Durick, 1988; Mathieu & Zajac, 1990;
Pierce et al., 1991; Young et al., 1998; Eby et al., 1999) has emerged as the most

powerful determinantof organisationalcommitmentout of the threejob dimensions
studied,to make the work meaningful and worthwhile (Glisson & Durick, 1988).

Anotherimportantjob dimensionstudiedin relation to organisationalcommitmentis
autonomy.The secondpsychological state of experiencedresponsibility enhanceswith
increasedautonomy on the job, which is likely to increaseorganisationalcommitment
(Mottaz, 1988; Flynn & Tannenbaum,1993; Simintiras et al., 1994; Eby et al., 1999).
Commenting upon the importance of job autonomy, Zeithaml et al. (1990) argue that
"though the contactpersonmay be totally committed to serving the customer,he or she
cannotperform becauselack of perceived control" (p. 105). Although autonomy is said
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to be an important dimension in building organisational commitment, Mathieu and
Zajac (1990) found a small positive correlation between autonomy and commitment as
comparedto skill variety.

Feedback also plays a significant role in enhancing organisational commitment.
Organisational commitment could be enhanced under conditions of high feedback
(Steers, 1977; Mathieu & Zajac, 1990; Young et al., 1998). Knowledge of the actual
results of work activities, if positive in the form of praise, recognition, etc., results in
stronger feelings of loyalty to the organisation (Eisenberger et al., 1990). Eby et al.
(1999), in their study explaining the psychological mechanismsthat trigger individuals'
affective commitment to their organisation, using meta-analytic correlations and
structural equations modelling, found direct effects from feedback to affective

commitment.In anotherstudy,Dick and Metcalfe (2001) highlight the importanceof
feedback about job performance and job role in enhancing commitment among the
police force.

Job characteristics like role clarity also have significant impact on organisational
commitment.Researchstudieshave shown that role ambiguity has a negative effect on
organisational commitment of frontline employees (Wetzels et al., 2000). Also,
researchershave found that participation in decision making is another important
determinantof organisationalcommitment. Employeeswho frequently participate in the
decisions that concern their job exhibit relatively higher levels of organisational
commitment (DeCottiis & Summers, 1987; Boshoff & Mels, 1995), than those who do
not.
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Training is another important intrinsic reward in the total reward package(Arrnstrong,
2001) that has been found to have significant impact on organisational commitment
(Saks, 1995).

To summarisc,job characteristicsthat make the job challenging and interesting, clarity
in roles, participative style of management, proper training along with sufficient
autonomy, and timely feedback could be considered as important determinants of
organisationalcommitment.

Extrinsic Rewards and Organisational Commitment
Though intrinsic rewards are gaining popularity among researchers,the importanceand
value of extrinsic rewards for job-related attitudes cannot be ignored. Even Herzberg's
theory (1966) statesthat the extrinsic rewards cannot be ignored, and they are necessary
for maintaining membership of employees. Mottaz (1988), in his study on the
determinants of organizational commitment, rightfully remarks that, "few, if any,
workers would continue to work on a job for very long if extrinsic rewards were
completelyinadequate"(p. 478).

As regardsorganisationalcommitment, there exists a parallel body of researcherswho
supportthe view that extrinsic rewards are more strongly associatedwith organisational
commitment than intrinsic rewards (Angle & Perry, 1983; Loscocco, 1990). Extrinsic
rewards like pay, benefits, promotional opportunities, working conditions, etc. are said
to be more powerfully associatedwith commitment than intrinsic rewards. The logic
goesthat organisationshave more direct control over extrinsic rewards than they have
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Young et al. (1998) statethat "Pay is often assumedto be the most basic and important
(p.
346).
However,
to
researchwith this extrinsic
reward
offered
employees"
extrinsic
be
found
is
In
has
to
yielded confusing and mixed results. some studies, pay
reward
Perry,
&
(Angle
significantly and positively related with organisational commitment
1983; Mottaz, 1988; Loscocco, 1990), while other studies demonstrateda weak link
between pay satisfaction and organisational commitment (Glisson & Durick, 1988;
Mathieu & Zajac, 1990), and some found no link at all (Young et al., 1998). Some
(Eby
found
findings
have
between
two
the
et al.,
also
a negative relationship
research

1999).

Other extrinsic rewards, like working conditions, benefits package and promotional
opportunities, have also been shown to have a positive effect with organisational
commitment (Mottaz, 1988). In a study by Young et al. (1998), satisfaction with
promotion emergedas the most powerful determinantof organisationalcommitment.

Social rewards like supervisory consideration (DeCottiis & Summers, 1987), and
friendly and supportive co-workers (Mottaz, 1988) have also been found to influence
organisational commitment significantly. People who feel satisfied with the social
rewards offered to them by their organisation, in terms of consideratesuperiors and
friendly and helpful co-workers, and thus who work as a team in servicing customers,
feel more committed to their organisations.
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From the literature reviewed, both intrinsic as well as extrinsic rewards are significant
determinantsof organisationalcommitment. Thus, both content of the job, as well as the
context in which one works, significantly influence organisationalcommitment. Several
studies have given a range of rewards viewed as important by employees,and it is
interesting to note that it has been a mixture of intrinsic as well as extrinsic rewards
(Levering & Moskowitz, 1993; Simintiras et al., 1994; Newman & Krzystofiak, 1998).
Commentingon the natureof rewardsviewed as important by employees,Newman and
Krzystofiak (1998) conclude,"Over the past two decades,as we have askedemployees
what is important, we have noticed some interesting patterns. The top five priorities
usually include money and advancementopportunity. Another top-five priority is often
status/recognition;feedbackis also frequently mentioned" (p. 63). From the evidence,it
seems that both extrinsic as well as intrinsic rewards are important in determining
organisational commitment of employees (O'Reilly & Caldwell, 1980; Rusbult &
Ferrell, 1983;Loscocco, 1990;Young et al., 1998; Eby et al., 1999).

3.2.3.3.2(ii) Allen and Meyer's Three-Component Model of Organisational
Commitment
Most of the researchfindings discussedabove have taken the affective component of
commitment only (uni-dimensional), as conceptualised by Porter et al. (1974).
Literature examining the antecedents/correlateswith respect to the three- component
model of commitment is still evolving, and researchregarding different antecedentsof
the various forms of commitment is only beginning to be explored (Hackett et al.,
1994).
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Allen and Meyer (1990) conceptualisedthe three-componentmodel of commitment,
have
findings
is
Research
where commitment viewed as a multi-faceted construct.
supported the existence of the three facets of commitment, affective commitment,
normative commitment and continuancecommitment (Allen & Meyer, 1990; Dunham
et al., 1994; Suliman & Iles, 2000a). Since commitment is viewed as a multidimensional and multi-faceted concept, it is presumed that each of the dimensionsor
componentsof commitment, viz. affective, normative and continuance commitment,
will have a distinct set of antecedentsor correlates (Meyer & Allen, 1991). Thus,
literature is reviewed as regards the antecedentsof each component of commitment,
startingwith affective commitment.

Affective Commitment
Most of the researchfindings in the field of organisationalcommitment as discussedin
Section 3.2.2.3.2 (i), refer to the affective component of commitment only. This is the
most popular construct studied,and relateshighly with the OCQ (Mowday et al., 1982).
Affective commitment has its roots in the concept of exchange. Employees want to

remain,and are willing to exert effort on behalf of the organisationbecauseof the
positive work experiencesand benefits they derive from their relationship with the

organisation.Meyer and Allen (1991) arguethat 6'Themotive arising from affective
commitmentmight bestbe describedas a desireto contributeto the well-beingof the
organisationin order to maintain equity in a mutually beneficial association" (p. 78).
Hence,in terms of reciprocity, it can be termed as 'reciprocity by desire'.

Many variables have been studied as potential antecedentsto affective commitment.
Mowday et al. (1982) studiedthe antecedentsin the four different categoriesof personal
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1991).
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experience' variables
one
two-factor theory (1966), work experiencevariableswere further categorisedinto:
feel
Comfort:
Those
that
to
satisfied
employees'
need
physically and psychologically
a)
comfortable in the organisation, such as confirmation of pre-entry expectations,equity
in reward distribution, organisational dependability, organisational support, role clarity
and freedomfrom conflict, and supervisory consideration.
b) Competence:Those that contributed to employees' feelings of competenceat work,
such as autonomy,job challenge, job scope, fairness of performance-basedrewards,
opportunity for advancement,opportunity for self-expression,participation in decision
development
importance
training,
to the organisation.
making,
career
and personal

The antecedentswere empirically tested and research findings indicate that affective
commitment is positively and most significantly related to work experiences, as
&
1990;
Meyer
(Allen
&
Meyer,
to
compared personal and structural characteristics
Allen, 1991;Meyer et al., 1993;Dunham et al., 1994; Meyer & Smith, 2000; Suliman &
Iles, 2000b). Thus, it can be inferred that 'work experiences'discussedabove include

both types of rewards,that is, extrinsic as well as intrinsic. In reward tenninology,
extrinsic rewardswould include variables like equity in rewardsperceived, for example
pay fairness, performance-based rewards, supervisory consideration, teamwork,
opportunity for advancement/promotionalopportunities available, etc., while intrinsic
rewards would include variables like job challenge,role clarity, participation, training,

etc..
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Normative Commitment
Normative commitment develops due to the intemalisation of normative pressuresprior
to entry or following entry into an organisation (Weiner, 1982). It may also developas a
feeling to reciprocatethe rewards paid in advance,or costs associatedwith employment
incurredby the organisation (Scholl, 1981; Meyer & Allen, 1991). It implies reciprocity
by obligation. Thus, the receipt of special favours or investments from the organisation
obligesthe employeeto remain with it.

Socialisationprocesseslike co-worker commitment, variables relating to a generalsense
of obligation and work experiences are expected to relate significantly with this
componentof commitment (Dunham et al., 1994; Hackett et al., 1994; Meyer & Smith,
2000). Generally, the antecedentsto affective commitment in terms of the 'work
experiences'discussedabove, which comprise both extrinsic and intrinsic rewards, are
linked up with normative commitment as well (Meyer & Allen, 1991).

Continuance Commitment
Continuancecommitment is based on Becker's side-bet theory (1960), and therefore,
according to Meyer and Allen (1991), "anything that increasesperceived costs can be

(p.
71)
investments
bets
Sideto
considered
an antecedent"
continuancecommitment.
or
such as losing attractive benefits or giving up seniority based privileges like pension
funds, etc. (Meyer et al., 1993),personalcharacteristicslike age and tenure (Dunham et
al., 1994;Hackett et al., 1994, Suliman and Iles, 2000 a), and availability of alternatives
(Meyer & Allen, 1991), are generally considered as antecedents to continuance
commitment.
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3.2.3.3.2(iii) Inference
There are various views in the literature as regards the importance of extrinsic and
intrinsic rewards in relation to the three components of commitment, especially
affective and continuancecommitment.

In terms of rewards, extrinsic, tangible rewards like fringe benefits (cash bonuses,
directly
likely
)
to continuance commitment, whereas
to
relate
pensions,etc. are more
intrinsic rewards like feelings of accomplishment and self-fulfilment should be more
highly relatedto affective commitment (Mathieu & Zajac, 1990).

Researchconductedby Yilmaz (2002) studied the effect of extrinsic and intrinsic job
Yilmaz
factors
According
to
affective
and
continuance
commitment.
satisfaction
on
(2002), while both extrinsic and intrinsic job satisfaction variables were significant
determinants of affective commitment, intrinsic job satisfaction emerged as more
powerful and stronger driver of affective commitment. In the case of continuance

impact
factors
had
the
job
than
stronger
satisfaction
a
much
commitment,extrinsic
intrinsicjob satisfactionfactors.

Hence,bearing in mind the vast literature reviewed on determinantsof affective
commitment under Sections 3.2.3.3.2 (i) and (ii), which comprised both extrinsic as
it
be
intrinsic
determinants
be
both
to
that
them
well as
can
concluded
of
seem
rewards,
of affective commitment. Moreover, it has been noted that the antecedentsconsidered
for affective commitment are consideredfor normative commitment as well. Allen and
Meyer (1996) argue that although being conceptually distinguishable, affective and
normative commitment may have "inherent psychological overlap" (p. 272). In this
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it
is
also reported that affective commitment and normative commitment scales
context,
tend to show similar pattern of correlation with antecedentsand outcome measures
(Meyer, 1997). Hence, like affective commitment, both extrinsic and intrinsic rewards
are likely to have impact on normative commitment as well. However, in the caseof
continuancecommitment, review of the literature indicates that it is quite distinct and
does not relate significantly with either of the two constructs, that is, affective or
indicates
(Meyer
literature
&
Allen,
1991).
Moreover,
that
the
normative commitment
since continuance commitment is based on the 'side-bets' involved, extrinsic
organisational rewards seem to be more highly related to this component of
commitment(Meyer, 1997).

After having explored the significance of rewards in terins of antecedents to
organisational commitment, the next section deals with a literature review that
establishesjob satisfaction as another important antecedent, besides rewards, to
organisationalcommitment.

3.2.3.4 Job Satisfaction and Organisational Commitment
Several researcheshave been conducted as regards job satisfaction-organisational

commitmentrelationship(Bateman& Strasser,1984; Eby et al., 1999).Researchers
agee on the fact that job satisfaction is an antecedentto organisational commitment
(Williams & Hazer, 1986; Singh et al., 1996; Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000). Porter et al.
(1974) argue that job satisfaction, which is associated with aspects of work
environment, develops more quickly than commitment, which requires a global
assessmentof an employee'srelationship with the organisation.The dynamic natureand
rapid onset of job satisfaction suggestthat it is a cause of commitment (Williams &
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Hazer, 1986).In a meta-analysisconductedby Eby et al. (1999), job satisfactionclearly
In
its
to
than
outcome.
emergedas an antecedent organisational commitment, rather
support of their findings, they argue that seminal work on affective commitment
job
that
satisfaction precedes affective commitment, since satisfaction
suggests
factors
determine
the
that
one's overall commitment to the
a
subset
of
representsonly
in
Farrell
(1983)
(Mowday
1982).
Rusbult
this
view
et al.,
and
also support
organisation
their longitudinal study, and acceptthat employeeswho are satisfied with their jobs are
more likely to be committed to their organisationsthan those who are not. Based on
these arguments, job satisfaction is taken to be an antecedent to organisational
commitmentfor the purposeof this research.

As regardsthe three-componentmodel of organisational commitment, very few studies
have studied the effect of job satisfaction on each of the three components as
it
(2002),
Busaidi
Meyer
(1990).
by
In
Kuehn
by
Allen
conceptualised
and
and
a study
was found that affective commitment and normative commitment had significant

did
bear
job
any
not
relationshipswith
satisfaction,while continuancecommitment
significant relationship with job satisfaction. In another study by Yilmaz (2002), job
satisfaction was found to have a significant relationship with affective commitment.

Whenexaminingcontinuancecommitment,only extrinsicjob satisfactionwas foundto
influence continuancecommitment, and no significant effect of intrinsic job satisfaction
could be found. Yousef (2000b) also conducteda researchstudying the different facets
of job satisfaction, along with the three components of organisational commitment.
Though a significant relationship was found to exist with all three components of
commitment, the relationship was strongest with affective commitment, while the
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as strong with normative commitment and continuance
not
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commitment.

3.4 Conclusion
This chapterfocusedon the two key job-related attitudes of employees,job satisfaction
in
Literature
terms of their theoretical
reviewed
was
and organisational commitment.
backgroundsto facilitate clear understandingof these constructs, and also in terms of
Job
in
influencing
these
satisfaction
the
attitudes.
of
significance
rewards
exploring
literature indicated that satisfaction could be interpreted in terms of general job
job.
As
facets
the
the
regards
of
as
regards
various
satisfaction
satisfaction or
literature
indicated
both
job
the
that
to
extrinsic as well as
antecedents
satisfaction,
intrinsic rewardssignificantly influence job satisfaction. Also, among the consequences
influenced
found
be
job
to
significantly
of
satisfaction,organisationalcommitment was
byjob satisfaction.

The literature, as regardsorganisationalcommitment, indicated that broadly there exist
three popular approachesthat deal with conceptualisation and measurementof the
(1974)
(the
Porter
Two
them
goalet
al.
organisational commitment construct.
of
congruence approach, and the Becker (1960) side-bets orientation) conceptualise
organisational commitment as a uni-dimensional construct, while the third approach
(the Allen and Meyer (1990) three-componentmodel of commitment) conceptualises
organisational commitment as multi-dimensional, comprising three components,
affective, normative and continuancecommitment. The literature reviewed with respect
to the antecedentsto organisationalcommitment indicated that affective commitment is
influenced by both extrinsic as well as intrinsic rewards. Normative commitment is
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found to be similarly influenced. However, the literature advocates that extrinsic
organisationalrewards seemto be significantly related with the continuancecomponent
of commitment,as opposedto intrinsic rewards.

This chapterhas carried forward the researchdiscussionsfrom the previous chapterto
move another step towards establishing the researchframework and conceptualmodel
directed
focus
In
towards the
the
the
the
previous chapter,
research
was
of
study.
'rewards'component of internal marketing. Keeping in mind that internal marketing is
useful in influencing employee attitudes and service quality (Tansuhaj et al., 1988;
Boshoff & Tait, 1996), this chapter focused on employee attitudes, and aided in
understandingthe significance of rewards, as part of internal marketing, in influencing
employee attitudes. Literature reviewed in this chapter establishedthe reward-attitude
link by determining rewards as the key antecedentsto employee attitudes, such as job
satisfactionand organisationalcommitment. In order to continue with the discussionon
the three key relationships useful for establishing the research framework, the next

chapterwill focuson servicequalityin termsof establishingrewards-service
qualityand
attitudes-service
qualityrelationships.
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Chapter 4: Service Quality and Research Gaps

4.1 Introduction

and Structure of Literature

Review

Chapter 2 examined literature on rewards and internal marketing, while Chapter 3
discussed the two key job-related attitudes, job satisfaction and organisational
commitment, studying the significance of rewards in relation to thesetwo attitudesand
reviewing the rewards-attitudelink.

In continuation of the discussionsinitiated in Chapter 2 and extendedin Chapter3, this
chapterwill focus on service quality. The conceptual 'servicesmarketing management
internal
(Tansuhaj
discussed
in
1988),
Section
2.3.2.2,
that
argues
model'
et al.,
marketing can help improve employees'job-related attitudes and service quality. In
Chapter 2, the researchfocus was sought towards the 'rewards' component of internal
marketing. Extending the discussionsfrom Chapter 2, Chapter 3 focused on employee
attitudes, and aided in understandingthe significance of rewards, as part of internal
marketing, in influencing employee attitudes, thus establishing a rewards-attitudes
relationship. This chaptertakes the discussionsfurther, and focuseson service quality,
in terms of establishing linkages between rewards and service quality and employees'

attitudesand servicequality. This chapteraims to provide understandingtowardsthe
meaning and conceptof service quality, and also aids in understandingthe significance
of rewardsand employeeattitudesin determining service quality.

This chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, the importance of service quality is
discussed.This is followed by discussing the concept of service quality, whereby
differencesbetweengoodsand servicesare explained, and various approachesto service
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quality are discussed. In this context, definitions, dimensions, measurement and
criticism of SERVQUAL are also discussed.Then literature examining the relationship
between employees' attitudes and service quality is reviewed. In this context, job
satisfaction and organisational commitment are discussed with service quality.
Following this, literature examining the relationship between rewards and service
quality is reviewed. Finally, certain researchgaps are identified, recognising the need
for researchand leading towards the development of the researchframework for this
study.

4.2 Importance of Service Quality
This section discussesthe importance of service quality, and explains why it is crucial,
especially for service finns, to pay attention to the quality of service delivered to
customers.

Over the years,quality control has seena shift from products to services.As we seethe
growth of the services sector, issues like service quality are gaining paramount
importance.Schneiderand Bowen (1995) argue that quality is the most important factor
affecting a businessunit's performance.According to the authors, quality can buy six

key advantages
in themarketplacefor the company,which are(p. 10):
1. Strongercustomerloyalty
2. More repeatpurchases
Less vulnerability to price wars
4. Ability to commandhigh relative price without affecting (market) share
5. Lower marketing costs
6. Market shareimprovements
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Service quality is consideredessentialfor customer satisfaction (Anderson et al., 1994;
Bitner et al., 1994; Ennew & Binks, 1999), repeat purchases(Schneider & Bowen,
1995), winning customer loyalty (Zeithaml et al., 1990) and customer retention
(Zeithaml et al., 1996). Improving service quality has positive consequencesin terms of
increasing favourable behavioural intentions of customers and reducing unfavourable
ones (Zeithaml et al., 1996). According to the service profit chain framework, as
discussedin Chapter 2, service quality reflects a basic business strategy to provide
goods and servicesin order to satisfy both internal as well external customers(Tenner
& De Toro, 1992). Delivering good quality service is considered a prerequisite for
successand survival of any service firm in today's competitive world (Zcithaml et al.,
1990; 1996).

Though service quality is so crucial for any service organisation,the analysisof service
quality as comparedto goods is, however, more complex. The marketing management
taskstend to differ from those in the manufacturing sector in severalrespectsbecauseof

the inherentdifferencesin the natureof goodsand services,which are discussedin the
following section.

4.3 Differences between Goods and Services
Goods can be described as physical objects or devices, while services are actions or
performances.The major differences between the two are attributable to the following
distinguishing characteristicsof services,which also have implications for the manner
in which they are marketed.
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4.3.1 Intangibility
Intangibility meansthat pure servicescannot be assessedor evaluatedlike goodsusing
define
intangible
The
the
servicessuch as
characteristicswhich
physical senses.
any of
be
friendliness
verified only after
and
of
staff,
empathy,
etc.
can
attentiveness
reliability,
the service has been purchased and consumed. In certain services, goods form an
important part of the service offer, for example restaurants.The presenceof a tangible
2001,
(Palmer,
judge
basis
"a
to
quality"
on which
componentgives consumers visible

p. 15).
4.3.2 Inseparability
The production and consumption of goods are two separateactivities, while in the case
from
its
is
inseparable
the
meansof production.
of services,
consumption of a service
Servicesare generally sold first, and are then produced and consumedsimultaneously.
Inseparability occurs when the service can only be realised by the interaction between
the producer and the consumer. This is termed co-production of services. While the
method of goods production is of little significance to the consumer, the production
processesin caseof servicesare critical to the enjoyment of services.
4.3.3 Heterogeneity
Heterogeneityrefers to the amount of variability presentin the servicedelivery process.
Standardisation and quality control issues pose difficulties for a service finn.
Heterogeneity results in the inability to control service quality before it reachesthe
consumer due to the simultaneous production and consumption of services. The
consistencyof a service varies from firm to firm, among the personnelwithin a single
firm, and also betweendifferent interactions within the same service provider. Service
firms handle this problem by either standardising or customising the service.
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Standardisationof services is usually achieved by either mechanisation of the entire
process or by intensive training of service providers. Another way of resolving the
problem of heterogeneityis to take advantageof the very characteristicof heterogeneity
in services,as the service can be deliberately varied to meet the specific needsof the
individual customers.
4.3.4 Perishability
Another difference between goods and servicesis that unlike goods, servicescannotbe
stored.Servicesthat are not used or sold at their appointed time ceaseto exist. Thus the
matching of demand and supply within the service firms poses a great challenge for
thesefirms. Demandmanagementstrategieslike pricing, reservation systems,etc., and
supply managementstrategieslike utilising part-time employees,capacity sharing, etc.,
are developedto handle the problem of perishability.
4.3.5 Ownership
In comparison to goods, services cannot be owned. The inability to own a service is
related to the characteristicsof intangibility and perishability. Thus, unlike goods,there
is no transfer of ownership from the seller to the buyer when the service is performed
and consumed.
4.3.6 Inference
The characteristicsof services make it difficult for the service firms to assessand
managequality of services.The quality of services is a more complex issue than the
quality of goods,where the technical aspectsof quality predominate.When purchasing
goods, the buyer encounters the traditional marketing mix variables and their
communication to him/her (Gronroos, 1984). The production process is of little
consequenceto the buyer of goods and does not form part of the quality assessment
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labour intensive services, quality is produced during the interaction between the client
input
the
the
critical to quality of service
consumer's
making
person,
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contact
produced.Consequently,the service firm's managementcannot exercise much control
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to the problem that the quality of service
the
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quality of
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provider cannot separated
(Lewis, 1989).

Sinceno two servicesare provided in exactly the samemanner,this results in a seriesof
is
buyer-seller
There
a general absenceof any uniform and easily
unique
exchanges.
understoodcriteria for assessingservice quality, which makes catering to the specific
level
to customersmuch more
the
quality
customerrequirementsand communicationof
difficult compared to goods. Heterogeneity makes it difficult for companies to set
quality standardsin accordancewith the expectationsof consumers,and often the two

aremismatched.

Most of the servicesare intangible,and as such they cannotbe counted,measured,
inventoried,tested,and verified in advanceof sale to determinetheir quality. This
it
firms
difficult
for
to correctly assessthe consumer perceptions of service
makes
quality (Zeithaml, 1981).

These issues clearly indicate that service quality is a highly abstract and complex
construct compared to the quality of goods, and makes the measurementof service
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understand conceptof service quality, which

4.4 Concept of Service Quality
Japaneseservice quality theory considerstotal quality control (TQC) as a pre-requisite
for businessesto compete and survive. The concepts of "zero defects" and "doing it
(Parasuraman
from
first
have
Japanese
the
et al.,
the
time"
emanated
philosophy
right
1985).It becomesimperative on everyonein the organisationto deliver quality. In fact,
Total Quality Management (TQM) is an approach that has been widely adopted for
enhancingservicequality (Rowley, 1996).

There has been increasing efforts in defining and measuring service quality from the
in
is
literature
the services sector
goods sector while service quality
still evolving
(Parasuramanet al., 1985),due to the abstractand complex nature of servicescompared
to goods. According to Gronroos (1982), quality of service can be defined in terms of
technical and functional elements.Technical aspectsare what customersreceive, while
functional aspectsrelate to how the service is provided (Lewis, 1989). In the past,
researchershave mainly focused on these two aspectswhile measuring service quality

(Richardson& Robinson,1986;Tansuhajet al., 1987).

Service quality is defined as 'conforming to requirements'(Crosby, 1984) or 'the extent
to which a service meets customer'srequirements' (Palmer, 2001). The most popular
and widely used definition of service quality is provided by Parasuramanet al. (1988).
They define service quality as 'the difference between customer's expectation and
perceptionof the servicedelivere&.
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Many service quality researchersagree that "service quality is an elusive and abstract
298).
1997,
define
&
is
difficult
(Hoffman
Bateson,
to
that
p.
and measure"
concept
There have been numerous studies and approachesin the services marketing area
studyingthe construct,definition and measurementof service quality.

4.5 Approaches to Service Quality
This sectiondiscussesthe various approachesfound in literature that study the construct
and measurement of service quality. The discussions begin with SERVQUALLiterature is reviewed as regardsthe meaning and definition of service quality provided
by the 'Gaps model' (Parasuramanet al., 1985). This is followed by a review of

literature on the dimensions,measurementand critical evaluationof SERVQUAL.
Following the criticism of SERVQUAL, another common approach, SERVPERF, is
discussed.Other scalesavailable in literature that deal with the measurementof service
quality, and other methodologicalapproachesto service quality, are also discussed.

4.5.1 SERVQUAL
The Parasuramanet al. (1985) model examines service quality in ten-nsof five gaps

betweenexpectationand perceptionson the part of management,employeesand
customers(seeFigure 4.1). The five gapsare as follows:
Knowledge Gap (Gap1) refers to the difference betweencustomer's expectationand
managementperception.
2. StandardsGap (Gap2) refers to the difference betweenmanagementperception and
the quality specificationsset for servicedelivery.
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3. Delivery Gap (Gap3) refers to tile difference between the quality specifications set
for service delivery and the actual quality of service delivery.
4. COIIIMLIIIIcations Gap (Gap4) refers to the difference between the actual quality of
firm's
described
the
delivered
the
in
quality of service
and
service

external

communication.
5. Service Gap (Gap5) refers to the difference between customer's expectation of a
delivered.
the
service actually
service and perception of

Figure 4.1: Gaps Model of Service Quality
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Source: Adapted from Parasuraman et al. (1985, p. 44) as in
Zeithaml and Bitner (2000, p. 482)

The most important of all is the service gap, which is a function of tile knowlcdge gap,
the standards gap, the delivery gap and the communications gap.
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Thus, the SERVQUAL model (Parasuramanet al., 1988) defines quality as the
difference between customer's expectation and perception of the service delivered. It
provides a method to measure service quality known as the SERVQUAL instrument/
It
1994).
is
frequently
(Mattson,
the
scale,which
most
used measureof service quality
is basedon five service quality dimensions that are tangibles (appearanceof physical
elements), reliability

(dependability,

accurate performance),

responsiveness

(promptness and helpfulness), assurance (competence, courtesy, credibility and
security) and empathy (easy access, good communications, and customer
five
instrument
The
SERVQUAL
these
understanding).
measuresservice quality using
dimensions by a 22-itern questionnaire containing two sections regarding the
expectationsand perceptionsof the consumer.The results in eachsectionare calculated,
and measuresof service quality can be derived by subtracting the expectationsscore

from the perceptionsscore.Thus, Quality = Perceptions- Expectations.A positive
is
indicates
The
gapsmodel
result
a positivemeasureof servicequality,andvice versa.
useful, as it enablesmanagementto assessthe causesof poor service quality. Due to the

is
between
differences
type
this
of model
emphasison
expectationsand perceptions,
alsoknownasa disconfirmationmodcl.

4.5.1.1 Dimensionsof ServiceQuality
Therehavebeenvariousattemptsby researchers
to studyandanalysethe dimensionsof
service quality construct. The early pioneers in the field of servicesmarketing argued
that service quality comprises two or three underlying dimensions. Lehtinen and
Lehtinen (1985) identified two dimensions physical and interactive quality; Gronroos
(1984) identified three underlying dimensions
dimension,
functional
technical
a
-a
dimension, and the firm's image. Later, Parasuramanet al. (1988) suggestedthat five
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dimensions capture the perceived service quality construct more appropriately. They
five
dimensions
tangibles,
the
that
the
are
construct
quality
underlying
service
argue
involving
Since
then
much research
reliability, responsiveness,assuranceand empathy.
dimensionality
has
been
the
to
of the service
carried out
verify
a range of analysis
have
SERVQUAL.
These
studies
reported a wide variety of
quality construct using
factor structuresobtained, varying from unidimensionality (Cronin & Taylor, 1992) to
two, three, four, six and eight factor structures (Bresinger & Lambart, 1990; Cannan,
1990; Babakus& Boller, 1992; Schneideret al., 1992; Cliff & Ryan, 1994; Mels et al.,
1997).In a study by Llosa et al. (1998) assessingthe dimensionality of SERVQUAL, it
by
followed
'while
found
dimension
is
that
tangibles
the
empathy,
was
clearly perceived,
the other three dimensions (responsiveness,assuranceand reliability) are confused in
the minds of the customers. Mels et al. (1997) argue that the SERVQUAL difference
scoresarc measuresof two factors termed 'intrinsic' and 'extrinsic' service quality, and
therefore support the two-dimensional SERVQUAL model. They argue that extrinsic
service quality refers to the tangible aspects of service delivery and resemblesthe

technicalquality defined by Gronroos(1990), and can be consideredas the same
dimension as physical quality, as referred to by Lehtinen and Lehtinen (1985). Mels et
al. (1997) argue that the items comprising intrinsic service quality refer directly
(responsiveness,assuranceand empathy) or indirectly (reliability) to the actions of
employees.Thus, intrinsic service quality can be termed 'interaction quality', as it refers
to the "service quality producedby human interaction during the service encounter,and
essentially measureshow the customer experiencesthe simultaneousproduction and
consumption process"(Mels et al., 1997, p. 175). They also argue that intrinsic service
quality seems to be the same dimension that Lehtinen and Lehtinen (1985) termed
'interactive quality'. Therefore, the empirical factor structures as suggestedby other
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Despite the plethora of research in the field of assessing the dimensionality of
SERVQUAL, it is arguedthat "there is no clear consensuson the number of dimensions
and their interrelationships"(Parasuraman
et al., 1994,p. 115).

4.5.1.2 Measurement

SERVQUAL is an instrument used for 'assessingcustomer perceptions of service
quality in service and retailing organisations'(Parasuramanet al., 1988,p. 24). The aim
of SERVQUAL is not to measure 'objective' quality (Llosa et al., 1997); rather, it
measures'perceived' quality. SERVQUAL aims at measuring service quality through
customer perceptions, where service quality is examined as the difference between
expectationsand perceptionsof the customer.

However, some studieshave adaptedthe SERVQUAL instrument, either to exclude the
expectations criteria (Hartline & Ferrell, 1996), or to measure service quality as
perceived by the employees, supervisors (Boshoff & Tait, 1996), or even internal
customers(Boshoff & Mels, 1995; Frost & Kumar, 2001) of a service firm. Employees'
perceptionsof servicequality have been found to correlatewith customerperceptionsof

servicequality (Schneideret al., 1980;Schneider& Bowen, 1985;Paulhus& Bruce,
1992; Naumann & Giel, 1995; Dolen et al., 2002), as it is assumedthat frontline
employeesare well placed to effectively judge the quality of servicesthat they deliver
(Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000). Boshoff and Mels (1995) argue that frontline employees'
perceptionsof service delivery should receive more attention, as contact employeesare
aware of the challengesfaced by customer interaction. Dolen et al. (2002) emphasise
this further stating that "It is important for firms to focus not only on the managementof
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Although
the
received
of
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perceptions
own performance...
attention, the surface has been barely scratchedat the encounter level" (p. 277-278).
This suggeststhat employees'perceptionsof service quality is becoming a challenging
issuethat cannotbe ignored.

4.5.1.3 Criticism of SERVQUAL
Disconfirmation models of service quality have been challenged on a number of
grounds.Cronin and Taylor (1992) argue that absolutemeasuresof attitudesprovide a
better measure of quality than disconfirmation models. Various researchershave
challengedthe calculateddifference scores(betweenexpectationsand perceptions)from
a measurementand theoretical perspective. The times at which expectations and
perceptionsare recordedare also questioned.Expectationshave been the topic of many
debates,such as whether expectationsare clear enoughin the minds of the respondentto
act as a benchmarkfor perceptionsat the time of the survey (lacobucci et al., 1994), or
whether perceptions feed directly into expectations (Kahneman & Miller, 1986).
Researchershave expressedreservations on the usefulnessof measuring expectations
(Li1jander& Strandvik, 1992).

From the measurementpoint of view, three psychometricproblems arise with the use of
difference scores such as reliability, discriminant validity and variance restriction
problems (Brown et al., 1993). Critics of SERVQUAL argue that non-difference score
measures display better discriminant and nomological validity. In response to the
criticisms, Parasuramanet al. (1993) have defended SERVQUAL by arguing that the
allegedproblemsare less severethan suggestedby critics.
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Carman(1990) arguesthat even from a theoretical perspective,there is little evidenceto
support the relevance of the expectations-perceptionsgap as a basis for measuring
service quality. The understanding of how the perceptions are formed at the time of
service delivery and the change in perceptionslater on, has not been clearly identified
by the SERVQUAL (O'Neill et al., 1998). Claycomb and Mowen (1992) have found
support for only three underlying dimensions, physical environment, contractual
performanceand customerrelations, instead of five. Palmer (2001) further arguesthat
considerableresearchsupports the simple performance-basedmeasuresas a basis of
measuring service quality (Bolton & Drew, 1991; Cronin & Taylor, 1992; 1994), as
comparedto the instrument of SERVQUAL.

4.5.2 SERVPERF
Cronin and Taylor (1992) suggest that SERVPERF is a more direct form of
measurement technique compared to SERVQUAL. It attempts to overcome the
problems associatedwith the use of disconfirmation.models as a basis for measuring
servicequality. In SERVPERF,the respondent(customer) is required to rate the service
provider's performance on a scale ranging from (1) strongly agree to (5) strongly

disagree.Unlike SERVQUAL, it does not take into accountthe differencescores
betweenexpectationsand perceptions,and only relatesto the assessment
of the postconsumption perceptions. The model is "an absolute rating of customer attitudes
towards servicequality" (Palmer, 2001, p. 228).

SERVPERF supports the body of research that challenges the inclusion of the
expectationscriterion, and rather favours a 'perceptions-statementsinstrument' while
measuringservice quality (Boulding et al., 1993). According to the model, an accurate
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expectationsmeasurecan only be obtained prior to the service encounter.Moreover,
McAlexander et al. (1994) argue that inclusion of an exPectationsmeasurereducesthe
contentand discriminant validity of the measures.

4.5.3 Other Scales

BANKSERV (Avkiran, 1999) usesa single scalemeasureof service quality that allows
customcrsto rcflect thcir pcrccptions and expcctationsin a singlc statemcnt.

Another approach is the importance-perfon-nancemeasure of service attributes that
measures how well a service meets customer needs (Ennew et al., 1993). The
importance-perfonnancegrid was later redevelopedby Hemmasi et al. (1994). Based

uponthesemeasures,
a Banking ServiceQuality measurecomprising31 itemsrelating
to six dimensions (effectiveness and assurance, access, price, tangibles, services
portfolio, and reliability) was constructed (Bahia & Nantel, 2000). However, this
measurementtool is essentiallyan adaptationof SERVQUAL (Newman, 2001).

Basedon SERVQUAL (Parasuraman
et al., 1988),RECOVSAT(Boshoff, 1999)and
the study by Beardenet al. (1998), a scalewas developedfor measuringservice quality

in call ccntres(Burgerset al., 2000)that relatedto the four dimensionsof adaptivcness,
assurance,empathyand authority.

4.5.4 Other Methods
Other methods like Critical Incident Technique and phenomenographic
methods have
also beenapplied to the measurementof service quality (Olsen & Thompson, 1992).
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Observationalmethods could be taken as another choice to measure service quality
(Mattson, 1994).

4.5.5 Inference
Despite the various criticisms of SERVQUAL, it is still the most widely used
instrument for measuringservice quality becauseof its high reliability (Mattson, 1994;
Newman, 2001). It has been used successfullyin various studiescarried out in different
industries and various countries across the world (Newman, 2001). There have been
in
in
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was used, which only the
recentstudies which an adaptedmeasureof
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Tait,
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the
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Hartline & Ferrell, 1996). The instrument has been adapted not only to measure
customer perceived service quality, but also to measure employees' and supervisors'
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Tait,
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service quality
Stavrinides, 2000). Adapted versions of SERVQUAL have the advantage of
SERVQUAL
forth
to
the
the
criterion.
overcoming
expectations
relating
criticisms put
has been used extensively,not only for external service quality, but also for measuring
internal service quality. Researcheshave attemptedto measureinternal service quality
of the internal service counter, such as the service delivered by one set of employeesto
another within an organisation (Brooks et al., 1999; Frost & Kumar, 2001). Mattson
(1994), however, argues that each instrument needs to be developed from its own
customerbase,since a standardinstrument cannotbe applied universally.

For the purpose of this research, a modified SERVQUAL instrument is taken to
in
frontline
has
been
It
the
measureservice quality of
adaptedand modified
employees.
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the light of literature review and qualitative exploratory research(discussedin Chapter
5) so that it aligns with the objectives of the research.

Having reviewed the key literature regarding service quality, the focus of discussion
Oob
to
the
attitudes
now moveson understanding significance of employees'job-related
satisfactionand servicequality) in relation to service quality.

4.6 Employee Attitudes and Service Quality
This section discusses the two key attitudes, job satisfaction and organisational
commitment, in relation to service quality. First, the significance of the employee
attitudes is established in relation to service quality. Then, each of the attitudes is
discussedwith respectto influencing service quality, starting with job satisfaction.

4.6.1 Importance of Employee Attitudes for Service Quality
Frontline employeesare crucial to the successof any service organisation,due to the
nature of servicesand the important role played by them during the "moments of trutW'
(Carlzon, 1987). The nature of services such as indivisibility of production and
consumptionin services stressesthe role of the frontline employees,whilst increasing

the difficulty of deliveringconsistency(Herrington& Lomax, 1999).This 'servuction
process'(Eiglier & Langeard, 1987) implies that the customer-perceivedservice quality
is largely influenced by the attitude of the frontline employees(Bitner, 1990).

For any service organisation to become a 'customer service superstar', it demands
special attention to be paid to the frontline staff who representthe service firm during
the service encounter and are taken as the face of the organisation by the customers.
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There is seldom any direct control by the managementover these service encounters.
The level of service quality delivered largely dependson the attitude of the frontline
employeesduring their interaction with the customer (Tansuhajet al., 1988; Boshoff &
Tait, 1996).

As discussedin Chapters2 and 3, the literature establishesthe importanceof employee
in
attitudes relation to service quality of the frontline employees(Schneider,1994;Adsit
et al., 1996; Boshoff & Tait, 1996; Hartline & Ferrell, 1996). The conceptsof service
profit chain, cycle of failure/success,and internal marketing, have all highlighted the
importance of employee attitudes like job satisfaction and organisationalcommitment
with respect to service quality (Berry & Parasuraman,1991; Schlesinger & Heskett,
1991; Heskett et al., 1997; Pitt et al., 1999). These two job-related attitudes are
discussedin relation to service quality in the following sections, beginning with job
satisfaction.

4.6.2 Job Satisfaction and Service Quality
Despite the plethora of researchcarried out in the field of job satisfaction-performance
relationship, the relationship between job satisfaction and performance remains

inconclusive.The resultsof the studiesare mixed, and researchhas not beenable to
establisheither the degreeof relationship or the nature of causation(Euske et al., 1980;
Crossman& Abou-Zaki, 2003).

Job satisfactionhas been studied with performanceby severalresearchers(see Boshoff
& Tait, 1996; Hartline & Ferrell, 1996; Mackenzie et al., 1998; Herrington & Lomax,
1999). The complexity of the relationship still remains an issue with the researchers.
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The link between the two has often been proposed (Petty et al., 1984; Schneider&
Bowen, 1995; Yousef, 2000a) and challenged(Vroom, 1964; Organ, 1977; Silvestro &
Cross, 2000). Some researchershave establisheda strong positive relationship of job
1998;
1996;
Mackenzie
(Hartline
&
Ferrell,
al.,
et
satisfaction with performance
Yousef, 2000a), while others see no relationship between the two (Meyer et al., 1989;
Boshoff & Tait, 1996).

There are two views prevalent in the literature with respect to the nature of the
relationshipbetweenjob satisfaction andjob perfonnance.One views the relationship to
be such that job performance causes job satisfaction (Porter & Lawler, 1968).
Researchersholding this view (see Singh, 1993; Mackenzie et al., 1998) argue that job
satisfaction is an outcome of job performance, and in order to make the employees
satisfied,it is necessarythat they perform well in their jobs.

The second and more popular view that is widely recognised amongst researchers
(Schermerhornet al., 2004) is that job satisfaction leads to performance.This implies

keep
hard
to
that to increaseemployees'work performance,management
shouldstrive
them satisfied and happy (Hartline & Ferrell, 1996; Herrington & Lomax, 1999; De
Ruyter et al., 2001).

One final argument integrating both views suggeststhat a proper allocation of rewards
can positively influence both perfonnance and satisfaction (Schermerhomet al., 2004).
This researchtakes this argument into account, whilst incorporating the most popular
belief that job satisfaction leads to job performance/servicequality of the frontline
employees.
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Job satisfaction is considered to be an important attitude in determining the service
quality of frontline employees(Rust et al., 1996). Although researchhas beenunable to
establishor confirm clear links betweenjob satisfaction and performance,researchersin
services marketing agree that satisfied employees lead to satisfied customers
(Reichheld, 1996).

Zeithaml and Bitner (2000) state that "there is concrete evidence that satisfied
employeesmake for satisfied customers"(p. 287). Peoplewho are in a positive frame of
mind are more likely to be altruistic, helpful and considerate(Motowidlo, 1984). It is
very difficult for unhappy and dissatisfied customer-contact employees to deliver
exceptional service that satisfies the customer (Rogers et al., 1994). The degree of
internal customer satisfaction largely determines the profits of the company through
external customer satisfaction and customer retention (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990).
Employeeswho are satisfied with their jobs are found to deliver better service quality
than those who are not (Atkins et al., 1996; Hartline & Ferrell, 1996). The concept of
service-profit chain (Heskett et al., 1994) conceptually connectsemployee satisfaction
and loyalty to customersatisfaction and loyalty, and ultimately profits. Schlesingerand
Heskett (1991) have also demonstratedlinks in the chain through their conceptof 'cycle
of failure'. The concept claims that dissatisfaction in staff results in high turnover,
which in turn results in poor training and rewards by the organisation,in turn resulting
in poor customerservice.

Zeithaml et al. (1990) argue that employeeswho are not suited to their jobs
would not
be able to deliver quality service. Boshoff & Tait (1996)
support this argument, but
contend that job satisfaction,rather than what is termed by Zeithaml et al. (1990) as
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'employee-jobfit', is an important factor in determining the service quality. Employees
in
fact,
In
jobs
jobs
likely
to
their
to
their
as well.
suit
are more
who are satisfied with
service-basedindustries,job satisfaction has often been establishedas an antecedentof
belief
behavior
(Hoffman
Despite
&
Ingram,
1992).
the
of a
assumed
customer-oriented
link betweenjob satisfaction and service quality, the empirical results of the studies
conductedhave beenmixed and confusing as regardssuch a relationship.

Researchconductedby Hartline and Ferrell (1996) in the hotel industry examinedissues
They
linkages.
concerning manager-employee,employee-role and employee-customer
found frontline employeejob satisfaction to be positively related to customerperceived
service quality. However, they investigatedthe employee-customerrelationships at the
aggregate level rather than the individual level. The aggregate of a number of

job
CPSQ
(customer
the
customers'
perceivedservice quality) was comparedwith
satisfactionof a number of employees.Although this was consideredappropriate,given
the organisationalnature of the studies, it was not possible to ensurethat the employee
respondentshad actually servedthe customerrespondents(Herrington & Lomax, 1999).

In another study conducted in a US hospital environment, Atkins et al. (1996) also

investigatedthe employee-customer
found
level.
They
the
a
relationshipat
aggregate
positive relationship betweennursejob satisfactionand patient intention to recommend
and intention to return, implying that frontline employeejob satisfaction was strongly
related to customerloyalty. However, though they admit that "the intervening variable
of satisfied staff is the pivotal relationship betweennursing care and patient loyalty" (P.
20), they could not find a significant relationship betweenjob satisfactionand customer
perceivedservicequality.
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In a similar studyin the financialservicessector,HerringtonandLomax (1999)could
not find a significant relationshipbetweenjob satisfactionand customerperceived
individual
fact
had
despite
that
they
the
their
servicequality,
conducted
study at an
level, comparedto the aggregatelevel studies conductedby Hartline and Ferrell (1996)
differences
Atkins
(1999)
(1996).
Herrington
Lomax
that
the
and
et al.
and
suggest
level
individual
due
to
the
the
arising
researchenvironment, aggregationvs.
context of
analysis,and complexity of the job satisfaction construct, might have led to results that
differ from the results of the previous studies.

In another study in the financial servicessector, Boshoff and Tait (1996) used frontline
employees' self-evaluations of perceptions of service quality, and found a negative
relationshipbetweenjob satisfactionand service quality.

The inconsistent results obtained in studies discussedin this section warrant further
researchin the field of the job satisfaction-servicequality relationship to justify the
ethical as well as commercial value of creatingjob satisfactionof frontline employeesto
service organisations.After reviewing job satisfaction literature in relation to service
quality, the discussions now move on to the next employee attitude, organisational

commitment.

4.6.3 OrganisationalCommitment and ServiceQuality
This sectiondiscussesorganisationalcommitmentin relationto servicequality. In this
context, the role of organisationalcommitment in determining service quality is
explored.This is followed by a literature review of the organisationalcommitment-
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servicequality relationship. In this context, the three-componentmodel of commitment
is discussedin relation to service quality.

4.6.3.1 Role of Commitment in determining Service Quality
In the service profit chain (Heskett et al., 1994), discussed in Chapter 2, employee
commitment is believed to act as a key variable in linking employee satisfactionand
customer satisfaction (Barber et al., 1999). While job satisfaction has been a more
frequently studied construct (Rust et al., 1996), there has been comparatively little
research examining the link between organisational commitment and work-relevant
behaviour,other than employeeturnover (Meyer et al., 1989).

A generalobservationis that organisations,especially call centres,pay less attention to
the frontline people who are at the lower gradesand are less educated.As a result, the
turnover among these frontline people is well above the averagesin other sectors(Call
Centres,2001). Call centre staff are rapidly replaced,without paying any attentionto the

developmentof their commitment towards the organisation,resulting in further
exacerbationof the whole problem.

Absenteeismand turnover among these frontline employeesaffect customerserviceand
satisfaction.Retainedand experiencedemployeesare in a better position to serve their
customersand provide higher quality of customer service, becausethey know their job
and customers well. Research findings indicate that organisational commitment has
beenstudiedin relation to certain work-related constructs,and negativerelationshipsare
found with turnover intentions (Chen, 2000), turnover (DeCotiis & Summers, 1987;
Tett & Meyer, 1993),and absenteeism(Eby et al., 1999).Committed employeesare less

likely to leave an organisationthan those who are not committed (Angle & Perry, 1981;
Somers,1995; Eby et al., 1999). Customer satisfaction is found to be inversely related
to employeeturnover, as employeeswho perceive relationships with customersdeliver
excellent service quality (Reichheld, 1993). This is one of the reasonswhy Nordstrom,
full-time
America's
to
staff rather
one of
most successfulretail stores,prefers employ
than employing part-time salespeople(Berry et al., 1990).

In their extended service quality model, Zeithaml et al. (1990) argue that "service
level
the
to
at
quality sufferswhen employeesare unwilling or unable perform a service
be
described
(p.
89).
Willingness
to
to
the
as
can
required"
authors,
perform, according
'discretionary effort' undertaken on the part of the employees. 'Discretionary effort'
meansthe maximum effort that employeesexpendbeyond the minimum level required
to sustaintheir jobs. Theseefforts are discretionary, in the sensethat employeesare not
explicitly required to do so under the contract of employment, and only those
employeeswho are willing to 'travel that extra mile' to satisfy their customerswould
exhibit such behaviours. Bateman and Organ (1983) describe these efforts as
'organisationalcitizenship behaviour' and believe it to be strongly associatedwith the
affective componentof commitment.

Boshoff and Tait (1996) further support the contention of Zeithaml et al. (1990), and
argue that 'employee-organisation fit' influences the quality of service delivered.
Employce-organisationfit refers to the willingness of employeesto accept and support
organisationalgoals and to behavein a mannerlikely to promote them (Boshoff & Tait,
1996). Since identification with the organisation's goals, values and objectives is
referred to as organisational commitment (Mowday et al., 1982), Boshoff and Tait
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(1996) argue that organisational commitment is an important attitude, which
implications
has
for customersatisfaction.
influences
service quality, and
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Thus, it is argued that only committed employees will have the urge to engagein
discretionary efforts and organisational citizenship behaviour leading to customer
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Mattson (1994) also highlights studiessuch as Botschenet al. (1991) which indicate the
importance of organisational commitment in determining the willingness of contact
personsto act when facedwith customerdissatisfaction.

Although studies have been conducted with respect to managementcommitment to
&
(George,
1994;
Hartline
1990;
Ahmed
&
Parasuraman,
(MCSQ)
service quality
Ferrell, 1996), the organisationalcommitment of the frontline employeeshas not been
studied extensively by researchersin the field of service quality. Boshoff and Tait
(1996) state that "there can be little doubt that the attitude of the frontline employees
has a significant bearing on the level of service quality delivered to customers" (p. 6).
Henceorganisationalcommitment of the frontline employeeseemsto play an important
role in the quality of service delivered to the customer,and calls for further research.In
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this context, literature is reviewed regarding empirical researchstudying organisational
commitment with service quality.

4.6.3.2 Literature Review on Commitment -Service,Quality Relationship
Although studies have been conducted examining the organisational commitmentlink,
few
have
been
the
perfortnancerelationship, very
studies
conducted examining
taking servicequality as a measureof performance.

Boshoff and Mels (1995) conducted a study in an insurance company, analysing
relationshipsamong supervision, role stress, organisational commitment, and internal
service quality. The findings indicate that organisational,commitment exerts a strong
positive influence on internal service quality. Highlighting the importance of
organisational commitment in relation to service quality, Boshoff and Mels (1995)
further contend that, "improving the psychological bond among all employeesis more
likely to enhanceservicequality than improved training or higher remuneration" (p. 37).

Boshoff and Tait (1996) conducteda study in the financial servicessector, a bank and
an insurancecompany, examining the relationship between organisationalcommitment

andservicequality,takinginto considerationthe antecedents
proposedasregardsGapl
and Gap3 of the extendedservice quality model. Their findings were classified into two
models, the own service quality model (pertaining to frontline employees' selfevaluationsof service quality), and the supervisory service quality model (pertaining to
the supervisor'sevaluation of service quality). In both the models, results indicated that
organisationalcommitmenthad a positive relationship with servicequality.
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However, in anotherstudy conductedin a retail salesenviromnent (Wetzels et al. 2000),
organisationalcommitment was found to have a negative impact on service quality. The
findings supportresults of another study (Hartline & Ferrell, 1993), and the researchers
argue that committed employees might actually over-emphasise the organisation's
needs,which could prove detrimental to the interestsof the customer.

Taking CSC (Capacity to satisfy customers)as a measureof performance,Sergeantand
Frenkel's study (2000) found positive relationship between organisationalcommitment
and CSC of frontline employees in call centres. They strongly recommend that 6'an
envirom-nentin which employeesare satisfied and committed is one that is conduciveto
customer satisfaction" (p. 27). In this context, Unzicker et al. (2000) argue that "the
quality of servicecustomersreceive is due, in part, to the commitment employeeshave
towardstheir employee' (p. 87). They further argue that any organisation's successwill
bejeopardizedif its employeesfail to acceptthe firm's mission, goals and objectives.

Thus, despite the literature elucidating the importance of organisational commitment,
the relationship between organisational commitment and service quality remains
enigmatic and no conclusive evidence can be drawn. Even as regards performance

measuresother than service quality, researchhas yielded mixed results. Some
researchershave establisheda positive relationship (see Iverson et al., 1996; Benkhoff,
1997a; MacKenzie et al., 1998; Sergeant & Frenkel, 2000; Yousef, 2000; Suliman,
2002), while some see no relationship at all (see Mathieu & Zajac, 1990; Ganster &
Dwyer, 1995).
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Benkhoff (1997b) concludesthat " researchershave tried for 20 years,with the help of
OCQ, to capture"commitment" and what difference it makes for companies,but have
beenunableto demonstratethat commitment is worth having for company success"(p.
127). It is interesting to note here that most of the researchin marketing has focused
solely on the affective (ignoring normative and continuance)componentof commitment
(Caruana & Calleya, 1998). This could be due to the fact that being associated with
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behaviour,
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to
appears
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beneficial component of commitment (Meyer & Allen, 1997). However, Benkhoff
(1997b) blames this lop-sided approach and the lack of attention towards the concept
and construct validity of commitment for the disappointing research outcomes.
Benkhoff (1997b) further arguesthat the lack of relationship betweencommitment and
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scalesare suggestedto potentially overcome this problem (Benkhoff, 1997a, 1997b;
Suliman & Iles, 2000a; Suliman, 2002), and are discussedin the following section.

4.6.3.3 Allen and Meyer Three-Component Model of Commitment and Service
Quality
Allen and Meyer (1990) have identified the multi-dimensional nature of organisational
commitment, comprising the three componentsof affective commitment, continuance

commitment,and normativecommitment.Meyer and Allen (1991) argue that each
component of commitment has its own set of antecedentsand different behavioural
outcomes.

Meyer and Allen's three-componentmodel (1991) links each of the componentsof
commitment to specific work outcomes such as employee retention and on-the-job
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behaviours, and each facet of commitment is likely to influence job perfonnance,
absenteeismand citizenship behaviour (Somers, 1995). Meyer et al. (1989) argue that
there has been comparatively little researchexamining the link between organisational
commitment and work-relevant behaviour other than employee turnover. Research
indicates that there exists a negative relationship between organisational commitment
and turnover (Eby et al., 1999). Meyer and Allen (1991) argue that this approach
towards the commitment-tumovcr link seems to be shortsighted, as reduction of
turnover is not the only concern. They argue that although maintaining a stable work
force may be "a necessaryprecondition for both role-required and extra-role behaviour,
it is not a sufficient condition" (p. 73). It is ultimately the nature of commitment that
counts,since not all forms of commitment are positively related to performance(Meyer
&Allen, 1991).

Meyer et al. (1989) arguethat "one might expect the on-the-job behaviour of thosewho
are affectively committed to the organisation to differ from that of employeeswhose
primary link to the organisation is based on continuance commitment" (p. 152). They
argue that the value of commitment to the organisation depends on the nature of
commitment. The results of their study, conducted in a food services organisation,

foundthat affectivecommitmentof employeeswaspositivelyrelatedto their measured
job performance,whereas continuance commitment had a negative relationship with
performance.Thus, although commitment is negatively related with turnover, it is the
nature of commitment that determines the nature of performance, as employees'job
performance is more important than whether they stay or leave. Hence, employees'
willingness to contribute to organisational effectiveness would be influenced by the
form of commitment they experience (Meyer & Allen, 1991). Not all forms of
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commitment) or a 'need' (continuancecommitment) (Meyer & Allen, 1991). It is also
arguedthat normative commitment could still managea chanceto relate positively with
is
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1980),
(Weiner
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Vardi,
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correlatepositively with perfonnance(Meyer & Allen, 1991).

Meyer et al. (1993) also found support for the findings of the Allen and Meyer (1990)
three-componentmodel of commitment. Both affective and normative commitments
intentions,
behaviours
behavioural
desirable
were positively related with
or
on-the-job
leave,
intention
to
to
was
while continuancecommitment, although negatively related
found to be generally unrelated to professional involvement and on-the-job behaviour
amongnurses.

Hackett et al. (1994) conducteda study to relate the three facets of commitment to a set
of rating and non-rating measures of job performance. They could not find any

differentialrelationshipsinvolving rated performancewith affective and continuance
commitment.In the caseof non-ratingperformancemeasures,however,they found
supportregardingthe Meyer et al. (1989) findings.

Caruanaet al. (1997) conducted a study establishing links between the three facets of
commitment and performance.Affective commitment was found to relate significantly

found
regarding normative and
with perfonnance, while no relationship was
continuancecommitment.

Suliman and Iles (2000b) carried out a study to investigate and explore the multifaceted
nature of commitment in three industrial firms in Jordan. The results of the study
its
is
that
that
all
confirmed
organisational commitment a multifaceted concept, and
found
impact
They
have
that though
performance.
on employee
components
a positive
affective commitmentwas more strongly related to job performancethan normative and
Continuance
it
two
that
the
were not related.
continuancecommitment, was not
other
commitmentwas also found to be positively related to job performance.They arguethat
continuancecommitment should not be seenas a negative concept,as employeesshould
improve their performance and work hard to guarantee continuity of membership.
Hence,their researchhas openeda new dimension for researchersregardingthe concept
is
They
"
that
the
of continuancecommitment.
employeewho affectively attached
argue

to his or her organisation,values his or her investmentsin it, and feels a moral
is
higher
than
to
who
one
performance
obligation
maintain membership, will show
419).
The
(p.
authors
merely affectively, continuancely or normatively committed"
arguethat it is all three facetsof commitment that the organisationshould seekto build,
and undue attention paid in the past towards the affective componentof commitment is
doubted. They further argue that "organisations can increaseemployees' commitment
and subsequentlytheir performance by increasing intrinsic and extrinsic rewards and
fringe benefits that attract their attention and induce them to evaluatecorrectly the cost
of terminating membership"(p. 417).
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In another study by Kuehn and Busaidi (2002), examining organisational citizenship
behaviour (OCB), it was found that only normative commitment was positively related
to OCB, while continuance and affective commitment were not. The findings of this
found
in
comparison with previous studies which
study are somewhat surprising
affective commitment to be the strongest determinant of performance rather than
non-nativeor continuancecommitment (Allen & Meyer, 1990; Meyer & Allen, 1991;
Hackett et al., 1994; Suliman & Iles, 2000b).

In conclusion, empirical studies discussed in Section 4.6.3.3 studied the threecomponentmodel of organisational.commitment with performancemeasuresother than
service quality. No study could be found that studied the three-componentmodel of
in
in
Thus,
there
to
exist certain gaps the literature,
commitment relation service quality.
in
knowledge
in
be
to
to
relation to
which need
addressedand examined order complete
the three-componentmodel and service quality. These gaps are discussedlater in this

chapter.

4.7. Rewards and Service Quality

Sofar, this chapterhasdiscussed
the conceptof servicequalityandlinked attitudeswith
service quality in tenns of establishing the significance of attitudes in influencing
service quality. If internal marketing can help in influencing attitudes and service
quality (Tansuhaj et al., 1988; Boshoff & Tait, 1996), there emerge three significant
relationshipsthat need to be explored. One betweenrewards and employee attitudes, a
secondbetweenemployeeattitudesand service quality, and a third betweenrewardsand
service quality. The first part was dealt with in the previous chapter which describes
how rewards, as part of internal marketing, could be useful in influencing employee
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attitudes.
However, the last element in understanding the significance of internal marketing in
is
link
between
the
to
rewards and service quality. Hence, this
relation service quality
section is focusedon understandingthe role of internal marketing, especially rewards,
in customer-contactservices and the significance of rewards in relation to service
quality.

Many researchstudieshave now well establishedthe fact that there is a great need to
take the HRM-Service Quality relation seriously (Schneider& Bowen, 1993). There is
considerableevidenceto strongly support the relationship between the two (Bowen et
al., 1999). Sometimes,it may so happen that employees, who are committed at the
beginning, may eventually, in the course of time, lose effort becauseof lack of proper
support from the management.Hence, it becomesimportant for the managementnot to
be complacent with the committed workforce that it has; rather, it should seek to
for
it
internal
becomes
Hence,
the
maintain as well.
role of
pivotal, especially
marketing
managingfrontline employeesin services.

4.7.1 Role of Rewards and Internal Marketing in Customer-Contact Services

In contactservices,the quality of servicecannotbe separatedfrom the quality of the
service provider (Lewis, 1989). Due to the inherent nature of services, service firms
depend on frontline employees for quality of service delivered to their customers.
Hence,a service companyneedsto manageand control the management-staffinterface
through internal marketing first, before it strives to succeedat the external marketing
front (Lewis, 1989). The utility of market research and segmentationwith respect to
internal marketing is suggestedby Berry (1981), in order to identify employee needs
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and wants regarding working conditions, benefits and company policies, and also
'cafeteriabenefits' like health insurance,pensions,etc. (Lewis, 1989).The idea is that if
the organisationis able to satisfy the needsof internal customers,then it is more likely
to satisfy the needsof its external customersas well.

Employeesatisfactionand motivation are one of the key themesof internal marketing.
Research undertaken by Foreman and Money (1995) demonstrate that the three
componentscomprising the construct of internal marketing are rewards, development
and vision. Internal marketing views employeesas internal customers,and indicatesthat
organisationsneed to offer employees'job products' that satisfy their needs.Rafiq and
Ahmed (2000) also identified employee motivation and satisfaction as one of the five
main elementsof internal marketing. They argue that organisationsmust successfully
practice the concept of internal marketing to motivate employees towards requisite
behaviour.

In this context, Schneiderand Bowen (1995) state that "When the businessfulfils the
fulfil
likely
the psychological
to
psychologicalcontractswith employees,employeesare
contractswith customers.When the businessmeetsvarious needsof employeesthrough

a varietyof rewards,dispensedequitablyand fairly, customerswill experienceservice
quality" (p. 170). Researchersargue that internal marketing should improve service
quality (Gurnmesson,1987; George, 1990; Berry & Parasuraman,1991; Piercy, 1995;
Brooks et al., 1999). According to Lewis and Gabrielson (1998), internal marketing is
viewed as the marketing of service quality philosophy to the employees of an
organisation.Thus, internal marketing strategiesplay a major role in producing "higher
levels of serviceprovider performance"(Wasmer & Bruner, 1991,p. 35).
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Singh (2000) arguesthat there exists enoughresearchevidence supportingthe results of
Hartline and Ferrell's study (1993) that frontline employees "are typically underpaid,
undertrained,overworked and highly stressed"(p. 62). Mattson (1994) also arguesthat
thoughthe serviceorganisationsare dependenton their contact staff as regardscustomer
satisfactionand profitability, they are often underpaid and newly recruited.

Thus, there is a growing need for these service firms to effectively manage their
frontline employeeswho are ultimately responsible for the successor failure of the
crucial service encounter,the most important determinant of customer perceptionsof
service quality (Hartline & Ferrell, 1996). In fact, the concept of 'frontline employeeorganisationfit', as discussedin Section 4.5.2.1, aids in understandinghow employees
could be motivated to deliver quality service to customers (Boshoff & Tait, 1996).
Hence, rewards play a significant role in the internal marketing strategy of a services
firm. The following section discussesthe relationship that rewards bear with service
quality, exploring the significant rewards in relation to it.

4.7.2 Literature Review on Rewards-Service Quality Relationship

Althoughthe empiricalevidencewith respectto rewards-service
quality relationshipis
limited in literature,theserewardshave often been studiedwith other measuresof
perfonnance.
Rewards have often been shown to have a positive relationship with performance,
intrinsic rewards exhibiting a stronger relationship than extrinsic rewards (Herzberg,
1966; Porter & Lawler, 1968). According to Steers and Porter (1979),
employees'
perception of extrinsic rewards and intrinsic rewards associated with task can
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job,
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while motivators or
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harder
itself,
job
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or
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work
such as achievement,recognition,
improve performance. The fact remains that though maintenance factors are not as
important as motivators in motivating the employee to perform better, they at least
intrinsic
While
to
that
there
the
rewards
make sure
perform.
qualified employees are
attract and motivate, extrinsic rewards retain the high quality staff. Attraction, retention
and motivation (the key elements of internal marketing) of qualified employees are
especially critical in service organisations, where service quality is the only real
differentiating factor between competitors (Rafiq & Ahmed, 2000). Hence, though
intrinsic
be
less
than
to
extrinsic rewardsare considered
rewards with respect
effective
to performance(Hallowell et al., 1996), their importance within the scope of internal
marketing cannotbe ignored.

4.7.2.1 Extrinsic Rewards
Armstrong (2001) argues that the extrinsic rewards have an immediate and powerful
effect as compared to the intrinsic rewards, which have a deeper and longer-lasting

effect."Money providesthe carrotthat most peoplewanf' (Armstrong,2001,p. 164).
LeBlanc and Mulvey (1998) contend that extrinsic rewards like pay and benefits are
closely linked to themes like commitment and high performance among the US
workforce. Based on their study, Rewards of Work, they found that factors like pay,
benefits,feedback,training and developmentand promotions were consideredimportant
from the employees' point of view, and argued that employers need to design pay
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systems that take into account "employee preferences, concerns, commitment and
perfonnance"(p. 28).

Dawn (1993) conducteda researchin Manor Care Inc., and arguedthat if the company
wished for a lower employeeturnover and better service to its customers,it neededto
serve its employees'needs better. For this, the company had to redesign its benefits
programme,and in return found that it had met the twin goals of reduced employee
turnover and increasedcustomerservice quality.

Bowen et al. (1999) emphasisethe 'spill-over effect', explaining how being fair with
employeesspills over to customers,especially in contact services.Fairnessis perceived
to be an important issue with service organisations, which frequently encounter the
employee-customerinterface. They argue that employees who are satisfied with the
HRM practices are the ones who 'travel that extra mile' for satisfying customerswith

their service.

In a study conductedon three amusementparks, Disneyland, Knott's Berry Farm and
Universal Studios, factors contributing to the service level provided by frontline

to their customerswereidentified(Jerome& Kleiner, 1995).It wasbelieved
employees
that frontlineemployeesarethe oneswho could makea differenceto the successof the
company, as happy employees were more conducive to providing quality service to
their customers.At Disney, increasedpay, recognition and additional involvement were
the factors associated with' performance of the employees. Strong employee
programmescharacterisedby better pay, benefits, working conditions and perks are
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Finns committed to service quality must reward their service employeeseffectively if
they are expectedto deliver award-winning service quality (Fanjoy, 1994).The 'reward
paradox', or the imbalancein the compensationpolicies of the firm, needsto be avoided
at all costs.The point here is that excellent customer service does not happenby itself,
rather, it needsto be created.For example, addressinga Bank Marketing Association's
annualmeeting,the executive vice-presidentand director of marketing at Baton Rouge,
La. Bank suggesteda need to develop an effective employee reward and recognition
system in order to improve service quality. Such an example illustrates that a strong
reward and recognition system designed to motivate employees is considered a
prerequisite for excellent service delivery (Brian, 1993; Bierre, 1997; Gerson, 1998).
Rewards like pay, benefits and work conditions have been linked to employee
satisfactionand retention in the literature (Rust & Stewart, 1996), which in turn affects
performance. Also, social extrinsic rewards like supervisory consideration and
teamwork also seem to have significant effect on employee service perfon-nance
(Zeithaml et al., 1990;Berry et al., 1994).

The old adage of -what you get is what you pay for" fits into the service quality
paradigm as well. Many service companies experience high turnover among their
frontline staff becausethe positions are filled up quickly, and not much attention is paid
to the compensationand benefits of these employees.Zeithaml et al. (1990) argue that
hiring the best people and providing them with the best training and compensationwill
producehigh levels of efficiency and service quality, and in turn will lead to a growth in
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profits for the company. Addressing Gap 3 in the SERVQUAL, they argue that
unsatisfactoryreward and compensationsystemsare a causeof poor service quality as
"workers realise that management is serious about quality when management is willing

to pay for it" (p. 102). They contend that direct financial rewards like merit salary
increases,bonuses,stock ownership, etc. could be quite useful in producing a happy
workforce that leadsto happy and satisfied customers.

Successfulservice organisations around the world realise the importance of extrinsic
rewards like pay, promotion and benefits in producing a committed and customeroriented workforce that is crucial to the success of any organisation. Instances
highlighting the importance of extrinsic rewards can be seen in everyday life. For
example,it is observedthat salespeopleat Nordstrom earn well abovetheir counterparts
in other stores, and Wal-Mart has the policy of providing scholarship assistanceto
employeeswho continue to work part-time (Berry et al., 1990). Such examples from
successfulorganisationsfurther testify to the importanceof extrinsic rewards.

However, despite the literature highlighting the significance of extrinsic rewards, the
empirical evidence examining the effect of extrinsic rewards on service quality is
limited.

Boshoff and Tait (1996) examined the relationship between certain extrinsic rewards
construedas a construct, 'extrinsic job satisfaction', and service quality. Surprisingly,
they reporteda negativerelationship betweenthe two. However, since the effect of each
of the extrinsic rewards on service quality was not tested for, the influence that eachof

themhason servicequalitycannotbe statedwith confidence.
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In this context, Herrington and Lomax (1999) argue that rewards like remunerationand
in
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for
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be
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when
was one of the implications of their study, as the effect of the extrinsic rewards on
servicequality was not examined.

4.7.2.2 Intrinsic Rewards
It seemsthat we are seeinga shift in the reward policy, from financial rewards to total
in
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Section
discussed
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Like
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above
extrinsic rewards
rewards
intrinsic rewards are also crucial for service quality. "The intrinsic rewards can be as
Addressing
157).
&
Bowen,
1995,
like
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pay"
powerful as extrinsic rewards
Gap 3 of the SERVQUAL, Zeithaml et al. (1990) also point out the importance of
intrinsic rewardsalong with the extrinsic rewards in improving service quality. Intrinsic
in
help
like
enhancingthe service
etc.
rewards
careeradvancement,praise, recognition,
do
(Zeithaml
1990).
Praise
frontline
the
and recognition
et al.,
quality of
employees
inspire improved performancethrough positive feedback(Hackett, 2001).

Feedbackis considered
to be oneof thebestwaysto let employeesknow how well they
intrinsic
Feedback
(Unzicker
2000).
the
are perfon-ning
provides
et al.,
motivation, and
is an important motivational characteristicthat influencesjob design (Armstrong, 1996).
Frost and Kumar (2001) also highlight the importance of feedback as a solution in
narrowing Gap 3, and in improving the internal service quality of employees.
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Apart from timely and constructivefeedbackreceived,it is importantthat frontline
employees
shouldfeel a senseof controlover the quality of servicerendered,otherwise
theyfeel helplessanddissatisfiedwith their jobs (Berry et al., 1990).Armstrong(1996)
argues that autonomy is also an important motivational characteristic, along with
feedback, in a good job design. It is essential for the service employee to perceive
delays,
lead
in
lest
it
flexibility
delivery
to
the
undue
control and
of services,
might
dissatisfaction of both the employee as well as the customer, and ultimately poor
performance resulting in poor service quality. Zeithaml et al. (1990) argue that
empoweringservice employeesto satisfy customershelps in motivating the employees
and improving their performance. Empowerment is an approachor processthat gives
is
idea
in
fact,
(Armstrong,
In
1996).
their
the
people more autonomy
very
work
reflected upon in Herzberg's (1968) concept of job-enrichment. Moreover, one of the
'critical psychological states' in the job characteristics model that strongly influences

motivation, job satisfaction and perfonnance is characterised by task autonomy
(Hackman & Oldham, 1976). Sergeantand Frenkel (2000) conducted a study in call
is
in
that
to
centres and concluded
order
satisfy the customers empowering strategy
suitable in contact services,like call centres. In fact, the very heterogeneousnature of

servicesposesa challengeon the frontline of services,and calls for task autonomy.If
the frontline staff possessthe necessaryauthority to make importantdecisionsabout
serving the customersand experienceautonomy on the job, it will lead to higher service
quality and effective service recovery (Tax & Brown, 1998). Also, job autonomy has

beenfoundto be highly relatedto job satisfaction(Loheret al., 1985),which in turn has
demonstrated
a weakbut positiverelationshipwith customerperceivedservicequality
(Hartline& Feffell, 1996).
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Internal marketing is consideredto be the most powerful tool for the delivery of high
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fact,
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Berry and Parasuraman(1991) clearly emphasisesthe utility of a good job design in
by
developing,
motivating and retaining qualified employees satisfying their
attracting,
job
by
feedback,
design
it
is
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Thus,
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autonomy
a good
characterised
needs.
and skill variety will lead to intrinsic motivation (Eby et al., 1999) and an improvement
in performance of the contact employees, resulting in better service quality. Job
important,
in
decision
like
also
making are
characteristics
role clarity and participation
especiallyfor the frontline employees,to deliver quality service (Zeithaml et al., 1990;
Rhoadset al., 1994; Boshoff & Mels, 1995). A goodjob design influences employees'
intrinsic motivation and satisfaction, which in turn affects employee turnover and
customerperceivedservicequality (Schneider& Bowen, 1995).

Training is another important intrinsic reward offered to the frontline employeesby
organisations,so as to enablethem to deliver quality service (Yavas, 1998; Boshoff &
Allen, 2000; Yavas et al., 2003). It also helps to satisfy their growth needs.Successful
organisationslike McDonald's, Ritz-Carlton hotel, and Fidelity Investments have all
realised the importance of training frontline employees for superior customer service

(Zeithamlet al., 1990;Schneider& Bowen,1995;Zeithaml& Bitner,2000).

4.7.2.3 Inference
Despite the literature highlighting the significance of both extrinsic and intrinsic
rewards for performance, the empirical evidence with respect to service quality is
limited, especially as regards extrinsic rewards. Although, extrinsic rewards are

assumedto havea positiveeffect on performance,with respectto servicequality their
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service quality when studied collectively under a single construct (Boshoff & Tait,
1996). Hence, although extrinsic rewards might be useful for other measures of
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research
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attention.

4.8 ResearchGaps Identifled
This section now discusses the research gaps that have been identified from the
literature reviewed in Chapters2 to 4.

Firstly, as discussedin Chapter2, literature available testing the HRM-customer service
link is surprisingly limited (Schneider, 1994). Especially with respect to literature
been
has
internal
the
the
establishing
approach
mainly
marketing,
significance of
conceptual, general and non-empirical in nature (Quester & Kelly, 1999; Rafiq &

Ahmed,2000).QuesterandKelly (1999)arguethat:
"There has been much discussion in literature about the effect of internal marketing
upon employees'attitudes and behaviours, ... there is little reliable empirical evidence
relating to the effectivenessof theseactivities" (p. 227).

Although the components of internal marketing have been researched(Foreman &
Money, 1995),eachcomponentof the internal marketing constructhas not been studied
empirically with service quality to effectively establish the importance of internal
marketing for service organisations.Although reward managementis crucial for any
organisation,the 'rewards'elementof internal marketing construct has not been studied
effectively in terms of establishing the importance of different types of rewards in
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no empirical study could
found in the literature that studied the 'rewards' component of internal marketing
constructin relation to servicequality.

The role of rewards and other internal marketing strategies for service quality
1996).
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Hartline
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This kind of researchis especially required, as there exists enough researchevidence
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Singh,
2000).
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stressed
is
literature
in
the
marketing
evidence studying
effect of rewards on service quality
limited, though someof theserewardshave been studied with measuresof performance
other than service quality (see Singh et al., 1996, MacKenzie et al., 1998; Boshoff &
Allen, 2000; Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000). There are hardly any studies available that
empirically link up both extrinsic and intrinsic rewards with the service quality of
frontline employees. Researchesstudying service quality have mainly considered

intrinsic and extrinsicsocial rewards(seeBoshoff & Mels, 1995;Hartline & Ferrell,
1996; Herrington & Lomax, 1999; Wetzels et al., 2000), while extrinsic organisational
rewards have mostly been ignored. Empirical evidence with respect to extrinsic
organisational rewards-service quality relationship is highly limited. Review of the
literature in Section 4.7.2.1 clearly depicts that while studying these rewards with
service quality, the approachhas been mainly conceptual and non-empirical in nature.
Moreover, when studied empirically with service quality in a particular study, these
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been
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not
studied
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rather
under one construct, that is, 'extrinsic job satisfaction' (Boshoff & Tait, 1996). Hence
there is hardly any empirical evidence available to guide the effect of each of these
rewards on service quality. Although assumed to be significant for influencing
performance,the effect of extrinsic organisational rewards on service quality demands
further investigation. Also, while studying rewards with service quality, the research
approachhas been fragmented.No single empirical study could be found that discusses
the comparativeeffect of the extrinsic and intrinsic rewards on the service quality of the
frontline employees.

Moreover, rewards are no longer meant just for improving performance, as many
successfulorganisationsin US are found to provide rewards that build organisational
commitment, and consequentlyimprove performance (Newman & Krzystofiak, 1998).
But do the samepractices apply to contact service organisationsin other countries as
well, like those in the UK? In fact, "the role of rewards in service delivery needsto be

carefullyconsidered"(Boshoff& Mels, 1995,p. 38). Questionslike whethermonetary
rewardis a sourceof motivationto frontlineemployees,or whetherintrinsicrewardsare
better than extrinsic rewards, as part of internal marketing efforts for influencing their

service quality, still need to be addressedcarefully. It is argued that findings
highlighting the importance of intrinsic rewards against extrinsic rewards could,
possibly, be a function of the white-collar employeepopulation from which they were
drawn (Young et al., 1998). Hence, more researchwith respect to internal marketing
issuesis required especially for the frontline employeesas these employeesare crucial
for the successof any serviceorganisation.
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Secondly, although a few studies exploring the significance of certain organisational.
factors on service quality are conducted in face-to-face encounters(see Parasuramanet
al., 1990; Boshoff & Tait, 1996; Hartline & Ferrell, 1996; Herrington & Lomax, 1999;
Chenetet al., 2000), there is a paucity of researchexploring such issuesin call centres.
Moreover, it has beennoted that though there has been a tremendousgrowth of the call
centre industry in UK, the researchattention devoted to internal marketing issuessuch
as managementof call centreshas been insufficient (Bailey, 1998; Brown, 1999;Brown
& Maxwell, 2002). It is generally observed that frontline employees are often
underpaid,under-trained,highly stressedand newly recruited in call centres(Deery &
Kinnie, 2002; Holman, 2002), which, in turn, has implications for their service
performance(Batt & Moynihan, 2002). In this context, researchhas pointed out that
issues concerning internal marketing and rewards management need further
investigation, especially, as regards frontline employeesin the UK call centres(Brown
& Maxwell, 2002). "Further investigating human resourcemanagementapproachesand
policies in UK call centresstill constitutesone conspicuouslyviable direction of further
research"(Brown & Maxwell, 2002, p. 315). Hence, researchis required to understand
the role of rewards,as part of internal marketing, in influencing the attitudesand service
quality of employeesworking in the frontline positions in UK call centres.

Thirdly, despitethe vast literature on employeeattitudes, as evident in Sections3.2.2.2
and 3.2.3.3 of Chapter3, the issue of commitment is not well defined. Suliman and Iles
(2000a)arguethat:
"Despite the plethora of studies of organisational commitment, and its nature,
antecedents, consequencesand correlates, the issue remains ill-defined and illconceptualised" (p. 407).
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Many studieshave tried to relate organisationalcommitmentto its antecedents
and
correlates(seeBateman& Strasser,1984; Mathieu & Zajac, 1990;Allen & Meyer,
1990;Raju.& Srivastava,1994;Young et al., 1998;Dick & Metcalfe,2001),but the
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Researchers argue that these disappointing research outcomes with respect to
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past four decades(Benkhoff, 1997a; 1997b). The majority of the studies relating to
antecedentsor consequencesof commitment have based their approach solely on the
affective component of commitment, neglecting the other two. "The utilitY of the
researchthat has exploredboth antecedentsand consequencesof OC has beenrestricted
by the fact that most individual projects have focused on only one of the OC dimensions
(usually affective)" (Dunham ct al., 1994, p. 379). In a meta-analysisit was noted that
only 14 of the 174 studiesincluded more than one componentof commitment (Mathieu
& Zajac, 1990). In another meta-analysis it was found that 34 of 40 studies focused
exclusively on affective commitment, and no studies of normative commitment were

have
(Randall,
1990).
In
literature
the
the
available
marketing
studies
also, majority of
identified the commitmentconstruct with its affective conceptual
i sation only (see
Ingram et al., 1989; Jaworski & Kohli, 1993; Boshoff & Mels, 1995; Boshoff & Tait,

1996; Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000). Affective commitmenthas been discussedquite
extensivelyin the servicesmarketing literature as comparedto the normativeand
continuancecomponents
of commitment(Caruana& Calleya,1998).
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Fourthly, review of the commitment literature in Section 3.2.3.3.2 of Chapter 3 reveals
that the relationshipbetweenrewards and commitment requires further attention.This is
becausethe majority of the studies exploring the relationship between HRM practices
and organisational commitment have based their approach solely on the affective
component of commitment (Meyer & Smith, 2000). Normative commitment has
receivedthe least attention, as comparedto the continuanceand affective commitment.
Researchersargue that further attention should be given to the development of the
normative component of commitment. Allen and Meyer (1990) state "Unfortunately,
there is little in the literature upon which to base predictions regarding the antecedents
of normative commitment" (p. 14). Moreover, continuance commitment, which is
studiedon a comparatively lesser scale as comparedto affective commitment, warrants
further investigation, as "more variables that influence specific side-bets should be
identified" (Dunhamet al., 1994,p. 378). In fact, support for the differential antecedents
of the various forms of commitment is only beginning to build, and it has beenpointed
out that researchconcerningthe possible differential antecedentsof affective, nonnative
and continuancecommitment should continue (Hackett et al., 1994). What influencesa
6continuancely' committed employee may not be as effective in influencing

an

'affectively' or a 'normatively' committed employee,as the basesof their commitment

are distinct. In order to improve performanceand effectiveness,it is essentialthat
managersmust know what rewards mean the most to which employees."A mismatch
of reward with the individual may have the sameeffect as giving no reward at all " (Pat,
1989,p. 6). It becomesessentialto know the antecedentsin terms of different types of
rewards that influence and develop each component of commitment. "Recognition of
the fact that OC has multiple dimensions and each dimension has somewhatdifferent
antecedents,although making the study of commitment more complex, should make it
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possible to managethe antecedentsof OC more effectively" (Dunham et al., 1994,p.
380). Thus, there is considerableevidence in the literature that warrants more research
regardingthe multifaceted nature of organisational commitment, especially identifying
the antecedents,in terms of rewards, relating to eachcomponentof commitment.

Fifthly, as is clear from Section 4.6.3 of this chapter, although other measuresof
performancehave been studied with the three-componentmodel of commitment, no
study could be found that linked the three-component model of commitment with
service quality. Studies analysing relationship between organisationalcommitment and
service quality have taken organisational commitment as a uni-dimensional construct
(see Boshoff & Mels, 1995; Boshoff & Tait, 1996; Wetzels et al., 2000), which is
equivalent to studying only the affective component of commitment (Dunham et al.,
1994; Benkhoff, 1997b). Although a few studies have taken into consideration the
three-componentmodel of commitment while studying market-orientation (Caruanaet
al., 1997) and relationship marketing (Gruen et al., 2000), no study could be found that
linked the three-componentmodel of commitment with service quality. Since the
literature suggeststhat not all components of commitment are positively related to
performanceand can have different consequences(Meyer & Allen, 1991; Iles et al.,

1996),it is essentialto studyall the threecomponents
identify
their
and
of commitment
relationshipwith servicequality.

Moreover, the literature suggeststhat it is not only the natureof commitment that counts
in the commitment-performancerelationship, but the nature of performancecounts as
well (Angle & Lawson, 1994; Suliman & Iles, 2000b). The three components of
commitment display different results when studied with different measures of
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Kuehn
2000b;
(Allen
Suliman
&
Iles,
&
Meyer,
1990;
Hackett
1994;
performance
et al.,
& Busaidi, 2002). Hence, it is important to study the relationship of all three
componentsof commitment with service quality. Service quality of frontline employees
is important, becausefor customers, evaluation of a service often dependson their
evaluationof the service encounterwith the frontline employee,be it in face-to-faceor
telephone encounters. In this study, for the first time, the three components of
commitment are studiedwith service quality, taking the latter as the measureof service
performance for the frontline employees. In order to understandand analyse the true
is
it
between
the
nature of
relationship
service quality and organisationalcommitment,
essentialto study the relationship with all the three componentsof commitment,and not
just with the affective component (Hackett et al., 1994; Benkhoff, 1997a). Since all
three componentsof commitment have been found to relate negatively with turnover
but differently with performance (Meyer & Allen, 1991), it becomes crucial for the
is
develop
that
to
the
management cultivate and
right component of commitment
positively related with service quality. Where the benefits of reduced turnover are
obtained at the cost of poor performance, service quality is bound to suffer.
Managementshould not simply aim at maintaining a committed workforce or reducing
turnover, rather the emphasis should be on retaining the right kind of workers and

cultivatingthe right componentof commitment,therebycreatinga customer-conscious
environmentthat is conduciveto delivering quality service and satisfying customers.

Sixthly, as discussedin Section 3.2.3.4 of Chapter,3, it is argued that in the area of
marketing, especially in sales management,"issues such as commitment, motivation,
job satisfaction, or, more precisely 'how to get the most out of salespeople'have not
been fully explored or adequatelyanswered" (Simintiras et al., 1994, p. 3). Although
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job satisfactionhas been establishedas a key antecedentto organisationalcommitment
in a meta-analysisconductedby Eby et al. (1999), researchneedsto clarify the position
of job satisfaction as regards the three-componentmodel of commitment. Most of the
researchcarried out on the job satisfaction- organisationalcormnitmentrelationshiphas
primarily focusedon the affective componentof commitment only. Also, the results of
the limited researchcarried out as regards the three-componentsof commitment - job
satisfaction relationship are mixed and confusing (Yousef, 2000b; Kuehn & Busaidi,
2002; Yilmaz, 2002) and warrant further researchin this area.

Seventhly, as is evident from Section 4.6 of this chapter, no researchcould be found
that studied service quality taking the three-componentmodel of commitment along
with job satisfaction.This is important becausethe complexities that follow from job
satisfaction-three components of

organisational. commitment-service quality

relationshipscannot be ignored. Researchersstudying the relationshipsamong different
facets of performance,job satisfaction and organisational commitment bave suggested
that the exact nature of the interrelationships among these constructs may be more
complicatedthan initially thought (Meyer et al., 1993; MacKenzie et al., 1998)and have
called for further research(Yilmaz, 2002). Job satisfaction is an important work related

attitudelike organisational.
commitment(Greenberg& Baron,1995)andthe complexity
that follows from job satisfaction- three components of organisational commitmentservice quality relationship cannot be ignored. It is argued that it is important to study
organisational commitment as well as job satisfaction simultaneously in order to

differentiatebetweenthe antecedents
that affectboth thesework-relatedattitudes,which
are found to be distinct and separate(Glisson & Durick, 1988). Moreover, it is argued

that the natureand strengthof relationshipbetweenemployeeattitudessuch as job
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into
kind
taken
the
of performance measure
satisfaction, and performance vary with
be
found
No
(Greenberg
&
Baron,
1995).
that studied service
could
research
account
job
taking
the
three-component
satisfaction.
along
with
model of commitment
quality
This researchattemptsto addressthis gap by taking job satisfactionalong with the three
by
followed
intervening
other
variables, an approachnot
componentsof commitment as
studiesstudying antecedentsto service quality.

Finally, although popular concepts in services marketing like the service profit chain
(Heskett et al. 1994), the cycle of failure/success(Schlesinger and Heskett, 1991), and
the services marketing managementmodel (Tansuhaj et al., 1988), as discussedin
Chapter 2, highlight the importance of internal marketing for improving employee
front,
the
to
empirical evidence
external marketing
attitudes
achieve success on
is
for
the
quality
not only
service
establishing
significance of employee attitudes
limited, but is also inconsistent. Though the Heskett et al. (1994) model, the service
inter-linking
by
in
its
has
terms
of
usefulness
profit chain,
gainedsupportand popularity
little
is
key
there
empirical evidence testing the
relatively
many
elementsof success,
&
(Silvestro
have
been
1995),
(Varey,
the
not
consistent
service-profit chain
and
results
Cross,2000). Lovernan(1998) testedthe entire chain in a US bank but expresseddoubts

in
loyalty
between
the chain.
the
measures
and
other
over
employee
relationship
Silvestro and Cross(2000) tried to test eachof the linkages in the chain in a single retail
organisation.They endorsedmost of the links in the chain, except employeesatisfaction
and loyalty, which according to them, were not linked to the rest of the chain. They
argued that the relationship between employee satisfaction and loyalty with measures
such as service quality, customer satisfaction and loyalty remains an enigmatic issue,
and calls for further research (Silvestro & Cross, 2000). It is important to establish
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job
like
job-related
frontline
attitudes
employees'
empirically the significance of
justify
for
the
to
commitment
quality,
especially
service
satisfactionand organisational.
in
in
improving
internal
peoplesuch attitudes
marketing efforts expended
cost of
orientedorganisations.

Thus, the gapsidentified clearly point out the need for more researchto understandthe
in
influencing
internal
the attitudesand service
the
of
marketing,
role of rewards,as part
in
This
UK
frontline
the
researchattempts
centres.
call
quality of
employees,especially
to addressthese gaps through a research framework that assists in understandingthe
frontline
influencing
in
internal
marketing,
significance of rewards, as part of
employees'attitudes and service quality in the 'in-house' call centres of a major retail
bank in UK.

4.9 Conclusion
This chapter focused on service quality, discussing the significance of employee
attitudes and rewards in relation to service quality. The chapter first examined the
different
four
definitions
concept and
and measurement of service quality under
approachesthat assisted in understanding critical issues relating to service quality.

Following the literature on service quality, the role and significanceof two key
in
job
discussed
employeeattitudes,
satisfaction and organisational commitment, were
relation to service quality. In this context, studies taking both uni-dimensional and
multi-dimensional (three-component model) conceptualisations of organisational
commitment were discussed in relation to service quality. Finally, literature was
reviewed to explore the significance of rewards in determining service quality. In this

context,both extrinsicaswell asintrinsicrewardswerediscussed.
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The gaps identified in Section 4.8 clearly indicated the need for more researchin the
field of service quality, analysing its relationship, especially, with the three- component
model of commitment and with rewards. Moreover, it was noted that research
understandingthe role of internal marketing for improving employee attitudes and
service quality of frontline employees has been mostly carried out in face-to-face
encounters(see Boshoff & Tait, 1996; Hartline & Ferrell, 1996; Chenet et al., 2000).
Therefore, more research is required, especially in call centres, where frontline
levels
is
increasing
(Call
2001)
Centres,
turnover
employee
and customer satisfaction
are decreasing(Anton, 1999).Thesecall centresseemto have been caughtup in what is
described by Schlesinger and Heskett (1991) as the 'cycle of failure'. Research is
requiredto understandhow this cycle of failure could be convertedinto a virtuous cycle
of success.In other words, researchis required to find out what managementcan do, as
its
frontline
internal
the
to
employeesso that
part of
marketing programme, motivate
they carry positive attitudesand deliver excellent service quality.

In the light of the literature reviewed (as discussedin the three literature review
chapters),and the exploratory interviews conducted(as discussedin Chapter5), the next
chapterpresentsa conceptualmodel, along with the researchobjectives and hypotheses

to be testedempiricallyin a call centreenvironment.
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Chapter 5: Conceptual Model and Hypotheses Construction

5.1 Introduction

The main objective of this chapter is to presentthe conceptualmodel that is designedto
addressthe researchproblem as discussedin Chapter 1. The chapterbegins by defining
the key researchobjectives, followed by the key research questions. In this context, a
conceptualmodel is introduced, along with specific researchhypothesesconstructedin
the light of literature review and exploratory in-depth interviews.

5.2 ResearchObjectives
As discussedin Chapter 1, the main researchproblem is to investigate to what extent
rewardscan be employed, as part of internal marketing strategy,to influence employee

attitudesandservicequality of frontlineemployeesin bankingcall centres.

To addressthis researchproblem, the study is designed with the following research

objectives:
1.

To explore how different forms of commitment, along with job satisfaction,affect
servicequality

2.

To explorethe natureof relationshipthat the extrinsicand intrinsic rewardsbear
with job satisfaction, three components of organisational commitment, and
servicequality

Thus, the main objective of the study is to determine how rewards, as part of internal
marketing, can influence frontline employees' attitudes and improve service quality

delivered.
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5.3 Key Research Questions
This stud3ýsresearchframework, keeping the above researchobjectives in mind, would
be beneficial in understandingrelationships among rewards, employee attitudes and
banking
frontline
in
call
quality
services
such
as
retail
service
of
employees contact
centres.In this context, the study would be helpful in providing answersto key research
questionssuchas:
1. What is the relationship between the three components of organisational
commitmentwith servicequality?
2. What is the relationshipbetweenjob satisfactionand servicequality?
3. What is the effect of rewards (extrinsic and intrinsic) on each component of
commitment?
4. What is the effect of rewards (extrinsic and intrinsic) on job satisfaction?
5. What are the direct and indirect effect of rewards (extrinsic and intrinsic) on service
quality9

These research questions will be addressedthrough empirically testing the research
hypothesesand the conceptualmodel, which is presentedlater in this chapter.

5.4 Development of Conceptual Model
As discussedin Section 5.2, the main objective of this researchis to understandthe role
of rewards, as part of the internal marketing strategy, in influencing frontline
employees'job-related attitudes and enhancing service quality. The literature review,
discussed in Chapters 2 to 4, assisted in identifying and developing a research
Cl.

framework underlying three significant relationships central to the conceptualmodel of

the study - rewards-attitude,attitude-servicequality, and rewards-servicequality
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important
is
it
to
However,
to
the
considering
conceptual model,
relationships.
prior
first discuss the development of the conceptual model with respect to the choice of
in
that
the conceptualmodel of the study.
taken
antecedents
rewards
are
as

5.4.1 Choice of Antecedents

Although the extensiveliterature reviewed elicited the significance of certain rewardsin
determining employee attitudes and service quality, the theoretical framework of the
extended service quality model (Parasuramanet al., 1990), whereby the potential
antecedentsof each gap are identified to guide the managementof service quality, was
also considered to guide the choice of antecedentsto service quality. Within the
extendedservice quality model, the theoretical framework relating to Gap 3 or 'service
perfortnancegap' was considered,as this Gap specifically relates to the service quality
of frontline employees,which is investigatedin this study.

Gap 3 or the service performance gap refers to the difference between actual service
delivery and the firm's service quality specifications, and has certain organisational
detenninants. it has significant effects on the 'service quality gap', as service

is directlycorrelatedto servicequality (Chenetet al., 2000).As regardsthe
performance
serviceperformanceby the frontline employees,certain organisationaldeterminantsof
Gap 3 are identified (Zeithaml et al., 1988; Parasuramanet al., 1990) to guide the
managementof the service performance of frontline employees,which are considered
for this study.

Hence, guided by the antecedentsof Gap 3 (Zeithaml et al., 1988; Parasuramanet al.,

1990),and alsoby thosefactorsfrom the literaturereview (discussedin Chapters2,3
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be
4)
that
could regardedas potential antecedentsto service quality, and also affect
and
job satisfaction and organisational commitment of the frontline employees, certain
factors were identified. Using exchange theory, these factors were categorised as
extrinsic or intrinsic rewards,to be included as antecedentsin the conceptualframework
of the study.

This enabled extrinsic rewards such as pay and benefits satisfaction, working
conditions, promotional opportunities, extrinsic exchange, supervisory consideration,
satisfaction with supervisor, co-worker satisfaction and team-work to be tentatively
selected.Intrinsic rewards tentatively selectedcomprised job characteristics(like role
clarity, freedom from role conflict, participation in decision making, skill variety,
autonomyand feedback),intrinsic exchange,and training.

However, the final decision regarding these rewards was made in the light of
exploratory interview findings. Exploratory research was also useful in guiding the

choiceof rewardsasantecedents
andin the developmentof theresearchframework,and
is discussedin the following section.

5.4.2 Exploratory Research
Exploratory in-depth interviews were conducted with the managers to understand
certain issues concerning rewards offered to the employees as part of internal
marketing, and the significance and evaluation of service quality in call centres.Issues
suchas employees'organisationalcommitment andjob satisfaction,and their respective
importancein a call centre environment in tenns of service quality delivered, were also
investigated.The main aims of this exploratory researchwere:
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1. To identify the area/departmentsuitable for research.
2. To identify the employeessuitable for research.
3. To understandthe HR policies of the organisation towards the selectedgroup of
employees.
4. To gain a basic understandingof the work climate in which the selectedemployees
worked.
5. To understandthe performanceevaluation criteria for theseselectedemployees.
6. To explore factors which were consideredimportant for maintaining good quality

service.
7. To also explore the factors considered important for enhancing organisational
job
commitmentand
satisfactionamong frontline employees.
8. To assistin drafting the questionnaireto be used in the next stage.

Keeping the above objectives in mind, an interview schedule was drafted containing
certain questionsto guide the researcherduring interviewing (Appendix AS.1). A semistructuredinterview approachwas adoptedto gather infonnation not only relating to the
questionsasked in the questionnairebut also any other infonnation that could prove

usefulto the research.Questionsframedwereusedonly as a broadframeworkto guide
the researcherwheneverthe intervieweewas not coming up with any information
requiredby the researcher.The questionsframed were taken as broad areas,rather than
specific questions by the researcher,and any other inforination that the interviewee
wished to disclosewas also noted.

Interviews at this stagecould only be conductedwith a few managersin the call centres,
though it would have been useful to conduct interviews also with the frontline

iso

employeesworking there. Due to the heavy workload and high volume of incoming
calls, the managementdid not permit any form of interviewing with theseemployeesat
this stage.

The interviews were arrangedwith the following individuals:
1. First, an interview was conducted with the 'Head of Customer Services',who was
responsiblefor the customerservicesdelivered in the bank's call centres.
2. Secondly,an interview was conductedwith the HR managerresponsiblefor the HR
policies of the employeesworking in the call centres.
3. Interviews were then conductedwith the managersof three call centres.

All interviews were conductedon a semi-structuredbasis. This form of interview design
was adopted due to advantagesof richness and depth of data that can be obtained
through this method of interviewing (Silverman, 1993). Moreover, since interviews
were being conductedat the exploratory stage,the researcherdid not wish to confine the
nature and type of information obtained to the limited number of questions framed
beforehand.At this stage,any infonnation that would be helpful to the researcherin the
further design of the questionnairewas appreciated.

The interviews could not be audio-taped,since the 'Head of Customer Services' in the
very first interview clearly warned the researcherthat any sort of audio-taping would
not be allowed. Hence,the only way of recording the information provided was through
hand-written notes written during the interviews. The interviews ranged in length from
45 to 90 minutes. Thesenotes were used later to summarisethe critical findings of the
interviews, and to designthe questionnaire.
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5.4.2.1 Exploratory Interview Findings
The interview findings were summarised so that they would assist the researcherin
identifying critical factors to be chosenas antecedentsin the conceptualmodel, and also
broadly
be
interview
in
design
The
findings
the
the
could
of
questionnaire.
would assist
follows:
categorisedas
1. Nature of products.
2. The natureof customercontact transactionsin the bank.
3. Nature of participation of contact employeesin thesetransactions.
4. Types of employeesworking in the call centres.
5. HR policies for the customer-contactemployeesworking in the call centres.
6. Nature, scopeand significance of training in call centres.
7. Nature of work envirom-nent.
8. Evaluation of employeeperformance,especially with respectto service quality.
9. Area and scopeof research.

5.4.2.1.1. Nature of Products
It was recognised that the financial products dealt with by the bank were highly
competitive, and customer satisfaction was mainly based on two factors: price and

servicequality. Personalbanking customersconstituted95% of the bank'sbusiness.
According to the managers,the service quality customersreceived from the bank and its
employeeswas one of the main sourcesof differentiation and competitive advantagefor
the bank over other banks in the industry. The main areas were savings, insurance,
investments,mortgage,and credit cards.

5.4.2.1.2. Nature of Customer Contact Transactions in the Bank
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The bank usedvarious media to contact customers.They were face-to-facecontactas in
branches,contact over telephone as in call centres,by post, by e-mail through Internet,
digital
full
TV
contact
with
and also
multi-channel access.

It was realisedthat in the caseof face-to-faceand phone contacts,the servicequality of
frontline employeeswas considered crucial for delivering a good image of the bank in
the minds of the customer. Hence these two areas were consideredpotential areasfor
the research. Finally, in the light of gaps identified in the literature, telephone
for
in
bank
this
the
context
encounters/phonecontacts call centres of
were selectedas
this research.

5.4.2.1.3. Nature of Participation of Frontline Employees in these Transactions
The customercontacttransactionswere broadly classified into two categories,salesand
service. Sales referred to new business acquisition, and service generally referred to
servicing of existing business.In the caseof sales,there were two categoriesof frontline
high
including
highly
employees,one who were
qualified and who could sell anything
risk products, and others who were only authorisedto sell certain products. In the case
of services also, there were different categories of advisers ranging from those who

weretechnicallyandbehaviourallycompetentto advisethe customersregardingvarious
issueslike salesopportunity, to those providing transactionalwork support serviceslike
accessto branches. Even persons who were selling could provide advice on sales
opportunities, but certain high level/risk products could only be dealt with by certain
highly qualified and competentemployees.
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Frontline employeesin call centres, also known as customer service advisers (CSA),
dealt with both salesand service transactions.The functions included providing access
to various branches,directing the customers'calls to the right people, dependingon the
handling
natureof calls as regardssalesor any other advice sought or complaints made,
issues,
to
the
sales over
customers on various
phone, giving advice and guidance
few
handling
However,
there
their
transactions,
a
also
were
and
complaints.
processing
'frontline'
in
the
as
categorised
same call centre premises,
employees working
employees,but they maintained contactwith customersby e-mail or by post.

5.4.2.1.4. Type of Frontline Employees Working in Call Centres
There were two main categories of employees,permanent and temporary. However,
there were certain employees who worked part-time as well, but were regarded as
perinanent.

5.4.2.1.5. HR Policies
It was realised that HR policies of the bank affected all types of employees.However,
certain incentives like share options and bonuses were given only to the permanent
employees. Temporary employees who performed well were given preference for
pennanentposts wheneverthere were vacancies,and this was construedas an incentive
for theseemployeesfor performing well on the job.

The managersfelt that working conditions were important for employee performance,
since they spent 'the best part of their day at work'. Every effort was made to make the
work enviromnent a %etter place to work', or recalling the words of one of the
managers,"a compelling place to work". There were facilities like cyber caf6s, play
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facilities,
lighting,
fabulous
Internet
and even
subsidised
stations,
restaurant
stations,
subsidisedbeauty care,that were open to all employeeson the bank pay-roll.

It was also realised that pay and various other benefits were important for gaining
employee commitment, and service quality. All

the managers highlighted the

in
banks
both
benefits,
to
competitivenessof
pay and
especially with regard what other
the industry paid their employees.The managersalso felt that employeeturnover in the
bank's call centres is an issue of concem, and satisfaction with pay, benefits and
job
improving
help
by
the
turnover
working conditions could
resolve
problem
satisfaction and organisational.commitment of frontline employees, since these were
believed to be among the important factors on which employees compared the
organisations.The managersbelieved that satisfaction with pay, benefits and working
conditions affected all types of employees with respect to their organisational
commitment,job satisfactionand service quality.

5.4.2.1.6. Nature and Scopeof Training
Training was considered essential for high quality service in call centres. Every
frontline employee in call centres had to undertake a basic 4-5 week mandatory

induction training. Besides this, training was consideredto be an on-going and
continuous process, and training sessions were held regularly to keep the frontline
employees' knowledge updated for any changes related to products or technology,
which, otherwise, would affect customer service adversely. Each unique role in call
centres requires role specific training. Hence, training is an integral part of career
progession in call centres.
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Call centres have a 'flat' structure, and career progression is not linear/vertical.
Progressionis believed to be more 'lateral' in these call centresAccording to one of the
managers,it is more of a "personal progression" in call centres. Promotion could be
from one departmentto another at the same level in the hierarchy, for example from
operationsto training department.In order to step up to the next level, one had to go
through a certain amount of training to be considered worthy of that position during
promotion. Training, according to the managers, was also considered essential for
fostering employeecommitment, along with enhancingtheir performance.In this bank,
additional training required for advancementwas provided only if the employeesstayed
longer in the organisation. This was to make sure that investment, in the form of
additional or advancedtraining, was made in only those employeeswho stayed longer
and were committed to the organisation. This way, training served a dual purpose. On
one hand, it ensuredorganisationalcommitment and reducedemployeeturnover, and on
the other hand, it influenced the servicequality of the frontline employees.

5.4.2.1.7. Nature of Work Climate/Environment
This sectionis further divided into five categorieswhich, accordingto the managers,are
essentialareasaffecting employeecommitment,job satisfaction,and service quality.

i. Teamwork
The employeesin call centres were grouped in different teams, each having a team
leader/teammanager.Not only did the membersof a team supporteachother, but all the
teamssupportedeachother as well. Managersand employeesalso contributed to a team
effort in servicing customers.Teamwork was highly encouragedin these call centres,
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like
intrinsic
for
Mostly
"essential"
rewards
good customer service.
and was considered
basis.
individual
team-based,
while
performance
on
an
evaluation
was
recognition were

I

Supervision and Feedback

Every team manager listens to a certain amount of calls per week per frontline

employee/adviser,and provides feedback to the advisers. Calls are monitored, with or
is
frontline
Supervision
knowledge
the
the
not autocratic, and
of
without
employees.
Supervisory
friendly
is
by
the
to
every effort made
superior remain
and approachable.
considerationwas thought to be an important aspect in maintaining good team-work
amongstemployees,which was also thought to affect their job satisfaction and service
quality. Satisfaction with the superior was considered essential for eliciting good
performance and commitment, since leader-member relations were supposed to
influence organisational. commitment among employees and, in turn, affected
perfonnance.Feedbackwas provided regularly by the superior directly to the frontline
employees,and was consideredduring their promotions. Recognition was more or less

for
Good
dinner
drinks.
best
team-based,
team
to
the
taken
out
or
was
and sometimes
service quality was appreciatedduring 'call quality checks', and this feedback, in the
form of 'call quality scores',was consideredfor pay rises and promotions.

iii. Participation
Participation and two-way communication were encouragedin call centres.Though the
managersadmit not having achievedit fully, the organisationis striving hard to achieve
the 360 degree feedback process.Employee participation is encouraged,especially in
areas concerning their job and their performance. "Can I suggest" schemesor staff
suggestion schemes are becoming popular, and encourage employees to provide
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the
during
improving
the
with
meetings
of
work
processes
efficiency
suggestionson
teamleaders.

iv. Job Characteristics
Job characteristicslike skill variety, autonomy and role clarity were consideredessential
in improving the performance of the employees,especially the quality of service. The
dull,
frontline
be
job
the
the
that
monotonous
employee could
very
of
managersagreed
break
five-minute
'in-between'
frustrating.
times were
For
this
and
purpose, certain
developed
increased
job
Certain
that
to
were
skills
variety
provided reducework stress.
keyboard
frontline
the
skills, technical skills, analytical
employees, such as
among
skills, listening skills, and knowledge about different products.

Autonomy or discretion allowed in the job was also a matter of concern. Calls were
in
handling
But
laid
down,
'average
time'.
to
call
such as
monitored according standards
this bank, customerservice was given prime focus and, in certain cases,flexibility was
introducedeven in averagecall-handling time where the frontline employeeswere given
In
best
decide
this context, one manager
to
the
the
to
customer.
autonomy
way satisfy
clarified that the frontline employees are asked to treat customersas individuals, and
in
is
flexibility
Enough
is
top
allowed, even
priority.
customersatisfaction always given
averagecall-handling times. A call that would, on an average,last for 5 minutes could
be allowed to last up to 15 minutes, if it was felt necessaryfor providing quality service
and customer satisfaction. All calls were recorded and monitored for service quality
purposes.
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Role clarity was also considered an important issue for good customer service.
Conflicting demands from customers and management,and the very nature of services
in call centres, make frontline employees susceptible to problems associatedwith lack

how
is
he/she
in
This
to
the
of role clarity.
expectedto
results
employee'suncertaintyas
perform the job, which affects service quality. Though 'travelling the extra mile' in order
to satisfy customers is expected, it is often experienced by the team leaders that

frontline employees hesitate to perform roles that they did not expect or anticipate.
Moreover, in the absence of adequate role clarity, frontline employees could end up
misguiding customers, providing wrong information to them, transferring calls

unnecessarily,placing calls on hold, or asking the customerto call later. All of these
actions by frontline employees could lead to perceptions of poor service quality by the
customers. It was felt essential that frontline employees are aware of their duties and
responsibilities, and understand what goals/objectives they are required to achieve. In
this context, every employee of the bank had to sign a 'performance agreement'.
According to the managers, this agreement would provide the employees with clear
knowledge of how their perfonnance would be evaluated, and thus would clearly
convey what was expected of them. In this context, according to managersof this bank,
service quality was always given paramount and explicit importance.

However, as regards role conflict, the managers admitted that there was bound to be
some sort of role conflict in a boundary spanning position such as that of a call centre
adviser or frontline employee. Role conflict was considered to be inevitable, and also
positive to a certain extent. It was considered to be a feature of the frontline employees'
job that they had to cope with. Hence, 'freedom from role conflict' was not consideredto
be a 'reward' that could be offered by the managementto improve service quality, as it
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was something that could not be controlled by the managementas part of internal
marketing.

5.4.2.1.8. Evaluation of Employee Performance: Extrinsic Exchange, Intrinsic
Exchange

Both productivity and service quality were considered crucial for perfonmance
evaluation. Productivity aspects of perfonnance related to the 'hard data', like the
number of calls answered,sales made, call waiting time and number of errors made,
which was mainly electronically monitored. The soft data related to service quality and
included dimensionslike responsivenessshown while handling calls, courtesyextended
to customers,explanationsgiven while handling calls, data protection upheld in terms
of providing a senseof security and confidenceto the customers,empathy provided by
treating the customersas individuals, knowledge of products and services,and keeping
up with the promises made to the customers.A document was also provided to the
researcherthat contained general guidelines or 'telephone essentials'with respect to

servicequality of frontline employees,which is discussedin the next chapter.All calls
were recorded,and could be listened to by the team-leadersfor quality purposes.
Feedbackfrom the superior in terms of 'call quality' not only resulted in recognition and

praise,but also countedat the time of promotionsand pay rises during performance
appraisals.

According to the managers,their 'Customer ResearchTeam' produced a report every
year to monitor customer satisfaction. Here, the main focus was on customer service,
and not on sales.Hence, quality service was consideredcrucial, as well as important for

customersatisfaction.As notedearlier,the frontline employeeswereawareasto which

during
job
be
their performance evaluations.
the
their
stressed
most
would
aspectsof
According to the managers,eachcustomerservice adviser had a clear idea regardingthe
significanceof service quality delivered to the customers.

5.4.2.2 Summary of Interview Findings

Findings in this exploratory stage of the research not only influenced research
hypothesesand propositions, but also assistedin the design of the questionnaire.The
findings indicate that rewards offered by the organisation, extrinsic as well as intrinsic,
are necessaryfor building organisationalcommitment and enhancingjob satisfactionof
the frontline employees.All the managersagreedon the fact that turnover was an issue
long-term
Permanent
employees,who
of concern, especially among call centre staff.
believed in what the organisation stands for, were always preferred, due to heavy
investmentsinvolved in training of these employeesfor such jobs. Frontline employee
commitment towards the organisationwas considereda prerequisite for good customer
service. Moreover, all kinds of rewards provided by the organisation were aimed at
improving service quality of thesefrontline employees.The dimensionsjudged in terms
of performanceevaluation were also specified, categorisedinto two broad categories,
'hard' data and 'soft' data. It could be concluded that hard data primarily related to the
management'sperspective,and soft data generally related to the customer'sperspective.

In conclusion, it was found that frontline employeesin these call centres were crucial
for delivering good quality service to the customers,and for customer satisfaction and
retention. Hence, it was felt important by the organisation to design the internal
marketing strategy in such a manner that would lead to quality service. Rewardswere
considered important for building organisational commitment, enhancing job
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Also,
frontline
improving
employees.
centre
service quality among call
satisfaction,and
be
job
frontline
to
emerged
organisationalcommitment and
satisfaction of
employees
important factorsaffecting service quality of frontline employeesin the call centres.

The findings helped in understanding the context in which the study was to be
conducted,and also aided in the formulation of the hypothesesand conceptualmodel of
the study, especially as regards the choice of antecedents to be included in the
conceptualmodel.

5.4.3 Selection of 'Reward' Factors
The above interview findings generateda review of rewards initially selected under
Section5.4.1. The interview findings discussedin Section 5.4.2 were integratedwith the
findings from the literature review discussedin Chapters2 to 4, along with the extended
service quality framework (Parasuramanet al., 1990), and finally, certain antecedents
were selected under the term 'rewards' that were expected to influence employee
attitudesand servicequality (as shown in Figure 5.1). Theseantecedentswere classified

into extrinsicrewardsandintrinsicrewards.

Finally, extrinsic organisationalrewardssuch as pay satisfaction,benefits, working
conditions, extrinsic exchange,and promotional opportunities were selected.

Social rewardssuch as supervisionand team support were selectedas extrinsic rewards.
From the interviews, it was concluded that supervisory consideration and satisfaction
with supervisionreflected upon the nature of supervision, and were labelled in a single

categoryof 'supervisioW.Variablesrelating to co-worker satisfactionand teamwork
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frontline
by
the
team-support
the
employees, and were
perceived
reflected on
categorisedinto a single factor of 'team-support'.

Job characteristicslike role clarity, participation, skill variety, autonomy and feedback
included
in
intrinsic
Intrinsic
training
also
were selectedas
were
rewards.
exchangeand
the categoryof intrinsic rewards.

Hence, it follows that although this researchtakes into account the antecedentsto the
serviceperfonnancegap as suggestedby Zeithaml et al. (1988) and Parasuramanet al.
framework (1990), it does not limit its approachto only those factors identified in the
extendedservice quality model. On the basis of the literature review, as well as the indepth qualitative interviews conductedduring the exploratory phaseof the research,this
study attemptsto identify more variables in addition to those suggestedby Zeithaml et
al. (1988) and Parasuramanet al. (1990), which are consideredimportant antecedentsto
the researchframework. Using exchangetheory as part of the theoretical framework,

this researchreclassifiesthe constructsdefinedby Zeithamlet al. (1988)andadditional
intrinsic
into
identified,
variables
rewards.Issuesconcerningextrinsicand
extrinsicand
intrinsic rewards as part of internal marketing need further investigation, especially as

regardsthe servicequality of the frontline employees,and shouldnot be limitedjust to
the antecedentsof Gap 3 as identified and conceptualisedby Parasuramanet al. (1990).

Hence, based on the literature review and the exploratory interview findings, the
rewards to be included as antecedentsin the conceptual model were finally selected.
The conceptualmodel is now presentedin the next section.
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5.5 Conceptual Model
Once the antecedentsto be included were finalised, the conceptualmodel was drafted,
along with certain researchhypotheses.This section introduces the conceptualmodel,
which is developed on the basis of the extensive literature review and exploratory
interview findings. This model is testedand discussedin Chapters6 to 10. This section
also describeshow this conceptualmodel standsas different in terms of its contribution
to the literature on service quality.

Figure 5.1 presentsthe conceptualmodel comprising rewards (intrinsic and extrinsic; as
perceivedby the frontline employees)as the antecedents,the three-componentmodel of
commitment andjob satisfaction as the intervening variables, and service quality of the
frontline employeestaken as the outcomevariable.
Figure 5.1: Conceptual Model

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

A. Perception of
Extrinsic Rewards
Orp-anisational
Working Conditions
Pay Satisfaction
Fringe Benefits
PromotionalOpportunity
Extrinsic Exchange
Social
Supervision
Team Support

INTERVENING
VARIABLES
OUTCOME
VARIABLE
I. Organisational
Commitment
Affective
Continuance
Normative

Employee
Perceptionsof
Service Quality

2. Job Satisfaction

B. Perception of
Intrinsic Rewards
Job Characteristics
(Skill variety, autonomy,
feedback,participation,
role clarity)
Intrinsic Exchange
Training
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According to the model (Figure 5.1), frontline employeeperceptionsof rewardsoffered
by the organisation as part of internal marketing, influence employee attitudes
(organisational commitment and job satisfaction) and service quality. In order- to
improve performance,managersmust identify the type of rewards that influence service
quality directly, as well as indirectly through job satisfaction and each component of
commitment. It is also conceptualised that employee job-related attitudes like job
In
influence
this
the
three
quality.
service
componentsof commitment
satisfactionand
context, it would be useful to find out the relationship that ýeach component of
commitment in the three-componentmodel bears with service quality, so that the right
help
be
the
the
of
component of commitment can
cultivated among
employeeswith
internal marketing. The model reflects upon the central theme of the study that internal
marketing can help organisations increase frontline employees' commitment and job

satisfaction,and their level of servicequality, throughdifferent typesof rewardsthat
will attract them towards the organisation.The idea is that if an organisation is able to

satisfy the needsof its internal customers,and thus influence their level of service
quality through internal marketing, then it is more likely to satisfy the needs of its

extemalcustomersaswell.

However,it is to be noted that althoughthis study takesinto accountthe theoretical
framework of Gap 3 to guide the determinantsof service quality, it does not aim at
replicating the model/ framework of Gap 3 as developedby Parasuramanet al. (1990).
In this context, it is noted that other researcherswho have built upon this theoretical
framework of extended service quality model have developed their own models (see
Boshoff & Tait, 1996; Chenet et al., 2000) for better understandingof the underlying
issues, and have criticised the Parasuramanet al. (1990) research for looking at the
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(2000)
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to
measure
scale
on
a multi-item,
variable,insteadof using Gap scoresmeasuringthe serviceperformancegap.

This researchalso adopts a similar approach,and takes service quality of the frontline
employeesas the dependentvariable. Like other studies (Boshoff & Tait, 1996; Chenet
et al., 2000), this research also takes organisational commitment as the mediating
variable in the study. Appendix AM clearly indicates that organisationalcommitment
is popularly being used as the key mediating variable by many researchersfor linking
perfonnancewith other antecedentvariables. But, as discussedin Section 4.8, there are
differs
literature
identified
in
to
the
that
this
certain gaps
researchattempts address,and
from previous researchesstudying antecedentsto servicequality of frontline employees.
In this study, the three-componentmodel of organisationalcommitment is taken along

with job satisfaction,linking rewardswith servicequality of frontline employeesin call
centres;an approachnot followed by other studiesbefore.

5.6 ResearchHypotheses
Keeping in mind the conceptualmodel discussedabove (Figure 5.1), several research

hypotheseswere generated.Qualitativeinterviewscarried out during the exploratory
stagehave been especiallyuseful for developing researchhypothesesin areaswhere no
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The variablesselectedas extrinsic and intrinsic rewards in Section 5.4.3 are defined and
discussedin the following sections, along with the research hypothesesgeneration.
However, it is important to note that the rewards are construed as frontline employee
perceptionof theserewards.

5.6.1 Extrinsic Rewards
Call centrejobs are becoming 'dead-end'jobs that are often characterisedby "low status,
poor pay and few career prospects" (Deery & Kinnie, 2002, p. 4). They are labelled
'electronic sweatshops' (Garson, 1988), and are often criticised for 'low-cost HR
is
indicates
in
(Batt,
2000).
Research
that
there
these
practices'experienced
call centres
an associationfound betweenthe way employeesare managedand the performanceof
the organisation(Batt, 1999). Since attitudes of the frontline employeesduring service

&
by
(Decry
the
to
the
encountersare critical
customers
servicequality perceived
Kinnie, 2002), there is a great need, especially for organisationshaving 'in-house' call

centres,to managetheir frontline call centrestaff well. As discussedin Section4.7.2.1,
empirical researchwith respectto extrinsic organisationalrewards-servicequality
relationship is limited. Therefore, literature review was integrated with exploratory
interview findings to generate research hypotheses with respect to extrinsic
organisational rewards-service quality relationship. According to the managers
interviewed, extrinsic organisational rewards such as working conditions, pay and
benefits, promotional opportunities and extrinsic exchange could be quite useful in

maintaininga satisfiedand committedfrontline staff that delivers excellentservice
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(Figure 5.1), are now discussedalong with the hypothesesgenerated.

5.6.1.1 Working Conditions

Working conditions refer to the workplace environment in which the employeeswork,
frontline
in
to
the
this
this
employeesabout the
perceptionsof
variable refers
and
study,
Following
for
the
their
quality
performance.
working conditions
adequacy of
discussionswith the managersand the literature review, it was felt that good working
in
for
call centres.
quality
good
service
conditions were consideredas a pre-requisite
Employees are motivated and perform better when organisations create a climate of
concernand caring (Kinicki et al., 1992; Schneideret al., 1998). In researchcarried out
by Rust et al. (1996), working conditions was found to be a key elementthat contributed
to employeejob satisfaction. Researchhas also demonstratedthat companies with a

high QWL (Quality of work life) generallyshow high levels of perfonnance(Lau,
2000). In fact, good working conditions also enhance organisational commitment
among the employees (Angle, 1983). However, since frontline employees spend the
bestpart of their day at work, good working conditions would make them more satisfied
in
better
to
theirjobs
their
this
with
organisations,and
would result
and more committed

it
is
hypothesised:
&
Lawler,
Hence,
(Porter
1968).
serviceperformance
Hla: Working conditions will have a significant positive effect onjob satisfaction.
Hlb: Workingconditions will have a significant positive effect on affective commitment.
HIc:

Working conditions will have a significant positive effect on normative

commitment.
HId. - Working conditions will have a significant positive effect on continuance
commitment.
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Hle: Working conditions will have a significant positive effect on service quality.

5.6.1.2 Pay Satisfaction

Pay satisfaction implies satisfaction with the amount of pay one gets in the particular
done,
for
the
amount
of
work
as well as satisfactionwith
organisationwhere one works
has
been
in
Pay
to
the
a similar organisation.
satisfaction
amount paid
pay compared
found to impact on job satisfaction significantly (Loscocco, 1990; Eby et al., 1999).
Research on organisational commitment research has yielded mixed results. Pay
(Mottaz,
found
has
been
to
satisfaction
affect organisational.commitment positively
1988; Loscocco, 1990), as well as negatively (Eby et al., 1999). In the present study,
lead
discussions
in
to the
the
the
phase
exploratory
qualitative
with
managers
assumptionthat pay satisfaction will affect organisational commitment of employees
is
high,
industry
In
turnover
the
the
pay
positively.
employee
call centre
where
satisfaction would act as a binding force that would commit these employeesto the
organisation. Pay has also been found to influence perforniance significantly (Lau,
2000). However, as regards service quality, empirical evidence with respect to pay

satisfactionis limited. Pay satisfactionis found to have been studied with service
quality in only one particular study, where pay satisfaction was studied as part of an

'extrinsicjob satisfaction'construct,andthe overall direct relationshipwas found to be
negative(Boshoff & Tait, 1996). Since it was studied along with other variables in the
construct,the impact of pay satisfaction alone on service quality cannot be statedwith
confidence.Hence,it would be useful to find out how this construct relates with service
quality in a call centre environment. Moreover, following the interview findings,
managersbelieved that satisfaction with pay experiencedby the frontline staff would
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induce and motivate the frontline employees to deliver quality service. Thus, it is
hypothesised:
H2a: Pay satisfaction will have a significant positive effect onjob satisfaction.
H2b: Pay satisfaction will have a significant positive effect on affective commitment.
H2c: Pay satisfaction will have a significant positive effect on normative commitment.

Md., Pay satisfaction will have a significant positive effect on continuancecommitment.
H2e: Pay satisfaction will have a significant positive effect on service quality.

5.6.1.3 Satisfaction with Fringe Benefits
Satisfaction with fringe benefits refers to the satisfaction perceived by frontline
employeeswith the fringe benefits package offered by the organisation, not only in
termsof what their organisationoffers, but also relatively, in terms of what other similar
organisations offer. Fringe benefits form an important part of the HR practices
employed by organisationsto retain a satisfied and committed workforce (Rust et al.,
1996;Meyer & Smith, 2000). Satisfaction with fringe benefits has been found to affect
job satisfaction (Loscocco, 1990; Rust et al., 1996) and organisational commitment
(Loscocco, 1990; Grover & Crooker, 1995; Meyer & Smith, 2000) significantly.
According to the managers,in a highly competitive environment such as banking call

centres,fringe benefits could be used by organisationsas a source of 'employer
differentiation' to gain employeecommitment and reduceemployeedissatisfaction,and
thereby solve the problems associatedwith tumover. With respect to service quality,
this construct has been studied as part of extrinsic job satisfaction (Boshoff & Tait,

1996)or with respectto other measuresof performanceas part of QWL (Quality of
Work Life) (Lau, 2000). It would be useful to find out the direct effects, if any, of
satisfactionwith fringe benefits on service quality in the presentstudy. According to the
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I

binds
important
interviewed,
benefits
tool
that
not only
managers
are an
motivational
the frontline employeesto the organisationby making the job more attractive, but also
induces them to deliver quality service to continue receiving such benefits in future.
Hence,it is hypothesised:
H3a: Satisfaction with fringe benefits will have a significant positive effect on job
satisfaction.
H3b: Satisfactionwithfringe benefits will have a significant positive effect on affective
commitment.
H3c:

Satisfaction with fringe benefits will have a significant positive effect on

normativecommitment.
M&

Satisfaction with fringe benefits will have a significant positive effect on

continuancecommitment.
Me:

Satisfaction with fringe benefits will have a significant positive effect on service

quality.

5.6.1.4 Promotional Opportunities
This refers to the adequacyand satisfaction perceived by the frontline employeesas
regardsthe promotion policy of the organisation, and also as regardsthe opportunities
available for advancement.Opportunities for advancementand career developmentare
crucial, since they fonn an integral part of the HRM practices to foster organisational
commitment among employees (Meyer & Smith, 2000). Call centres have been
criticised for being largely 'careerless'(Stanworth, 2000; Belt, 2002), characterisedby
lack of opportunities for promotion (Belt, 2002). Thus, with a large number of
employeesqueuing for a limited number of promotional opportunities available (Belt,
2002), many of the career-mindedemployeesleave, looking for employment elsewhere.
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Meyer & Smith, 2000). Availability of promotional opportunities also has a significant
impact on employeejob satisfaction (Loscocco, 1990; Young et al., 1998). Managers
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affect performanceas well
1996; Lau, 2000), although evidence with respect to service quality is minimal.
However, drawing from the interview findings, call centre managers believed that
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into
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in
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Hence,it is hypothesised:
H4a:

Promotional opportunities will have a significant positive effect on job

satisfaction.
H4b: Promotional opportunities will have a significant positive effect on affective
commitment.
H4c: Promotional opportunities will have a significant positive effect on normative
commitment.
H4d., Promotional opportunities will have a significant positive effect on continuance
commitment.
H4e:

Promotional opportunities will have-a significant positive effect on service

quality.
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5.6.1.5 Extrinsic Exchange
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that the vision of service excellenceis implemented (Boshoff & Allen, 2000). Extrinsic
exchangehas also been found to affect job satisfaction and organisational commitment
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et al.,
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hypothesised:
H5a: Extrinsic exchangewill have a significant positive effect onjob satisfaction.
H5b: Extrinsic exchangewill have a significant positive effect on affective commitment.
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H5c: Extrinsic exchange will have a significant positive effect on normative
commitment.
Md., Extrinsic exchange will have a significant positive effect on continuance
commitment.
Me:

Extrinsic exchange will have a significant positive effect on service quality.

Extrinsic Social Rewards
So far, the discussion on hypotheses generation has been related to extrinsic
organisational rewards. From the exploratory interview findings, extrinsic social
rewards like supervision and team support are also considered crucial for internal
marketing by call centre managers. As per discussions in Section 3.2.3.3.2, only
extrinsic tangible rewards are likely to affect continuance commitment. Hence, it is

importantto note that extrinsic social and intrinsic rewardsare not hypothesisedto
affect continuancecommitment. The social rewards are now discussed,along with the

hypotheses
relatingto theserewards.

5.6.1.6 Supervision
In the presentstudy, the variable 'supervision'refers to the extent to which the employee

perceivesthe supervisor to be considerate,and is satisfied with the superior.
Supervisory consideration refers to leader behaviours concerned with promoting the
comfort and well-being of the subordinates(Boshoff & Mels, 1995). Consideration
capturesthe socio-emotionalconcernof the superior (Singh, 1993),the degreeto which
the superior creates a facilitative climate of psychological support, mutual trust and
helpfulness.Researchhas demonstratedthat in call centres,supportive and helpful team
leaders significantly improve frontline employee well-being (Holman, 2002). Good
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Stewart, 1996;Eby et al., 1999; Lok & Crawford, 2001), and especiallyamong frontline
employeesin call centres(Holman, 2002). Literature also suggeststhat employeeswho
have consideratesuperiorsand are satisfied with them will be more committed to their
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such
Cottiis & Summers,1987;Mottaz, 1988; Meyer & Allen, 1991). Supervisionis likely to
affect the service quality of frontline employees in customer contact services,
(Gronroos,1990;Zeithaml et al., 1990) like call centres.Hence,it is hypothesised:
H6a: Supervisionwill have a significant positive effect onjob satisfaction.
H6b: Supervisionwill have a significant positive effect on affective commitment.
H6c: Supervisionwill have a significant positive effect on normative commitment.
M&

Supervisionwill have a significant positive effect on service quality.

5.6.1.7 Team Support
Team support refers to the social reward that the frontline employeesperceive in terms
of supportive and helpful co-workers who co-operate with one another as a team in
delivering quality serviceto the customers.

Team-workhas been conceptualised.
to be an important antecedentto the service
performance gap (Zeithaml et al., 1988). Though the primary work task as regards
frontline employees in call centres is the individual employee's interaction with

customers,team-workis consideredessentialfor the improvementof servicequality
(Zeithaml et al., 1990; Berry et al., 1994; Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000), since employees
consider peer-basedlearning to be their most important source of additional workrelated knowledge (Korczynski et al., 1996). In order to serve customerseffectively in
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call centres,the frontline employeesneed to be continually interacting with their coworkers in terms of absorbing new information about customer services or new
technology or ways of solving new customer enquiries (Batt & Moynihan, 2002). Since

supervisorsare too removed from daily customerinteractions,the frontline employees
assisteach other. Team support acts as a medium through which practical knowledge
and norms associatedwith the job roles of frontline employees are disseminated
(Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000). It is also consideredessentialfor providing an outlet for
serviceburnout arising from difficult serviceencounters.Hence,team supportis crucial
for delivering effective service quality (Shemwell & Yavas, 1998).Also, team support
is found to affect job satisfaction (Katzenbach& Smith, 1993; Sergeant& Frenkel,
2000) and organisationalcommitment (Mottaz, 1988) of frontline employees.Hence,it
is hypothesised:
H7a: Teamsupport will havea significantpositive effectonjob satisfaction.
H7b: Team support will have a significant positive effect on affective commitment.

H7c: Teamsupport will havea significant positive effecton normativecommitment.
H7d.- Teamsupport will have a significant positive effect on service quality.

5.6.2 Intrinsic Rewards
Findingsfrom the literature (Sergeant& Frenkel,2000; Deery & Kinnie, 2002; Holman,
2002),as well as from the exploratory interviews, indicate that there is a profound need
to pay specialattention to the 'job-design'aspectof the call centrejobs by call centre
management,which could have seriousimplications for service quality (Schneider&
Bowen, 1995).Intrinsic rewardslike job characteristics,intrinsic exchangeand training
are consideredcrucial for internal marketing in call centres.Theseintrinsic rewardsas

conccptualiscdin the model (Figure 5.1), are discussedbelow, along with the specific
researchhypotheses.

5.6.2.1 Role Clarity
Role clarity refers to the degree to which frontline employees perceive that required

information is provided about how the employee is expected to perform his/her job
(Teas et. al., 1979). Role clarity is the extent to which an individual receives and
understandsinformation required to perforni the job (Kelly & Hise, 1980).Zeithaml et
al. (1988) have also conceptualisedlack of role clarity/role ambiguity as one of the key
antecedentsto the service perfonnance gap. Role clarity perceived by frontline
employeesis critical to delivering service quality in service organisations.This is
particularly true in call centres,where frontline employeesare frequently subjectedto
conflicting demandsof achievingefficiency and customerserviceat the sametime. As a
result, according to the managersinterviewed, it is generally observed that contact
employeesseekto reducethe time spentper call, while still satisfying customers.All
this leadsto lower perceptionsof role clarity, which ultimately affects servicequality.

The literature clearly establishesthree important consequences
of role clarity, such as
job satisfaction,organisationalcommitment,and performance(De Ruyter et al., 2001).
As far asperformanceis concerned,thereis limited empirical evidencethat analysesthe
relationshipbetweenrole clarity and perfonnance(Singh, 1993). In studieswhich do
report a relationship between role clarity and performance, either a weak or no
relationshiphasbeenfound (Brief & Aldag, 1976;Micheals et al., 1987;Wetzelset al.,
2000).However,in call centres,frontline employeeswho are clear about their roles and
know what is expectedof them are more likely to deliver better service quality than

those who perceive role ambiguity. In a meta - analysis, Jacksonand Schuler (1985)
found that job satisfaction was used most frequently as a direct consequenceof role
clarity. Employees who perceive role clarity are found to be more satisfied with their

jobs than thosewho do not (Teasct al., 1979;Kohli, 1985;Nhundu, 1992; Singh, 1993;
De Ruyter et al., 200 1). Employees who perceive role clarity in their jobs are also more

likely to get attachedto their organisation,identify with their organisation,and are more
willing to acceptand attain organisationalgoals, and thus will be more committed to
their organisationsthan those who do not (Zaccaro & Dobbins, 1986; Jhonstonet al.,
1990;Wetzelset al., 2000).
Hcncc,it is hypothesised:
H8a: Role clarity will have a significant positive effect onjob satisfaction.

H8b: Role clarity will havea significant positive effecton affectivecommitment.
H8c: Role clarity will have a significant positive effect on normative commitment.
H8d.- Role clarity will have a significant positive effect on service quality.

5.6.2.2 Participation in Decision Making

'Participation in decision making! refers to the degree to which frontline employees
perceivethat they are able to influence decisionsabout their job (Teas, 1983).Boshoff
and Mels (1996) argue that participation in terms of 'participative supervisorystyle',
ratherthan the Zeithaml et al. (1988) antecedentnamed'supervisorycontrol systems',is
likely to influence the serviceperformance.In call centres,where most of the work is
routinisedeither with the help of advancedtechnologyor with the already established
proceduresand guidelines,frontline employeesneedto be conversantwith the internal
processes,especially regarding any decisions that concern their work. Participation in

call centres is sought to reconcile the frontline employees' and management's
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communicating managerial expectations of work behaviour, and thus affects service
quality significantly (Boshoff & Mels, 1995). Research suggests that a positive
relationship exists betweenparticipation in decision making and job satisfaction(Teas,
1983)and organisationalcommitment (Meyer & Allen, 1991; Boshoff & Mels, 1995)of
frontline employees.Hence, it is hypothesised:
H9a: Participation in decision making will have a significant positive effect on job
satisfaction.
H9b: Participation in decision making will have a significant positive effect on affective
commitment.
H9c: Participation in decision making will have a significant positive effect on
normative commitment.
H9d. Participation in decision making will have a significant positive effect on service
quality.

5.6.2.3 Skill Variety
Skill variety refers to employees'perceptionsof the extent to which a variety of skills
and abilities are required to perform the job, and the degree to which the work is
challenging and free from monotony.

Jobs in call centres generally tend to be

monotonousand repetitive, with the frontline employeeshaving to deal with the same
type of call, and having little opportunity to do other tasks such as administration

(Holman,2002).Routinisedand repetitivework in call centreshas been found to be
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2002).
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positively associatedwith emotional exhaustion
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2000).
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one
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more
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an
such
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study,
less monotonous in nature, allowing employees to display wider skills. Call centre
them
different
deal
be
types
to
enabling
calls,
of
with
allowed
contactemployeescould
to integratetheir product or serviceknowledge with their IT and customerserviceskills,
1998).
(Frenkel
the
et al.,
customer
so as to provide a service that ultimately satisfies
Even the managersinterviewed supportedthe need for improving 'skill variety' in call
be
found
been
has
like
to
Intrinsic
a powerful
skill variety,
reward,
centre work.
determinantof organisationalcommitment (Glisson & Durick, 1988; Mathieu & Zajac,
1990; Pierce et al., 1991; Young et al., 1998; Eby et al., 1999) and job satisfaction
(Williams & Hazer, 1986; Morgan et al., 1995; Eby et al., 1999), and would also
improve service quality by influencing the job design (Hackman & Oldham, 1976). A
intrinsic
frontline
influences
job
design
motivation and satisfaction,
employees'
good
it
Hence,
1995).
&
Bowen,
(Schneider
which affects customerperceivedservice quality
is hypothesised:
H10a: Skill variety will have a significant positive effect onjob satisfaction.
H10b: Skill variety will have a significant positive effect on affective commitnient.
H1 Oc:Skill variety will have a significant positive effect on norniative coninlitnient.
H10d.- Skill variety will have a significant positive effect on service quality.

5.6.2.4 Autonomy
Autonomy refers to the degree to which the job provides substantial freedom,
independence, and discretion to the individual in scheduling the work and in
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determiningthe proceduresto be used in carrying it out (Hackman & Oldham, 1976). In
this study, autonomy refers to the perceptions of frontline employeesas regards the
freedom and flexibility provided to them in terms of 'how' they service customersand
'what'they do in servicing them, and also as regardsthe personalinitiative allowed to be
'lack
duties.
(1988)
Zeithaml
that
their
of
argue
et
al.
exercised while perfonning
by
discretion
freedom
lack
flexibility,
in
terms
perceived
of
and
perceived control',
of
the frontline employeeswhile servicing customers, is an important antecedentto the
service performance gap. In this context, this study conceptualises autonomy, an
important motivational

job

characteristic, to affect service quality

significantly.

Autonomy is considered to be a key variable and an important motivational job
characteristic that influences job design and helps in improving service quality
(Donnelly & Ivancevich 1975;Tax & Brown, 1998; De Ruyter et al., 2001).

Autonomy is generally a requirementwhere work cannot be easily standardised.In call
centres,the very nature of services characterisedby heterogeneity and inseparability
poses a challengeto the frontline employees, and calls for task autonomy. However,
there seemto be two different models of managinglabour processes,the production ine
approach and the more flexible, empowerment approach (Bowen & Lawler, 1992).
Empowermentapproachis recommendedespecially in services,as frontline employees
should feel a senseof control over the quality of service delivered, otherwise they feel
helpless and dissatisfied with their jobs (Berry et al., 1990; Bowen & Lawler, 1992).
Call centresthat compete on the quality of service, such as 'in-house' call centres,are
more likely to constructjobs in a manner that provides frontline employeeswith greater
autonomyand discretionto meet their customers'demands(Deery & Kinnie, 2002). It is

thereforeessentialfor the frontline employeeto perceivecontrol and flexibility in the

delivery of services,otherwise it might lead to undue delays, dissatisfactionof both the
employeeas well as the customer, and poor service quality (Boshoff & Allen, 2000).
Even according to the managers interviewed, enough flexibility is provided to the
frontline employeesof the bank in terms of call handling time, as they are instructedto
treat every customer as an 'individual'. Tightly controlled work practices,in terms of
scripting and standardisationof customerservices in call centres,would not only affect
but
have
would
also
service quality
an adverse effect on the job satisfaction and
highly
is
frontline
job
the
organisational commitment of
employees, as
autonomy
related to job satisfaction (Hackman & Oldham, 1976; Loher et al., 1985; Eby et al.,
1999) and organisational commitment (Mottaz, 1988; Flynn & Tannenbaum, 1993;
Simintiras et al., 1994; Van Dyne ct al., 1994; Eby ct al., 1999) of employees.
Hence,it is hypothesised:
H11a: Taskautonomywill have a significant positive effect onjob satisfaction.
Hllb: Taskautonomywill have a significant positive effect on affective commitment.
Hllc: Taskautonomywill have a significant positive effect on normative commitment.
HI I& Taskautonomywill have a significant positive effect on service quality.

5.6.2.5 Feedback

Feedbackrefersto the degreeto which carryingout the work activitiesrequiredby the
job results in the individual obtaining direct and clear information about the
effectivenessof his/her performance(Hackman & Oldham, 1976).In the study, it refers
to frontline employees'perceptionsof the feedbackreceived from the job, and from coworkers and superior in terms of how well he/sheis performing. Feedbackis considered
to be one of the best ways to let employees know how well they are perfon-ning
(Unzicker et al., 2000). Feedbackprovides the intrinsic motivation, and is an important
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Researchin call centreshas demonstratedthat job design has a significant effect on the
level of employee well-being (Holman, 2002). Effective job design influences
in
intrinsic
turn affects employee
which
and
satisfaction,
motivation
employees'
turnover and customerperceived service quality (Schneider& Bowen, 1995). Frost and
Kumar (2001) also highlight the importance of feedbackas a solution to narrowing Gap
3, and in improving the internal service quality of employees.

In call centres, the call management system enables the supervisors to obtain
information on frontline employees'activities like an individual's averagecall time, time
from
is
As
taken.
the
type
taking
exploratory
evident
calls, and
of call
spent on
interview findings, in call centresthe supervisorcan listen to a frontline employee'scall
remotely,with or without his/her knowledge. This enablessupervisorsto comment upon
the performanceof the frontline employeein terms of technical (call time and accuracy
of information) and social (friendliness and empathy shown) performance standards,
discuss
feedback.
Supervisors
calls of a particular nature
often
and give constructive

by
future
better
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be
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be
the
that
to
suchcalls can
which seem
of concern,so
theseagents(Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000). The findings from exploratory interviews and

the literature confirm that timely feedbackwould help the frontline employeesto
improve their performancein terms of technical and social performancestandards,and
thus enablethem to deliver better service quality (Holman, 2002).

Frontline employees derive satisfaction from the knowledge of their performance,
which also helps them to cope with the pressuresof call centre work (Stanton, 2000).
The literature suggeststhat feedback is an important job characteristic affecting job
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frontline employees.Hence, it is hypothesised:
H12a: Feedbackwill have a significant positive effect onjob satisfaction.
H12b: Feedback will have a significant positive effect on affective commitment.

H12c: Feedbackwill havea significant positive effect on normative commitment.
H12& Feedbackwill have a significant positive effect on service quality.

5.6.2.6 Training
According to the managers interviewed, training was considered essential for call
frontline
freshly
is
Mandatory
training
to
the
employeesas
centres.
recruited
provided
part of the induction programme. Besides induction training, continuous and regular
training is also provided to the frontline employees to keep them updated for good
customerservice.Thus, training refers to the frontline employees'perceptionsas regards
induction, and continuous and regular training received by them for providing quality

service.

Motivation is considered a key element of the internal marketing philosophy, and

training is an importantnon-financialmotivator. In Maslow'sNeed Hierarchytheory
(1954), the self-actualisation need is termed as the ultimate motivator, and this as
defined by Maslow is the need to develop one's potentialities and skills (Armstrong,
1993). Individuals at all levels of the organisation recognise the importance of
continually upgrading their skills, and regard accessto training as a "key elementin the
overall reward package" (Annstrong, 1993, p. 121). Zeithaml et al. (1988)

'technology-jobfit' as a key antecedentto the serviceperfonnancegap.
conceptualised

In a work environment such as call centres that are technology-driven channels,
integrating telephone and computer technologies, there is no doubt that technology
is
in
delivery
The
technology
the
of services.
effectiveness of
plays a crucial role
desired, as it influences customer perceptions of service quality. However, for the
purposeof this study, it is conceptualisedthat 'training', which enablestheseemployees
to effectively use this technology and deliver quality service, insteadof 'technology-job
fit', is more likely to influence frontline employees' service quality significantly.
Frontline employeesneed training in technical and interactive skills in order to provide
quality service to the customers (Yavas, 1998; Boshoff & Allen, 2000; Yavas et al.,
2003). Training is an integral part of the internal marketing programme (Gummesson,
1991; Foreman& Money, 1995; Brooks et al., 1999), especially in a call centre. Many
service organisationslike call centres use training and induction programmes to instil
values of good customer service in their frontline staff (Deery & Kinnie, 2002), along
with promoting self-control through an identification with customers(Korczynski et al.
2000). Training is also usedto gain employees'acceptanceof management'smonitoring
system,by educating them with the dual objective of customer satisfaction and good
service achieved by call- monitoring mechanisms.Training instils confidence in the
frontline employees by providing them with the necessary knowledge and ability
required to delivering quality service. Call centres are frequently adopting innovative
ways of training their employeesby incorporating computer-basedtraining (CBT), webbasedtraining (WBT), and the latest technology called simulation-basedtraining (SBT),
in their training programmes(Anton, 2000). A recent study conductedin call centresby
Holman (2002) found that lack of job satisfaction in call centre work tends to be
associatedwith inadequatetraining. In this context, training is bound to affect the job

satisfactionand organisationalcommitment of frontline employees(Saks, 1995;
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Schneider& Bowen, 1995; Meyer & Smith, 2000; Bartlett, 2001) in call centres.Hence,
it is hypothesised:
H13a: Training will have a significant positive effect onjob satisfaction.
H13b: Training will have a significant Positive effect on affective commitment.
H13c: Training will have a significant positive effect on normative commitment.

HIM., Training will have a significant positive effect on service quality.

5.6.2.7 Intrinsic Exchange
Intrinsic exchangerefers to the recognition and praise received from an immediate
superior for good performance (Young et al., 1998). In the study, it refers to the
frontline employees'perceptions of the praise and recognition received by them from
their immediate superior for good quality service. In call centres,where performancebasedrewardsare limited, intrinsic exchangecan be used as a powerful motivating tool
to encourageemployeesin consistently delivering quality service to the customers.As
discussedearlier within qualitative findings, rewarding teams, based on 'call quality

checks',with ftee drinks/dinner,is often used as an effective way of motivating
employees to deliver quality service. It is an important intrinsic reward, as it is
consideredto be a key motivational factor (Herzberg, 1966) that affects organisational

commitment(Young et al., 1998),job satisfaction(Morgan et al., 1995; Huang &
Wert, 2002) and service quality (Zeithaml et al., 1990; Schneider & Bowen, 1995).
Hence,it is hypothesised:
H14a: Intrinsic exchangewill have a significant positive effect onjob satisfaction.
H14b: Intrinsic exchangewill have a significant positive effect on affective commitment.
H14c: Intrinsic exchange will have a significant positive effect on normative
commitment.
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H14d. Intrinsic exchangewill have a significant positive effect on service quality.

5.6.3 Job Satisfaction
Job satisfactionrefers to the satisfaction perceived by the frontline employeeswith the
overall job and also with the kind of work done on the job. As noted in Section 3.2.2 of
Chapter3, for the purpose of this study, generaljob satisfaction is taken as opposedto
satisfactionwith the various facetsof the job.

Job satisfaction has been studied with perfonnance by several researchers,but the
complexity of the relationship still remains an issue.The link betweenthe two has often
been proposed(Petty et al., 1984; Schneider& Bowen, 1995; Mackenzie ct al., 1998;
Yousef, 2000a; De Ruyter et al., 2001), and challenged (Vroom, 1964; Organ, 1977;
Silvestro & Cross, 2000), as well. As regards service quality, some researchershave
establisheda positive relationship with service quality (Atkins et al., 1996; Hartline &
Ferrell, 1996), while some seeno relationship between the two (Bosboff & Tait, 1996;
Herrington & Lomax, 1999).

However, Zeithaml and Bitner (2000) argue that "there is concrete evidence that

industries,
satisfiedemployeesmakefor satisfiedcustomers"(p. 287). In service-based
humanresourceissuessuch asjob satisfactionhave beenestablishedas an antecedentof
customer-orientedbehaviour (Hoffman & Ingram, 1992).Researchon customer-contact
jobs in service sector has established a strong positive relationship between job
satisfaction, customer satisfaction and service quality (Moshavi & Tcrborg, 2002).
Customer satisfaction and service quality have been reported as 'high' by customers
when frontline employeesare more satisfied with their jobs (Schmit & Allscheid, 1995;
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Schneider & Bowen, 1995; Heskett et al., 1997). In call centres, because frontline
employeespresentthe 'personality of the firm to the customer over the telephone'(Belt
interactions,
into
dissatisfaction
1999,
18),
their
over
customer
can easily spill
et al.,
p.
leading to poor perceptionsof service quality (Wiley, 1991; Batt & Moynihan, 2002).
Hence, it is hypothesised:

H15a: Job satisfaction will exert a positive effect on service quality of frontline
employees.

Researchhas found job satisfaction to have a significant positive relationship with
organisationalcommitment (Mackenzie et al., 1998; Young et al., 1998; Sergeant&
Frenkel, 2000; De Ruyter et al., 2001). As discussedin Chapter 3, job satisfaction is
found to be a key determinantof organisationalcommitment (Rusbult & Farrell, 1983;
Eby et al., 1999;Williams & Hazer, 1986).

The empirical evidenceas regards the relationship with the three-componentmodel of
commitment (Allen & Meyer, 1990) is, however, limited. In a study conducted by
Kuehn and Busaidi (2002), it was found that affective commitment and norniative
commitment had significant relationships with job satisfaction, while continuance

commitmentdid not bear any significantrelationshipwith job satisfaction.In another
study, both extrinsic and intrinsic job satisfaction were found to have a significant
relationship with affective commitment, while only extrinsic job satisfaction influenced
continuancecommitment (Yilmaz, 2002). Yousef (2000b) also conducteda study taking
the different facets of job satisfaction, and found a relationship with all the three
componentsof commitment.
Hence,it is hypothesised:
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H15b: Job satisfaction will have a significant positive effect on affective commitment.
H15c: Job satisfaction will have a significant positive effect on normative commitment.

H15d. Job satisfaction will have a significant positive effect on continuance
commitment.

5.6.4 Three Components of Organisational Commitment
As discussedin Chapter3, this researchconceptualisesorganisationalcommitment as a
multi-dimensional construct comprising three components, affective commitment,
normative commitment and continuance commitment, based on the Allen and Meycr
(1990) three-componentmodel of organisationalcommitment.

In mostservicebusinesses,
it is the attitudeanddiscretionarybehaviourof the frontline
employees that largely contributes in determining customer's perception of service
quality (Schneider & Bowen, 1995). Frontline employees' willingness to travel the
'extra mile', engagein discretionaryefforts, and acceptand promote organisationalgoals
dependson the organisationalcommitment which, in turn, is reflected in their level of
servicequality (Boshoff & Mels, 1995; Boshoff & Tait, 1996). In call centres,frontline

employees'
organisational
commitmenthasbeenfoundto be significantlyandpositively
relatedto their 'capacityto satisfy customers'(Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000).

The managersinterviewed also recognised employees' organisational commitment as
crucial for the bank's success,and made every effort to improve their employees'
commitment towards the organisation.The exploratory interview findings indicate that
in this bank, training was linked to promotions and, in turn, both

were linked to earning

employees'commitment towards the organisation. Since any organisation's successwill
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be jeopardised if its employees fail to accept the organisational goals and objectives
(Unzicker et al., 2000) and fail to believe in what the organisation standsfor (Congram
& Friedman, 1991),organisationalcommitment of frontline employeesin call centresis
likely to affect their service quality. Long-term customer relationships could be built
with a long-term committed workforce (Boshoff & Allen, 2000), as it is unlikely to
have loyal customerswithout loyal employees(Reicheld, 1996). Hence, organisational
in
determining
important
frontline
has
their
to
commitment of
an
role
play
employees
servicequality.

As regards affective commitment, several studies have established a positive
relationship between the affective component of commitment and service quality
(Zeithaml et al., 1990; Boshoff & Mels, 1995; Boshoff & Tait, 1996). Besides service
quality, a positive relationship has also been reported with performance measureslike
service recovery performance (Boshoff & Allen, 2000), and capacity to satisfy
customers(Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000) of frontline employees.

Among the studiestaking organisationalcommitment as a multi-dimensional construct,
there are hardly any studies available that investigate the relationship between

continuanceandnormativecommitmentof employeeswith servicequality, althougha
few studies have been conducted in relation to other measuresof performance. As
regardsnormative commitment, some studies have establisheda positive relationship
betweennormative commitment and job perfon-nance(Meyer & Allen, 1991; Meyer et
al., 1993),while someseeno relationship at all (Caruanaet al., 1997).
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Mostly, studies have established a negative relationship between continuance
commitment andjob performance(Meyer et al., 1989; Shore & Wayne, 1993; Allen &
Meyer, 1996; Meyer & Allen, 1997). There are some studies that see no relationship
between this component of commitment with job performance (Meyer et al., 1993;
Caruanact al., 1997), while one study has also found a positive relationship with job
performance(Suliman & Iles, 2000a). Mixed results in a limited amount of research
warrant further study of theserelationships.Hence, it is hypothesised:
H16: Affective commitmentwill have a significant positive effect on service quality.
H17: Normative commitmentwill have a significant positive effect on service quality.
H18: Continuancecommitmentwill have a significant negativeeffect on service quality.

All the constructsas given in the conceptual model (Figure 5.1) are provided, along
with the hypotheses,in Figure 5.2.

5.6.5 Other Variables
In the initial phase of the study, as discussed in Section 5.4.1, 'freedom from role
conflict' was also consideredas a potential explanatory variable with respectto service

quality. However,on the basisof qualitativeevidence,as discussedin Section5.4.2,
'freedom from role conflict' was not included. Since it was considered inevitable and
there was little that managementcould do about it, it could not be conceptualisedas a
reward that could be offered by the managementas part of internal marketing. Even
from the theoretical perspective, it did not fit into the 'rewards' paradigm of internal
marketing, and was consideredto be beyond the scopeof this research.
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Figure 5.2: Conceptual Model with Hypotheses
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5.7 Conclusion
This chapter began by defining the research objectives and key research questions
emanatingfrom the researchframework that is designedto addressthe researchproblem
outlined in Chapter 1. Then a conceptual model was developed, along with specific
researchhypothesesfrom the literature reviewed and exploratory interviews conducted.
In this context, the process of the selection of specific rewards to be included as
in
light
discussed
in
the
the
conceptual model was also
of exploratory
antecedents
interview findings and theory. Also, the manner by which this conceptualmodel stands
different from other related studieswas also discussed,to throw light upon the specific
contributions of this study towards researchliterature studying antecedentsto service
quality.

The conceptual model presented in this chapter attempts to provide a deeper
understandingof the nature and role of rewards in influencing employee attitudes
(organisational commitment and job satisfaction) and service quality of frontline
employeesin call centres.Thus, through the testing of the hypothesesdevelopedin this
chapter,along with the conceptualmodel, the study will be useful in designing reward
policies, as part of internal marketing strategy,that are aimed at enhancingthe attitudes

and servicequality of frontline employeesin call centres.Chapter6 will now discuss
the researchmethodology that is adopted to addressthe researchproblem and test the
conceptualmodel and hypothesesdevelopedin this chapter.
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Chapter 6: Methodology
6.1 Introduction

Chapter5 discussedthe conceptualmodel and the hypotheseswhich will be testedto
obtain answersto the key researchquestionsby employing a suitable research
methodology,guidedby the researchobjectives framed for the study. Methodology is
understoodto be the generalprinciples behind research,as methodology provides the
link betweentechniqueand theory (Bums, 2000). This chapterdiscussesthe research
methodologyemployedin the study.
Figure 6.1 showsclearly the stepsin the researchmethodology employed and setsout
the key issuesdiscussedin this chapter.

Figure 6.1: Research Methodology
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As Figure 6.1 illustrates, first the research strategy employed in the study will be
discussed,which is guided by the researchobjectives discussedin Chapter S. The next
section presentsa brief discussion on the type of research approach followed. This is
followed by discussionson the chosenresearchdesign for the study. The next section
explains the processand rationale involved in choosing the particular context for the
study, leading to the sampling procedure followed. Within this section, the selection of
sampling units, unit of analysis, and the final sample is also explained, along with the
limitations of the sampling procedure followed. Then, the development of the
questionnaireis discussedin terms of the construct measuresand items selected,the
pre-testsand pilot conducted,and the final survey instrument design. Finally, the last
sectiondetails the administration of the survey and data collection in terms of the nature
of sample obtained and the procedure relating to the coding and entry of the data so

obtained.

6.2 Research Philosophy and Strategy
This sectiondiscussesthe main philosophiesof researchand outlines the research
strategyfollowed.
6.2.1 ResearchPhilosophy

Socialresearchis characterised
by a numberof differentphilosophiessuchas
positivism, realism, idealism and interpretivism or phenomenology(Stiles, 2003). The
positivist and phenomenologicalschoolsof thought addressthe philosophical extremes
of social research(May, 1993; Miles & Huberman, 1994).Lin (1998) arguesthat
positivist work "seeksto identify those details with propositions that then can be tested
or identified in other cases,while interpretive work seeksto combine those details into
systemsof belief whosemanifestationsare specific to a case" (p. 163). Although both
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identify
generalpatterns,while
positivists
addressgeneralprinciples or relationships;
interpretivistsshow how the generalpattern looks in practice (Lin, 1998).Burell and
Morgan (1979) presentinterpretativeand positivist approachesto social sciencesas two
'objectivist'.
from
'subjectivist'
to
as
of
a
continuum,
ranging
extremes

The positivist extremeadoptsthe stancethat the researcherwill operateremotely from
the social world and that the evaluationof phenomenaidentified will be approached
through objective methodologies.This approachassumesthat scientific, quantitative
independent
facts
be
to
about a single apprehensiblereality,
measure
will
used
methods
(Guba
known
be
discrete
and categorised
elementswhosenature can
composedof
Lincoln, 1994).Thus, it assumesthat the data and its analysisare value-free and data do
is
it
it
is
being
In
because
that
reality real
not change
observed. other words assumes
and apprehensible.

On theotherhand,thephenomenological
schoolbelievesthatthe world is socially
from the interpretationof peoplewithin it (Stiles,2003). Thusthe
constructed
interpretativeapproachis largely dependentupon the subjective interpretation of the
information available.According to this approach,knowledge comesfrom human

be
is
inherently
logical,
may
and
experience,
continuousandnot always
which
which
representedsymbolically (Stiles, 2003). A recognisedmethod associatedwith this
interpretativeapproachis that of groundedtheory (Glaser & Strauss,1967).

Although both approachesare popular among researchers,however, they are not
without limitations. Positivists are criticised for ignoring their ability to reflect on
problem situationsand act on thesein an interdependentway (Healy & Perry, 2000),
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2003). Betweenthesetwo extremes,there is a growing body of philosophical
approachesto researchwhich embracea middle ground such as empiricism and realism
(May, 1993;Miles & Hubennan, 1994).

Realismbelievesthat there is a 'real' world to discover, even though it is only
imperfectly apprehensible.In other words, this approachassumesthat reality is real but
only imperfectly, and probabilistically apprehensible(Guba & Lincoln, 1994). In
contrastwith positivism, that takesthe pure objectivist's standand assumesthe findings
to be true, the realism approachadoptsthe 'modified' objectivist approachand assumes
the findings to be 'probably true' (Healy & Perry, 2000). In contrastto the interpretative
approachthat considersthere are many realities, realists considerthere is only one
reality, while acknowledgingseveralperceptionsof that reality. Thus, realists
acknowledgethe differencebetweenthe 'real' world and any specific representationsof

it.

Healy& Perry(2000)arguethat therelativelyquantitativemethodologyof structural
is
equationmodelling also within the realism paradigm as it has two distinctive features,
comparedto other multivariate techniques,since:
1. it can model structureswith complex interdependencies
2. it explicitly allows for multi-item scalesand somemeasurementerror in its

'unobservable'constructs
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It is arguedthat in researchsituations,where the complex phenomenahave alreadybeen
sufficiently understoodto warrant a generalisationof a population, structural equation
modelling may be the only appropriatesurvey analysis techniqueto use from a realism
paradigm(Healy & Perry, 2000), since techniquelike regressionanalysiswhich
assumesthe dependentvariable with zero measurementerror, will be inappropriateto
in
use suchsituations(Perry et al., 1999). In fact researchersarguethat the realism
paradigmis one of the most appropriateapproachesto social research,especially for
marketingresearcherswho study complex phenomena(Healy & Perry, 2000; Stiles,
2003). Sincerealism has epistemologicaland ontological foundations it is recognizedas
a relatively superiorapproachfor marketing researchers(Healy & Perry, 2000; Stiles,
2003). Consequently,this study incorporatesthe realism paradigm and usesstructural
equationmodelling to analysethe survey data and study the complex phenomenaof
multiple, interdependentrelationshipsamongvarious constructsin the research
findings.

6.2.2 Research Strategy Researchis a systematicinvestigation to find answersto a problem (Bums, 2000). To

be ableto carryout researchsuccessfully,the researcher
needsto be clearaboutthe
methodologyto be followed for collecting relevant data.There are two types of research
strategiesavailable to the researcher(Reynolds, 1971):

1. Theory before Research
According to the school of thought supporting this strategy, theory should come first.
This is also tenned the 'theory-then-research'strategy.
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2. Researchbefore Theory
In contrast, here empirical researchsuggestsnew problems for theory, calls for new
theoretical formulations, leads to the refinement of existing theories, and serves the
function of verification.

This researchrelates to type 1, that is, theory before research.As is evident from the
literature reviewed, theory does exist in relation to concepts like motivation, employee
attitudes, serviceprofit chain and internal marketing, which link up internal marketing
with external marketing. Hence, this research takes the existing theory into
consideration, and goes further in explaining the nature of relationships among the
variablesin the study.

6.3 Types of ResearchApproaches
All researchapproachescan be classified into three general categories of research:
Exploratory research,Descriptive research and Causal research (Aaker et al., 1995).
One can use a combination of the different types of researches,at different stages,since
each of these types has a distinct and complementary role to play in many research

studies.

In this particular research,both exploratory and causal researchare combined to obtain
answersto the researchquestions.Exploratory researchcomprising in-depth interviews
is used first, at the initial stage, to help understandthe context of research,and gain
knowledge in terms of variables and their importance in the relationships hypothesised
based on findings from literature review. The information so collected will also be

to be used in the subsequentcausalresearch.
useful in the designof questionnaires
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6.4 Research Design

Aaker et al. (1995) explain that "A research design is the detailed blueprint used to
for
is
framework
its
(p.
71).
It
toward
a
plan
a
a
or
objectives"
guide a researchstudy
interpretation
in
helps
to
the
analysis
of
guide
and
researcher collection,
research,which
dataduring the research. A good researchdesign will also help safeguardthe researcher
design
due
in
design
flaws
to
the
and are
against
errors, which occur mainly
research
researcher-induced.Research designs can be classified as Experimental, Cross-

andPre-experimental.
sectional,Quasi-experimental

The researchdesign used in this study confortris to the second type, that is, the crosssectional design. As discussed earlier, this research involves exploratory interviews
followed by questionnaires to obtain data in natural settings, and also statistical
techniquesto test the researchhypotheses,as discussedin Chapter5.

6.5 Processand Rationale for Selection of Context of Study
This sectiondiscussesthe rationale behind the choice of the particular context in which
the study is carried out. Although the context was discussedin detail in Chapter 1, the
rationale as well as the process involved in choosing the particular context have
relevance,especiallyfor the methodology employed for data collection.
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Figure 6.2: Processof Selection of Context of Research

Literature Review

Chapters24

As shown in Figure 6.2, the literature review discussedin Chapters2 to 4 helped in the
development of the research objectives, as discussed in Chapter 5. These research
in
the
the
target
objectives guided
selection of
population tenns of the particular sector
in which the researchstudy could be conducted.A list of specific criteria was prepared
for the industry sector selection. The key considerations were that the relevant sector

should:
1. dealwith services,
2. involve 'frontline' employeesindirect contact with customers,and
3. not have repeatsalesmainly influenced by product characteristicsor price; service
quality should be the key distinguishing feature in customer service transactions,
making frontline employeescrucial for organisatioifs success
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Keeping the above criteria in mind, literature was first reviewed to guide the selection
discussions
finalised
the
then
the
with experts.
sector
was
after
chosen
of
sector,and

The literature reveals that past researchin the internal marketing area concentratedon
&
Quester
(Varey,
1995;
financial
like
health
services
care,
and professional
areas
Kelly, 1999). The relevanceof internal marketing has been especially recognisedin the
(Greene
in
financial
improving
the
et al.,
sector
services
service
quality
context of
1994). In this context, a recent study conducted by Papasolomou-Doukakis(2003)
industry
have
in
financial
UK
the
that
the
necessitatedretail
services
changes
suggests
banks to adopt 'internal marketing' to achieve competitive advantage by providing
superiorcustomerservice through customer-focusedand service-orientedemployees.In
financial services like retail banking, the environment is highly competitive and not
long-term
involving
intangible
that
considered
are
products
especially price-sensitive,
and significant purchasesby the customer,and where service quality, not price, acts as a
differentiator
(Devlin
2000;
&
Ennew,
1997;
Boshoff
&
Allen,
powerful competitive
Newman, 2001). Here, delivering quality service for enhancing customer loyalty is of
particular importance,as customerattraction costs are arguedto be higher than retention
costs (Ennew & Binks, 1996). Hence, frontline employeesare crucial, as they are the

'point of contact'betweenthe customerand the organisation,and can affect customer
service quality evaluation (Herrington & Lomax, 1999). Thus, based on literature
reviewed and discussionswith experts, the financial services sector was chosen, and
within this sector, retail banking industry was finally selectedfor conducting research.
This is becausefor the customersof a bank, the evaluation of a service often dependson
their evaluation of the service encounter with the frontline employee, be it in face-to-
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face or telephoneencounters.After having decided upon the retail banking sector, the
for
this
the
type
to
suitable
research.
service
encounter
of
select
was
next step

A serviceencounteroccurs every time a customerinteracts with the organisation.There
in
&
Bitner,
banks
(Zeithaml
that
types
three
occur
of service encounters
general
are
2000):
1. Remote encounters that occur without any direct human contact, like ATM
(Automatic Teller Machines) services
2. Phone encountersthat occur between the end customer and the bank over the
telephone,suchas in call centres
3. Face-to-faceencountersthat occur between an employee and a customer in direct

bank
in
branches
the
of
a
retail
contact,suchas

Among thesethree types of service encounters,complete standardisationof the quality
of service is only achievable through the remote encounters. In the remaining two
largely
detennine
during
frontline
the
service
encounter
personnel
service encounters,
the level of servicequality delivered (Zeithaml & Bitner, 2000). Hence,both in face-toface and telephone encounters, frontline employees represent the service firm, and
directly influence the service quality perceptions of the customer. Therefore, a choice
had to be madebetweenface-to-faceand telephoneencounters.

Telephoneencountersin call centres were finally chosen. This is becausealthough in
both face-to-faceand phone encounters,frontline employeesare crucial, it is clear from
the discussionsin Section 1.4 of Chapter I that a clear gap exists in the literature
regarding studiesin call centres,especially from the internal marketing perspective.In
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the retail banking sector, the role and structure of the branch network have changed,
in
branch
having
the
to
the
networks
completely
replace
potential
call
centres
with
future (Hawcroft & Beckett, 1993). With the increasing role of call centresin the retail
banking sector, there is a greater need for research to addressthe internal marketing
issues concerning call centre enviromnents. Besides conducting research on internal
in
be
issues
in
face-to-face
to
telephone
conducted
research
needs
encounters,
marketing
from
between
differences
the point of
the
two
there
are certain
encountersas well, since
ignored,
discussed
below.
be
that
cannot
and
are
evaluations
service
view of
quality

Firstly, in face-to-faceencounters,both verbal and non-verbal behaviours (such as the
tangible issuesassociated,like employeephysical characteristics,appearanceand dress)

in
hand,
important
On
determinants
the
phoneencounters,
other
of servicequality.
are
tangible issues such as contact employees' dress and appearancedo not count, and
service quality is judged purely according to the 'intrinsic dimensions' (reliability,
responsiveness,assuranceand empathy) of service quality (Boshoff et al., 1994;
Boshoff & Mels, '1995; Harrison-Walker, 2001). It is argued that these 'intrinsic'
dimensionsare directly influenced by frontline employees(Zeitbaml & Bitner, 2000),

makingthemmorecrucialfor call centres.

Secondly, in face-to-face encounters, the customer can create quality perceptions
relating to the service enviromnent where the service takes place (Burgers et al., 2000).
On the other hand, in phone encounters,the service enviromnent does not form part of
the quality perceptionsby customers."Interaction by telephone restricts the evaluation
of the service delivery to such an extent that consumers will have to base their
perceptionssolely on the interpersonaltraits of the contact employee" (Burgers et al.,
r
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2000, p. 143). Therefore, in call centres, the frontline employee plays a vital role in
delivering quality serviceto the customer,and the service quality of frontline employees
is crucial, sinceit directly influences the perceptionsof service quality by the customer.

Hence, for this research,call centres in the retail banking sector were chosen as the
involve
banks
Retail
for
the
customer contact over the telephonethrough
study.
context
frontline employees called 'customer service representatives' or 'customer service
advisers',working in call centres.The call centresare either owned by the banks and are
tenned 'in-house',or are 'out-sourced'.Especially, in the case of 'in-house' call centres,
is
for
the successand survival of the organisation,and
quality
considered
crucial
service
this is emphasisedand clearly communicated to the frontline employees working in

them.Within the contextof the researchobjectives,it was preferredto conductthis
in
research an 'in-house' call centre, where quality of service was considered as
important as sales,comparedto the out-sourcedcall centres.After having finalised the
context of research,the sampling procedure employed to extract the sample for the
study will now be discussedin the next section.

6.6 Sampling Procedure
This section discussesthe sampling procedure employed to obtain the sample for the
study. First, the selection of sampling units or 'participating' organisations will be
discussed.Once the organisation/s participating in the research is/are finalised, the
samplingprocedurerelating to sampleselection will be discussedin terms of the unit of
analysisselectedfor the study and sample size considerations.Also, the limitations of
the samplingprocedureemployedare discussed.
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6.6.1 Selection of Sampling Units or 'Participating

Organisations'

After finalising the context of the study, the next step was to prepare a list of all the
for
Using
KOMPASS
banks
in
the
this
study.
suitable
sector considered
potential
(2000)1, a list of sampling units was prepared, comprising various retail banks
banks
include
At
those
to
taken
this
only
suitable.
stage,
care
was
consideredpotentially
that employed enoughpeople to provide a suitable sample for the study and those that
in
Another
terms
consideration
coverage.
size
and
geographical
of
mostly
similar
were
had
'ininclude
banks
that
to
those
on
service
quality,
and
preferably
competed
was
house'call centres.A list was prepared,comprising top ten high streetretail banks in the
UK (also seeTable 1.1) meeting the criteria as discussedin Section 6.5.

An initial telephonecall was madeto the customerservicesdepartmentof eachbank, to
talk to the relevant person in the departmentabout the purpose of the research.In most
information
the
about the name of the relevant
cases,
researcherwas provided with
letter
designation,
his/her
to
whom
a
explaining the nature and
person, along with
purpose of the researchcould be sent to seek permission for research. A letter was
drafted explaining the nature and objectives of the researchand the advantagesarising
for the banks (Appendix A6.1). The letter was postedto the 'Head of Customer Services'

in
banks,
five
in
This,
the
ten
turn,
all
of
out of which
replied.
resulted threerejection
letters and two potential acceptancesfrom two banks, which expressed interest in
discussingfurther the implications of the researchfor their organisations.

1KOMPASS containslists of companies,accordingto
productsor servicesoffered, and is publishedas a
guide containingrelevantinformation on various aspectsof the companies.KOMPASS UK lists detailed
information on UK and worldwide companies.
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Accesshas always been a problem with organisational research.Bryman (1989) states
that, "many organisations are resistant to being studied, possibly because they are
issue,
(p.
2).
To
this
the letter
the
the
overcome
aims of
researcher"
suspiciousabout
sent to the banks (Appendix A6.1) introduced the researcherto the person concerned,
and clearly statedthe aims of the study and the purpose of the research.However, this
notwithstanding,only two banks agrced.Bryman (1989) cxplains this could bc bccause,
"those personswho act as 'gatekeepers'between the researcherand the organisation
(usually fairly senior managers)are likely to be concerned about the amount of their
own and other'stime that is likely to be consumedby the investigation" (p. 2). However,
the banksthat refusedstatedin the rejection letters that this was againstthe policy of the
bank.

In one of the two banks, which agreedto the researchproposal, data collection began
first in the form of in-depth interviews with the customer service managersand the call
centre managers.After conducting interviews for a period of about three months, the
bank withdrew due to certain internal problems, which were beyond the control of the

A lot of time was lost, but fortunatelythere was anotherbank that had
researcher.
agreedto theresearchproposalandnegotiationswerecontinuingwith it.

However, in the process of seeking accessto this bank, two major conditions were
posedby the 'Head of Customer Services'.First, the name of the bank was to be kept
confidential, and a letter to this respect had to be signed by the researcher. In this
context, it was also agreed that through any data or any other kind of information
presentedin the thesis,the bank's identity would not be disclosed. Second,a report was

to be submittedto the bank as regardsthe findings of the study. Both the conditions
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frame
Hence,
by
to
the
the
the
sampling
was
confined
researcher.
were agreed upon
in
banks
to
the
participate the researchstudy.
agreementof

6.6.1.1 Sampled Bank
The bank selectedfor the study is one of the top ten high-street retail banks in the UK,
bank
being
ElObn,
its
35,000
the
turnover
and
around
employing
around
annual
with
business,
95%
bank's
banking
Personal
the
the main
of
constitute
customers
employees.
areasbeing savings,insurance,investments,mortgage and credit cards. The bank uses
various media to contact customerssuch as face-to-face contact as in branches,contact
over telephoneas in call centres,by post, e-mail through internet, and also digital T. V
contactwith full multi-channel access.The bank has about 700 branchesall over UK.

During exploratory discussions,the managersrevealed that there are 13 call centres
frontline
by
bank
1,700
the
about
employing
employeeswho managedsales as
owned
well as service transactionsin telephone contacts with the customers. Since the call
by
bank
itself
bank
the
the
owned
centres of
are
and are 'in-house, service quality
delivered in the call centres is considered crucial for the bank's successand is given
paramount importance. This bank invests heavily in 'training' its employees for
excellent customer service. During exploratory interviews, the 'Head of Customer
Services' stated that "The main intention of the bank is to distinguish itself by the
quality of customer service". Quality of service is emphasisedin its call centres to
ensurethat the customersreceivethe best possible service quality.

This bank being one of the top ten retail banks in UK is quite similar in its functioning
compared to the other major high-street banks. Thus, it can be considered to be
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banks
in
high-street
UK
having
the
their own,
the
retail
of
other
major
representative
'in-house'call centresand competingon the basis of quality of service delivered.

However, before discussing the sampling procedure that was followed to extract the
sample for the study, the two main sampling issues regarding the unit of analysis and
the desiredsamplesize are first discussed.

6.6.2 Unit of Analysis
For the purposeof this research,the frontline employee working in the call centres of
the bank was taken as the unit of analysis. Frontline employees were chosen because,
for retail banks, they influence the service quality perceptions during service
encounters,and hence are crucial for the bank's success.It was essentialto find out if
there were any differences that existed among these frontline employees which could
lead to aggregationproblems later on, once the data had already been collected. In this
interviews
context, exploratory
were conductedwith the 'Head of Customer Services',
call centremanagersand HR managerto select the frontline employeessuitable for the
study, as discussedin Chapter 5, Section 5.4.2. During exploratory interviews, it was
found that there were a few employeesworking in the same call centre premises who
were categorisedas 'frontline' employeesbut maintained contact with customersby email or post. Suchemployeeswere excluded from the study to maintain homogeneity of
data. Moreover, among those employeeswho maintained contact with customers over
the phone,it was found out that somewere in the managerial cadre. It was decided not
to include the customer contact employeesat the managerial level to avoid problems
relating to aggregationof data (Bryman, 1989).
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6.6.3 Sample Size
Mostly, it is recommended to choose a fairly large sample to allow for the
improve
hence
the generalisability of the results.
the
sample, and
of
representativeness
However, the following points, as suggestedby Nachmias and Nachmias (1996), were
for
during
the
the
the
with
managers
as
regards
sample
size
negotiations
considered
study:

1. Law of Diminishing Returns: Once a sample of a particular size relative to its
for
larger
increasingly
is
is
to
there
tendency
samples
a
yield
reached,
population
in
increments
accuracy which, given cost and time constraints, could prove
small

uneconomic.
2. The more heterogeneousthe population, the larger needs to be the sample for the
sampleto be representative.
3. It should be able to fulfil the statistical requirements of a particular statistical
analysisthat the researcherwishesto perfon-n.
4. If there is a fear of a large number of non-responsesby the respondents,a fairly
large sample should be selected so that a suitable sample of acceptable size is
introduce
into
bias
Non-response
the findings and
error
can
a substantial
achieved.
shouldbe consideredwhile selectingthe samplefor the study.
5. To estimatethe adequatesize of the sampleproperly, researchersneed to determine
is
level
what
of accuracy expectedof their estimates,that is, how large a standard
error is acceptable.The concept of standarderror is crucial to determining the size
of a sample.It is one of the statistical measuresthat indicate how closely the sample
I
resultsreflect the true values of a parameter.
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Hair et al. (1998) suggestthat the relationships among alpha, effect size, sample size
"specification
01
interrelated.
In
that
they
this
out
of
a
context
point
are
and power
.
desired
level
80
200
level
to
the
of
achieve
per
group
sample
of
requires a
significance
is
level
80
(p.
12).
Thus
the
per cent power could
more
alpha
relaxed,
per cent power"
be reachedat smaller samplesas well.

All the factors discussedabove were kept in mind while choosing the sample size for
the study during negotiationswith the managers.During discussionswith the 'Head of
Customer Services', a minimum sample size of 200-300 frontline employees was
targeted. According to the managers,the general response rate experienced during
in
bank
between
Hence,
40
50
this
a
was
and
per
cent.
surveys
conducted
previous
for
frontline
least
600-700
employees was requested
projected sample of at
frontline
final
200-300
distribution,
that
employeescould
a
sample
of
so
questionnaire
be extractedfor analysispurposes.

6.6.4 Sample Selection
The constraintsimposedby the managersof the bank prohibited any direct contact with
the frontline employeesor customers,especially during the exploratory phase.The bank
lists
information
to
to
the
supply
any
relating
of employees or
managersalso refused
customers in the call ccntrcs. The only contact with the frontline employees was
allowed at the time of piloting the questionnaire.Piloting was allowed only with a few
frontline call ccntre employees, depending upon their availability from the busy
scheduleand the discretion of team-leaders.Thus, the researcherhad to rely on the
managersfor choosing the sample for the study, and also for the distribution of
questionnairesto the frontline employeesworking in the call centres.
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A non-probability sampling was adopted, using judgmental sampling, -whereby the
identify
in
field
'expert'
judgement
is
left
decision
the
to
the
the
to
of
sampling
The
(Aakcr
1995).
the
selection of a
choice
of
al.,
et
samples
representative
Services',
Customer
'Head
left
the
to
the
as
of
and
managers
representativesamplewas
they seemedto be in a better position than the researcherto comment upon the nature of
frontline employeesand call centresof the bank.

The 'Head of Customer Services' contacted the managers at various call centres to
finally
In
four
in
the
the
selected.
centres
were
call
of
and
managers
research,
participate
'Head
(Aaker
1995),
kind
the
this
of
al.,
where
et
sampling
snowball
of
was a
effect,
Customer Services' contacted the various call centre managers to participate in the
by
Services'
Customer
furnished
'Head
the
instructions
Clear
to
the
of
were
research.
the
be
to
the
to
managers
while
extracting
call
centre
on
respective
passed
researcher,
included.
be
Only
for
to
type
those
to
the
the
of
employees
study with respect
sample
frontline employeeswere to be included who maintained contact with the customers
directlY over the phone, and could be regardedas 'customer service advisers'.Frontline
level,
frontline
the
and
employees maintaining contact with
managerial
employeesat

be
It
to
telephone
through
were
excluded.
was also
media
except
other
customers
any
be
in
far
that
those
that,
chosen
were
similar
call centresshould
requested as aspossible,
termsof size, scale,and natureof transactions.

The managersreporteda strengthof 640 frontline employeesworking in the capacity of
'customerservice advisers'or customer service representatives'in the four call centres
selectedfor the study. The 'Head of Customer Services' verified that the call centres
selectedwere simple customer service transactions call centres. The customer service
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advisersdealt with routine primary transactionsin terms of advice and customerservice
such as, providing product and procedural information, responding to inquiries and
complaints, and processingsimple customer transactions. Almost 90 per cent of their
time was involved in dealing with incoming calls from external customers, and the
remainderwith teammeetingsand off-line administrativejobs.

Data collection from the call centresof a single bank was thought to be appropriate for
the study. This kind of an approach provides greater control over the variables, and
limits the externalities associatedwith inter-organisation differences, as these raise
threats to the internal validity (defined later) of the data. However, though internal
validity is improved through a single bank approach, it raises concerns regarding the
generalisability of the findings basedon a single organisation. Seekingaccesselsewhere
would have been dcsimblc in terms of generalisability of the study, but would have
involved extra time and costs. This approach,whereby frontline employeesof a single
organisationare surveyed,has been employed by several researchersstudying similar
issues(see Boshoff & Allen, 2000; Holman, 2002). Keeping in mind the objectives of
the study and resource restrictions, a single bank study was adopted. Although this
study is conductedwithin one bank, it takes each frontline employee as the unit of
analysis for the study, and not the bank. Hence, enough heterogeneity is expected
amongeachunit of analysis,that is the frontline employee,within a fairly large sample
I
size allocatedfor the study.
6.6.5 Limitations
The sample of frontline employees sought from the bank reflects upon the nonprobability sampling, and as discussed in Section 6.6.4, involves the application of
techniqueslike judgementalsampling and snowball sampling.
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In this context, Bryman (1989) hasjustified the use of non-random sampling, and stated
two major reasons for the popular use of non-probability sampling. First is the
increasing difficulty of gaining accessto the organisations for survey research, and
is
that researchersmay have certain constraints placed upon them that
second
discouragethem to chooserandom sampling. Although these reasonsapply equally to
this research, there are certain limitations associated with non-random sampling
techniquesthat cannotbe ignored. The researchercannot estimatethe representativeness
of non-probability samples,and therefore cannot estimate the population's parameters.
Bryman (1989) concludesthat though a random sample may not be feasible in certain
situations, it "need not mean that samples with a high level of apparent
cannot be contrived" (p. 117). No matter how representativea nonrepresentativeness
is
it
for
is,
it
that
an objective evaluation of the
argued
cannot allow
random sample
adequacyof the sample(Churchill, 1995).

Also, the issue of generalisability and selection error in non-random sampling seems
questionable. A non-random sample introduces potential for bias that cannot be
overcome by increasing the size of the sample (Deming, 1960). Thus, the
in
the
sample the study remains doubtful, despitethe large sample
representativeness
of
size extractedfor the study. Addressingthis issue,Schwab(1985) statesthat most of the
empirical studies published in journals use non-random sampling, and argues that "if
one took generalisation.to a population using statistical inference seriously, one would
recommendrejecting nearly all manuscriptssubmitted" (p. 173). Researchersadopting
non-probability sampling techniquesargue that gaining accessto the sample through a
contact in the organisation through non-random sampling does help in increasing the
responserate for the questionnaires(Kuehn & Busaidi, 2002). However, administering
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bias
inhibits
the
through
the
the survey
establishment of any non-response
managers
(Armstrong & Ovcrton, 1977).

Although

a probability

is
sampling method

for
recommended

enhancing

(Nachmias
&
Nachmias,
1996),
the
sample
of
researchersargue that
representativeness
" the importanceof probability sampling as a meansof enhancingthe representativeness
is
be
to
that
taken
a
representative
sample
assured"
mean
of a sample should not
(Bryman, 1989, p. I 11). While this method tends to reduce selection error, there is
bound to be somekind of sampling error, since no sample is a perfect representationof
a given population, unless the sample size equals the population. Also, a sample
from
be
free
frame
sampling
may
not
error and
obtained using probability sampling
non-responseerror.

In conclusion,althoughnon-randornsampling techniquewas consideredappropriate for
limitations
for
the
this
the
relating to non-random
all
research,
extracting
sample
samplingdiscussedabovewere also kept in mind.

6.7 Data Collection
In this research,besidesinterviews conductedat the exploratory stage, survey method
data.
for
According to Aaker et al. (1995), "The survey is the
used
was
collecting
overwhelming choice of researchersfor collecting primary data" (p. 199). Using this
method a great deal of data can be collected at one time. The main aim of survey
researchis to generatevalid and reliable data, which hold independently of both the
research setting and the researcher.Factors such as sampling, type of population,
question fonn and content, desired responserates, costs and available facilities, and
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duration of data collection, affect the choice of the survey method to be used (Aaker et
data
factors,
Considering
1995).
through mail surveys was
these
collecting
al.,
for
be
this research.
to
the
method
most appropriate
considered

Using this method, data can be collected from a large number of respondentsdirectly,
data
better,
to
compared
results
collected through
accurate,and more reliable
yielding
an intermediary like the interviewer. It is argued that self-administered surveys are
involved
(Aaker
topics
anonymity
are
requiring
of
response
when
sensitive
et
superior
is
from
limitations.
free
Singh,
However,
Aaker et al.
1995;
2000).
this
not
method
al.,
(1995) argue that "long questionnaireswith complicated questions cannot be used
(p.
229).
Hence,
diminishing
the
care was taken that questions
rate"
response
without
included in the final survey design were clear, close-endedand easily understoodby the
length
Also,
the
of the questionnaire and anonymity of response were
respondents.
given due considerationwhile designing the questionnaireto enhancerate of rcsponsc.

Informationgatheredthrough in-depth interviews conductedduring the exploratory
stage,and qualitative discussionswith the frontline employeesduring pre-testing of the

questionnaire,
aidedin the designof the surveyinstrumentwhich will now be discusscd.

6.7.1 Questionnaire Design
This section discussesthe development and design of the survey instrument the
questionnaireused for collecting data. In this context, the process of designing the
questionnaireis discussedin terms of the measuringinstrument or scale relating to cach
constructin the conceptualmodel of the study, pre-tests and pilot study conducted,and
the final survey instrumentdrafted.
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The questionnairewas designedkeeping the researchobjectives in mind. While
designingthe questionnaire,the guidelinesor stepsrecommendedby Aaker et al. (1995)
to developa questionnairewere also followed (Figure 6.3).
Figure 6.3: Processof Questionnaire Design

What to Measure

Planning

Revisit the res z rch objectives
Decide on the research issue of the questionnaire
Get additional

information on the research issue from secondary data
sources and expl ratory research

Decide on what is to be asked under the research issue

Formatting the Questionnaire
Determine the C; ntent of the question
Decide on the format of each question

Question Wording
Determine how the question is to be worded
Evaluate each question on theiasis of comprehensibility, knowledge
and ability, willingness of a respondent to answer the question

Sequencing

and Layout

Decisions

Lay out the questions in a proper sequence
Group all questions in each subtopic to get a single questionnaire

Pretesting

and Correcting

Problems

Read through the whole questionnaire to check whether it makes sense
and it measures what it is supposed to measure
Check the queitionnaire for error
Pretest the questionnaire
Correct th+problcms

Source: Adapted from Aaker et al.(1995), p.291
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6.7.1.1 Measuring Instrument - Items and Construct Measures

The conceptualmodel of the study (Figure 5.2) outlines theoretical constructs, which
data
for
instrument
collection.
survey
required a suitable
The measuring instrument or the scale used to measure each construct was mainly
developedwith the help of literature review, and exploratory interview findings were
for
designing
While
the
scales
measuring
each construct,
consultedwheneverrequired.
the guidelines or steps in the literature for development/ adaptation of items in the
followed
1982;
1995)
(Figure
Aaker
(Blalock
al.,
were
also
et
et al.,
multi-item scales
6.4).
Figure 6.4: Steps in Multi-Item Scale Development
Determineclearly what you are going to
measure
I Generateas many items as possible

Ask experts in the field to evaluate the
initial DOOIof items

I

I

I

Detenninethe type of scaleto be used- I
Likert, Semanticdifferential, Thurstone
,
etc.

Includesomeitemsfor validationof the I
scale
I Administer the items to an initial sample I

Evaluateand rcfine the items

I Finally, optimisethe length of the scale

I

Source:Adapted from Aaker et al. (1995), p.272
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As far as possible, items were taken from scaleswell established in the literature, and
items
However,
the
were adapted, and the shortened
multi-item scales were used.
felt
do
it
The
to
the
necessary
so.
conceptual
was
wherever
scalewere used
versions of
definitions of eachconstruct guided the developmentof measuring scales,especially in
those caseswhere established scales could not be applied. In this context, Blalock
(1982) notes that "conceptualclarification will be necessaryto decide which indicators
definition
be
included"
(p.
be
248),
to
the
conceptual
needs
as each aspect of
should
initially
included
items
for
details
Appendix
A6.2
the
of
eachconstruct
gives
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in
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final
6.7.1.3
Section
the
the
to
the
that
of
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aided
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prior
discussesthe measuringinstrument in detail with respect to the literature sourcesthat
in
items
develop
the questionnaire,along with the entire
to
the
measurement
were used
discussing
final
before
design.
design,
However,
the
the
survey
of
questionnaire
process
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the
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with the frontline
pre-testingof
items,
is
discussed.
design
the
the
questionnaire
of
employeeson

6.7.1.2Pre-testing and Qualitative Discussions
The main aims of the survey pilot were to identify those items in the scaleswhich were
perceivedby pilot respondentsas ambiguous, and to encouragethem to provide any
improve
the response,as well as the general quality
that
could
suggestionsor comments
of the survey.
The questionnairewas pre-testedin two stages:
Firstly, the draft questionnairewas piloted among the frontline call ccntre cmployccs.
Twenty questionnaireswere given to the managerin one of the call centresparticipating
in the research,who further distributed the questionnairesto his frontline cmployecs.
Each questionnaire contained detailed instructions for completing it, and the
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its
felt
improve
that
they
to
would
respondentswere asked comment upon anything
in
tenns of understandingand response.For this purpose, they were asked to
quality
it.
itself
Respondents
in
the
their
the
completing
questionnaire
while
comments
on
write
pilot survey were also assuredof anonymity and confidentiality. A pre-paid, addressed
envelopewas also provided along with the questionnaires.The pilot study took place
over a two-week period, with the questionnairesbeing answered by ten frontline
Upon
return of the questionnaires,they were examined for those items,
employees.
which were either not answered or not answered properly (e.g. two choices were
for
the same question). The comments or suggestions provided by each
marked
respondentwere noted separately.

Secondly, after reviewing responses, certain questions/ items in the pilot survey
questionnaireswere identified as areas of concern. The questionnaire was again
reviewedwith a few frontline employeesto note their reactions and viewpoints towards
these items and aspectsin the questionnaire.Although focus groups would have been
preferred for discussingthe questionnairewith the frontline employees, the call centre
managersdid not permit this. Frontline employees were interviewed separately to
discussthe questionnaire.Firstly, they were asked to complete the questionnaire and
were observed carefully from beginning to end without interruption to estimatc the
averagetime required for answeringthe whole questionnaire(Reeves& Harper, 1981).
After completing it, they were askedto comment upon its user-friendliness in terms
of
the five-point vs. seven-point Likert scale used, and the clarity of the instructions
provided in the questionnaire.At this point, discussionswere also initiated to cnsure
that the respondentsunderstoodeach item clearly. During discussions,they were also
askedto commentupon the items in the scales,especially the service quality scale. With
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it
the
that
them
to
the
all
out
contained
pointed
of
scale,
most
service quality
respect
handling
items
their
to
service
quality
while
calls.
evaluate
required
necessary
Following in-depth discussionswith the frontline employees, two of the items were
in
in
discussed
detail
item
the next
to
the
scale,
was added
removed and one additional
section. It was observed that the average time taken to complete the questionnaire
from
frontline
Feedback
in
between
12
15
each
received
employee,
and
minutes.
ranged
terms of suggestionsor concerns,was clearly noted.

Drafts of the survey were also distributed to academicsand colleaguesat the Bradford
University School of Management,and call centre managers for their comments and
suggestions.

After the pilot, all the important points were summarised,and changeswere made to the
questionnaireaccordingly. Though establishedscaleswere used for measuring most of
the constructs,mostly these scaleswere modified, and adapted versions of the scales
facilitate
to
the
understanding(Rust et al., 1996). Some of
were used suit
context and
the items in the scales were re-phrased for clearer understanding. Certain doubicbarrelled questions,which were found to be confusing by the employees,were divided

into two separatequestionsinstead of one. Similarly, certain negatively wordcd
for
better
questions were re-phrased
understanding. Clear understanding of tile
questionswas felt to be of utmost importanceto encouragelarge and effective rcsponsc
(Aaker et al., 1995). The length of the questionnaire was also kept in mind to l1clp
achieve a higher responserate. Those items from the scales, which were either not
found suitable to the context of the study or were regarded as a mere repetition, were
deletedfrom the final questionnaire.However, a balance was struck in maintaining the
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length of the questionnaire,and also ensuring the content validity of the scale at the
(Aaker
time
et al., 1995).
same

At each stage,the questionnairewas modified and refined. Finally, the new survey
items were developedaccordingto the acceptedprocedures(Nunnally, 1978). The final
frontline
It
discussed
four
was
employees.
with the
survey was once again piloted with
items,
the
easeof completion, user-friendliness, and the
of
clarity
employeesas regards
being
finalised
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design
design.
The
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final
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6.7.1.3 Final Survey Design
As discussed in Section 6.7.2, the survey instrument was revised and modifled
following the pilot and pre-tests. The scales and items used for measuring each
discussed
in
A6.3)
detail.
in
(Appendix
final
the
are
now
survey
construct

6.7.1.3.1ServiceQuality
In this study, service quality of frontline employee was taken as the measurc of
performance.

There are four ways to measureservice quality in contact services such as call ccntrcs:
namely, self-appraisal,peer appraisal,supervisoryevaluation, and consumer cvaluation
(Boshoff & Mels, 1995).

This being a study of frontline employeesbasedon the internal marketing perspcctivc,
and with the unit of analysisbeing frontline employee, it was felt essentialto take into
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in
their
service
quality
own
order to align with
considerationemployees'perceptionsof
the objectives of the research.With internal marketing as the main focus of the study,
for
service quality measurement,like
employees'perceptionswere consideredessential
in
(rewards
the study. The purpose of the
measured
variables
and
attitudes)
all other
study was to understandfrontline employees' perceptions of all variables, including
Chapter
discussed
in
4.5.1.2
4 relating to measurement
As
Section
of
service quality.
issues of service quality, researchersargue that 'frontline employees' perceptions of
service quality' is becoming a challenging issue that cannot be ignored. Boshoff and
Mels (1995) contend that frontline employees'perceptions of service delivery should
receive more attention, as contact employees are aware of the challenges faced by
customerinteraction. In this context, Dolen et al. (2002) also state that "it is important
for firms to focus not only on the managementof customerperceptions,but also on the
management of employee perceptions of their own performance... Although tile
influence of employeeperceptionshas received attention, the surface has been barely
scratchedat the encounterlevel" (p. 277-278). Hence,keeping in mind the objectives of
the study, it was considered viable for the study to measure frontline cmployce
perceptionsof all variables,including servicequality.

Along with frontline employees'perceptionsof their own service quality performancc,
customer,peer, or supervisoryevaluationsof frontline employees'service quality could
have also been incorporated,which would have rendered additional reliability to the
results of the study. However, this could not be possible due to certain reasons as

discussed
below.
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Although customer evaluation of frontline -employees' service quality along with
have
to
the
thc
reliability
results
of
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perceptions
employee
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The
be
the
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study, could not executed.
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unlike
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view
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being
by
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Although
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studies
particular employee.
implies
it
however,
1996),
&
Ferrell,
level
(e.
Hartline
this
that
the
cannot
g.
aggregate
at
be ensuredthat the employeerespondentshad actually served the customer respondents
(Herrington & Lomax, 1999). Hence, keeping in mind the objectives of the study, and
it
to
the potential problems relating
aggregation effects, was thought appropriate to
investigaterelationshipsat the individual level, that is, measure individual perceptions
individual's
This
the
perceptions
service
of
quality.
with
and
way,
of rewards
attitudes
be
offered compared to analysis conductcd at the
greater precision of results could
bank
did
However,
1999).
&
Lomax,
level
(Herrington
the
provide some
aggregate
information on customer satisfaction studies carried out by the bank's rcscarch tcam,
data
is
in
later
to explain certain results
to
secondary
chapters as'
referred
which
obtainedwith respectto servicequality.

Peer evaluation was not consideredappropriate in a call ccntre environment, as pccrs
did not seem to be in a position to evaluate the service quality of tlicir fcllow
employees.Since service quality was the result of the telephonic encountertaking placc
betweenthe frontline employee and the customer; either the customer, or tile team.
leader/supervisorauthorisedto listen to such calls, or the employeehimselfAicrsclf was
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in a position to effectively judge the 'service quality of the frontline employee'.
According to the managersinterviewed, the objective criteria of performanceevaluation
(productivity aspects)could be evaluatedthrough peers,but not service quality.

Since customer and peer evaluation could not be used, supervisory evaluation was
(Sujan
by
Although
et al., 1988), supervisory
researchers
supported
considered.
Firstly,
for
discarded
two
supervisory evaluation could not
main
reasons.
was
evaluation
be executed while ensuring anonymity of response. This method of evaluation has
implications for the objectivity of responseby frontline employees, especially when
questions relate to 'supervision! and 'service quality. When the anonymity of the
questionnairescannot be ensured, there are chances of employees fabricating their
in
issues
like
those
the
as
study
especially
on
sensitive
such
responses,
organisational
commitment, satisfaction and perceptions towards various rewards offered by flic
organisation (Reeves & Harper, 1981). Using this method could havc raised the
bias
like
leading
distortion,
to
response
prestige seeking and
possibility of response
social desirability responsebias (Aaker et al., 1995), and would have had serious
implications for service quality responses as well. Secondly, because supcrvisory
appraisalis being identified with functional limitations, it has led to a growing volunic

of researchexploring and perfectingalternativemethodsof performance(Nhundu,
1992).In a study comparing self-appraisalswith supervisory appraisals,Nhundu (1992)
found that self-and supervisor appraisals were significantly correlated, with sclfappraisalsshowing lessleniency than correspondingsupervisor appraisals.The findings
suggestedthat:
"Self-appraisalsare not necessarilyinflated comparedto correspondingcounter-position
appraisalsnor are the two appraisalsystemsalways in disagreement.On the contrary,
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useful
especially
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interested
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exploring the nature of the relationships between job
researchers
job
(Nhundu,
1992,
37).
and
related
variables"
role
clarity,
satisfaction
p.
performance,

Continuing with the discussion of comparing self-appraisals with counter-position
appraisals,literature revealsthat self-evaluationscorrelate witb customer-evaluationsof
between
high
A
customers' and contact employees'
quality.
correlation
service
found
has
been
across several studies (Schneider et aL,
of
service
quality
perceptions
1980; Schneider& Bowen, 1985; Tornow & Wiley, 1991; Paulhus & Bruce, 1992;
Schneider& Bowen, 1993; Naumann & Giel, 1995). Based on role and script theories,
Bitner et al. (1994) argue that customersand contact employees'perceptions of service
frequently
is
in
likely
to
the
more
match
case
of
encounters
encountered and routine
servicetransactions.A recent dyadic study (Dolen et al., 2002) confirmed agreementin
perceptions between customers and employees as regards employee performance.
Schneideret al. (1996) have accumulatedconsiderable empirical evidence to suggest
that employeeself-evaluation of perfonnance is valid and is "significantly corrclatcd
judgements
with
made by observersexternal to the organisation (e.g. customers)" (p.
697), especiallyif the self reportsare obtainedanonymously (Singh, 2000).

Thus, extensivediscussionswith expertsand review of literature carried out lent support
for only the self-evaluationmeasureto be employed in this study. However, it is
noted
that self-evaluations are often criticised for being inflated, demonstrating grcatcr
leniency and less reliability than ratings from counter-positions (Parker ct al., 1959;
Thornton, 1980). Although self-evaluations are criticised for being contaminated by
subjectivebiases(Brown & Swartz, 1989), Singh (2000) arguesthat:
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"On the basis of several studies and meta-analysesof these biases, it is reasonableto
likely
bias
the mean values but lesslikely
to
that
are
more
perforrnanceself-reports
state
to bias their correlationswith other constructs"(p. 31), which is the main focus of this
study.

It is also arguedthat thesebiasescan be substantially reduced and the validity of selfreport measurescan be enhancedby using anonymousquestionnairesthus curtailing the
motivation for self-presentation(Singh, 2000). In this context, Behrman and Perrcault
(1982) statethat self-rating is valid, and suggestthat its validity dependsupon the use of
a reliable scale and anonymity. Hence, as far as possible, care was taken during flic
design of the measuring instrument, as well as during the administration of the
questionnaire (Section 6.8), to ensure that the limitations associated with selfevaluationswere minimised.

Extending support for self-rating, Boshoff and Mels (1995) argue that it is valid and
correlateshighly with other measuresof performance, both subjective and objective,
and this has also been supported by various researchers(see Pym & Auld, 1965;
Churchill et al., 1985). There is sufficient support for the accuracy of sclf-reportcd
performance measures for research purposes (Shrauger & Osberg, 1981; Farh &
Werbel, 1986; Farh et al., 1988). Prior researchalso indicates that self-evaluations
arc
more appropriate for boundary spanning personnel (Harris & Schaubroeck, 1988;
Jaworski & Kohli, 1991; Singh, 1993; 2000; Yilmaz, 2002), especially for routine and
frequent transactionswhere the service script is well dcfined (Bitncr et al., 1994).
Churchill ct al. (1985) also argue that self-reportedperformancemeasuresare found to
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have less restriction of range and less error than several objective measuresand do not
bias.
from
an
upward
suffer

Becauseservice quality is the result of human interaction between the service provider
and the customer,it is argued that frontline employees are well placed to effectively
judge the quality of servicesthat they deliver (Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000). It is argued
that frontline employees are quite aware of the challenges faced by customer
interaction, and that their perceptionsof service delivery should receive more attention
(Boshoff & Mels, 1995; Dolen et al., 2002). Moreover, many studies have effectively
used frontline employees' perceptions of service delivery (Schneider et al., 1980;
Jaworski & Kohli, 1991; Ulrich et al., 1991; Boshoff & Mels, 1995; Boshoff & Tait,
1996; Iverson et al., 1996; Boshoff & Allen, 2000; Sergeant & Frenkel, 2000) in
measuring frontline employee performance. Employee perceptions have been
successfully employed in studies evaluating service quality of frontline employees
(Singh, 2000) and other measuresof employee performance (De Ruyter ct al., 2001;
Holman, 2002; Tuten & Neidermeyer, 2004) in call centres. Using modiried
SERVQUAL, employee perceptions have been successfully employed to rncasurc

servicequality in variousstudiesconductedin the financial servicessector,such as
banksand insurancecompanies(seeBoshoff & Mels, 1995; Boshoff & Tait, 1996;
Soteriou& Stavrinides,2000), and in other sectorsas well (Baker & Fesenmaicr, 1997).
Thus, there is substantial research evidence which supports that frontline cmploycc
perceptionsof service quality is a valid and reliable measureto use for the purposc of

this research.
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As discussedearlier in Chapter 4, SERVQUAL is regarded as the most common
instrumentusedin the literature for measuringservice quality (Mattson, 1994; Newman,
2001) despite criticisms (as discussedin Section 4.5.1.3, Chapter 4). The initiators of
the instrument, Parasuramanet al. (1991), state that "SERVQUAL is a generic
instrument with good reliability and validity and broad applicability" (p. 445). As the
been
have
by
empirically
assessed
also
validity
various
scale's reliability and
Babakus
1991;
&
Boller,
Finn
&
Lamb,
(Carman,
1992), it is
1990;
researchers
been
has
in
instrument,
used
successfully
and
various studies
recognisedas a reliable
carried out in different industries and various countries across the world (Newman,
2001).

In this study, frontline employeesevaluatedtheir own performance in terms of service

quality on a shortened,adapted,andmodified versionof the SERVQUAL instrument,
developedby Parasuramanet al. (1988).

Sincethe tangiblesdimension of SERVQUAL does not play any role in measuring flic
servicequality of frontline employeesin the telephonecall centres(Staplesct al., 2002),
items
item
from
Appropriate
dimension
this
were selected from tile
no
was selected.

remainingfour dimensionsof SERVQUAL,andlinked to a five-point Likert-type scale,
from
disagree'.
'strongly
'strongly
to
ranging
agree'

While retaining the SERVQUAL dimensions,researchershave often chosen to usc a
smallernumberof attributesto representeachof the dimensions(Kangis & Passa,1997;
Kangis & Voukelatos, 1997),especially for evaluating service quality in banks (Gcrrard
& Cunningham,2001). A similar approachwas followed in this study, as only certain
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items were chosen from SERVQUAL. Only those items were selected that pertained
Whilst
drawing
items
from
to
quality.
of
service
specifically employee-relatedaspects
SERVQUAL, studies using an adapted and shortened version of the SERVQUAL
instrument (seeBoshoff & Mels, 1995; Boshoff & Tait, 1996; Hartline & Ferrell, 1996)
to measureservicequality of frontline employeeswere also referred to. In thesestudies,
included
in
items
that
the
those
related to the employeescale
were
quality
service
only
items
basis
The
the
also
selected
were
on
of their
related aspectsof service quality.
financial
In
this context,
to
the
call
centre
environment.
sector
and
services
relevance
literature pertaining to call centres in terms of assessingcustomer expectations with
1998;
Burgers
(e.
Frenkel
2000;
Gilmore
to
et
al.,
et
al.,
g.
service
quality
regard
Moreland, 2000), and pertaining to service quality perceptions in the financial services
Secondary
documents
(Boshoff
&
Tait,
1996)
the
sources
such
as
was
reviewed.
sector
frontline
by
bank
the
employees' service quality in ten-nsof
of
on evaluation
provided
handling
'Telephone
Essentials' were also
calls,
acceptablestandardsrequired while
considered(Appendix A6.4).

Once the items were selected,the service quality scale was extensively discussedwith
frontline employees and managers during the pilot survey. During pilot survcy
discussions,one particular aspect of service delivery was rated important in the call

but
frontline
by
employees,
was not capturedby SERVQUAL
centreenvironment
items. The frontline employeesconsideredthe explanation aspect of service delivery
quite important for such an environment, because the customer involvement in the
delivery
in
limited
is
telephoneencounters(Burgers et al., 2000). Since
service
process
the customer is not physically present, it was felt important that the customer bc
informed and given explanation about each and every step taken by the frontline
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According
during
to
the
the
the
encounter.
phone
customer
serving
while
employee
frontline employees,explanationis commonly required, especially when the customeris
department.
This
is
being
hold
to
the
transferred
the
relevant
person
or
call
while
put on
is becauseduring this time, the customerbecomesanxious about the whole processover
the phone. Hence, one item, "I always explain to my customers each and every step I
take to answertheir questions,e.g. why a call needsto be transferred" was added to the
from
developed
item
This
the service quality scale especially
was
service quality scale.
formulated for the call centres by Burgers et al. (2000). Moreover, two items "My
busy
is
free"
"I
to
too
respond to the requests of my
never
am
and
error
paperwork
from
included,
initially
the scale. Since the
that
were
removed
were
customers",
frontline employeesin call centreshad much less paperwork to do, this item did not
hence
deleted.
Another
their
and
service
quality,
was
representan essentialaspect of
item, "Never being too busy to respondto customer'srequests" was also not considered
to be an appropriate item for the measureof their service quality. According to the
frontline employees interviewed, "Being busy or not too busy" was morc of a
managerial issue involving staffing and workload management,and as such did not
hand,
On
"Delivering prompt service"
the
truly
their
other
upon
service quality.
reflect

indicative
it
be
better
to
of their serviccquality.
since
was
measure,
wasconsidered
a
Finally, ten items were selected.

As regardsoperationalisationof the service quality scale, although items were takcn
from SERVQUAL, only'perceptioW items were used. The gap score has been criticiscd

t
for the use of an expectations construct (Carman, 1990; Babakus & Boller, 1992;
Li1jander & Strandvik, 1992; Brown et al., 1993), and the superior predictive and
convergentvalidity of the perception-onlyscoreshas been confirmed (Cronin & Taylor,
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1992; 1994;Cronin et al., 2000; Dabholkar et al., 2000), especially in the retail banking
sector (McDougall & Levesque,1994). In this context, Zeithaml et al. (1996) state that
"perceptions-onlyoperationalisation is appropriateif the primary purpose of measuring
in
is
to
the
to
variance
some dependent construct; the
attempt explain
service quality
difference-scoremeasure is appropriate if the primary
perceptions-minus-expectations
purpose is to diagnose accurately service shortfalls" (p. 40). Thus, difference-score
measure was not found to be appropriate for this research. Moreover, since sclf.
evaluationswere used,the scale was further modified, and only perception items were
used.

6.7.1.3.2 Organisational Commitment
Organisationalcommitment was measuredwith the revised three-component scale of
organisational commitment (Meyer et al., 1993). The scale (18 items) has been
extensivelyusedby severalresearchersin severalstudies(Jacobsen,2000; McDonald &

Makin,2000;Meyer& Smith,2000)andhasbeenwell acceptedfor demonstratinghigh
reliability and validity. Each of the components, affective commitment, normativc
commitment and continuancecommitment, is measuredby a six-item scale. Since the
frontline employees found the scale items easy to understand, the scale was used
without any major modifications.

However, as discussedin Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3.2, originally the thrcc-componcnt
scaleswere developedby Allen and Meyer (1990), which comprisedý24 items, and

containedeight items each for affective, normative and continuancecommitmcnt.
Becauseof the low reliability of the nonnative,scale reported in other studies using tile
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Allen and Meyer (1990) scale (Suliman & Iles, 2000a; 2000b), the revised threefor
by
developed
Meyer
(1993)
this research.
et al.
componentscale
was used

Affective commitment measured the extent to which the employees felt they were
emotionally attached to, identified with, and were involved in the organisation.
Normative commitment measuredthe extent to which the employeesfelt obliged to stay
with the organisation. Continuance commitment measured the extent to which the
leaving
based
felt
the
that
the
were associatedwith
on
costs
employees
committed,
organisation.

6.7.1.3.3 Job Satisfaction

Generaljob satisfactionmeasuredthe extentto which the employeesperceivedoverall
satisfactionwith theirjobs. It wasmeasuredby two itemsfrom HackmanandOldham's
(1975)
that refer specifically to the respondent's job
general satisfaction scale
it
This
used,
as
measuredoverall generalsatisfaction rather
was
satisfaction.
short scale

than satisfactionwith facetsof work, and also helpedin keepingthe overall length of
the questionnairewithin an acceptablelimit for respondents.Though the validity and

(Hackman& Oldham,
reliability of the original five-item scalehasbeendemonstrated
1975), items in the original scale that refer to turnover intentions or other satisfaction
were omitted, as these concepts are not related to the hypothesesinvestigated in this
study. This two-itcm, scale has been widely used in other studies measuring
respondent'sjob satisfaction (see Daniels, 1999). Since these two items were clearly
understoodby the respondentsduring the pilot test, they were included in the final
survey.
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6.7.1.3.4 Extrinsic Rewards

All the constructs adopted relating to extrinsic rewards measured frontline employee
perceptionsof the extrinsic rewards in call centresof the retail bank.

1. Working Conditions

Working conditions measured the extent to which the employees perceived their
working conditions to be satisfactory and adequateto do a goodjob. It was measuredby
a two-item scale. Following qualitative discussionswith the employees(during pilot)
and managers(during exploratory interviews), the two aspectsfound to be important
were the adequacyof working conditions enabling employeesto do a good job, and the
satisfactionof employeeswith respectto the working conditions they worked in. These
two aspectswere incorporated in the two items in the scale developedto measurethis

construct.

2. Pay Satisfaction

Pay satisfactionassessedemployeeperceptionsof satisfactionwith the pay they
receivedfrom the organisationfor their work. The extrinsicjob satisfactionscaleused
by Boshoff and Allen (2000), and the Job Satisfaction Survey developed by Spector

(1997), were used to assist in operationalisationof this construct. Qualitative
discussionswith the managers and a review of literature highlighted two important
aspects.Firstly, the perception of fairness, and secondly the clement of satisfaction
associatedwith it (Greenberg & Baron, 1995). As discussed in Section 5.4.2.1.5,
Chapter 5, besides fairness perceived, two important aspects were found to be
associated with satisfaction with pay: satisfaction considering what the frontline

employeesgetin their organisationfor the amountof work done,andsatisfactionbased
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had
Hence
this constructwas measured
to
offer.
other
similar
organisations
what
upon
with a three-item scale developed for the study that related to all these three aspects
found important with the concept of satisfactionwith pay.

3. Satisfaction with Fringe Benefits

Satisfactionwith fringe benefits assessedthe degree to which the employeesfelt they
This
benefits
from
the
they
their
satisfied
with
package
received
organisation.
were
dealt
two-item
that
with
construct was operationalised and measured with a
scale
satisfactionfrom both the aspects,as found important in the 'pay satisfaction'construct.
This ensuredthat not only satisfaction with fringe benefits received was measured,but
satisfactionperceivedwhile comparing what other organisationsoffered was also taken
into account.Items were drawn from Spector's(1997) Job Satisfaction Survey.

4. Promotional Opportunities
Promotional opportunities assessedemployee perceptions of the advancement and
careeropportunitiesavailable in their jobs. It was operationaliscdusing a two-item scale
that measuredhow good the promotional policy was perceived by the employees,and
whetherthey perceivedenoughopportunities for advancementin the organisationwhere

theyworked.The itemsselectedto measurethis constructwerebasedon the scalesused
by Mottaz (1988) and Young et al. (1998).

5. Extrinsic Exchange
This constructis not commonly found in the literature, as past studieshave focusedon a
similar concept called 'rewards for performance'. In this research,it is operationalised
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basedon the concept introduced by Young et al. (1998). According to them, extrinsic
exchangemeasures"employee perceptions of the relationship betweenjob performance
and various organisational rewards such as pay raises, promotions" (p. 342). This
construct was operationalised using a four-item scale that was broadly based on the
expectancytheory of Vroom (1964) and benefits perceptions scale of Peter and Taspey
(1975), as also adaptedby Murrey and Schlachter (1990), and used by Boshoff and
Allen (2000). The four items in the scale related to the two important aspects of
employee perceptions of (i) expectancy of extrinsic rewards such as pay rise and
promotions in return for good quality customer service delivered, and (ii) the existence
of such a relationship in the organisation. Each aspect was captured by a two-item
measurein the scale.

6. Supervision
This construct assessedthe degree to which employees perceived their supervisor as
being considerate,as well as their satisfactionwith the supervision they received.

Supervisory consideration capturesthe socio-emotional concern of the supervisor, the
degreeto which the supervisor createsa facilitative climate of psychological support,

trust, friendliness,and helpfulness(Singh, 1993). It was operationalisedfrom an
adaptedscale used by Teas (1981) and Singh (1993), originally developed by House
and Dessler(1974). The scaleconsistedof five items and has beenreported to have high
reliability and validity (Singh, 1993). However, two of the five items were not
consideredappropriate for the study and the context in which it was carried out. The
items deletedwere "My supervisor does little things to make my
work satisfying" and
"My supervisorlooks out for the personal welfare of goup members". The call centre
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0

employeesparticipating in the pilot survey did not agree with the first item, as they
interaction
the
they had with their supervisorsand the
extent
of
expressedconcernsover
amount of supervisory influence they experienced. According to them, their work
satisfactionwas not dependenton the "little things" done by their superior. Since these
scalesare mostly used in studies dealing with salespeople,this item was thought to be
inappropriateand confusing for a call centre environment. As regards the second item,
the employees,as well as the colleagues participating in the pilot survey, felt that
considerationthat they perceived was more of an individualistic concept as comparedto
the group phenomenon. In call centres, where employees always worked in
groups/teams,supervisoryconsiderationwas perceivedby an employeeif the supervisor
was consideratetowards the respective employee,and not the whole group. Hence, this
particular item could not be included, as it led to different perceptions by different
is
friendly
found
item,
"My
Another
supervisor
and
approachable",
people.
was
confusing by the pilot respondents.Most of them agreed that their supervisor was
approachable,but as regards the term 'friendly', they seemed a bit confused as they
could not clearly perceive what that really meant. Most of them stated that their
supervisorwas approachable,but not friendly. Hence,this double-barrelleditem was rephrasedsimply as "My supervisor is approachable",since from the employees'point of
view, approachability was regarded as a better measure of supervisory consideration
than friendlinessfor service quality purposes.

Satisfaction with supervision was operationalised using the scale adapted by Singh
(1993). During pilot survey discussionswith the frontline employees,
satisfaction with
supervisionwas broadly found to relate with three aspectsof supervision capturedin tile
scale: technical competence,the ability to lead, and the ability to help the employee in
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achieving his/her goals. A three-item scale that incorporated all these three aspectsof
satisfactionwith supervision was usedto measure'satisfactionwith supervision'.

The final scaleof 'supervision' consistedof six items. Three items measuredsupervisory
consideration,and three measuredsatisfactionwith supervision.

7. Team Support
Teamwork and co-worker co-operation were operationalised as one construct, team
support.This construct measuredthe extent to which the employeesperceived their coworkers as supportive and helpful and were satisfied with their co-workers, and also the
extent to which the employeesperceived teamwork in their organisation. A shortened

from
(1990)
Parasuraman
their 'Extended
scale, which originates
et al.
version of
ServiceQuality Model', was used to measureperceptionsof teamwork. It has been
successfully used in other studies (e.g. Boshoff & Allen, 2000), displaying high
reliability and validity. The original team-work scale consisted of three items, out of

in
feel
I
item,
"
I
team
that
am
of
a
which one
part
my company",was dropped,as call
in
always
centreemployeeswere
organised teamsand workedas part of a teamin the
by
be
found
item
This
the employeesparticipatingin the
to
confusing
was
organisation.
pilot, and hencewas deletedfrom the final scale.Two items measuringco-worker
assistance
and satisfactionwere drawn from the scaleusedby Mottaz (1988).In total,
four items were used to measurethe variable 'team-support'.

6.7.1.3.5 Intrinsic Rewards
All the constructs adopted relating to intrinsic rewards measuredfrontline employee

perceptionsof the intrinsicrewardsin call centresof theretail bank.
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1. Role Clarity
Role clarity measured the degree to which employees perceived that required
information is provided about how the employee is expected to perform his/her job
(Teaset. al., 1979). Role clarity was measuredusing the Rizzo et al. (1970) scale. The
discriminant validity and reliability of this scaleare well established(Rizzo et al., 1970;
Kelloway & Barling, 1990), and has been used by several researchersin measuring
in
face-to-face
both
in
frontline
positions,
perceived role clarity of the respondents
(Boshoff & Tait, 1996) and telephone encounters(De Ruyter et al., 2001). Following
discussionswith employees during pilot, two items, "I know that I have divided my
job
be
done
"Explanation
to
are clear",
time properly at work" and
on my
of what needs
(1996)
I
in
Singh's
item
dropped,
study,
used
while one
were

know how my

item
This
be
to
the
is
to
clarity
scale.
added
role
was
evaluated",was
performance going
included, as the harmony between how employee performance was evaluated and the
knowledge of their performanceevaluation criteria was deemedcritical for role claritY,
final
five
items,
The
in
scale,
consisting of
was usedto measure
especially call centres.
perceivedrole clarity.

2. Participation in Decision Making

Participationin decisionmakingmeasuredthe degreeto which employeesfelt theywere
job
(Teas,
influence
decisions
1983).
This
to
their
about
construct was
able
nl'

by meansof a modifiedversionof a scaledevelopedby Vroorn (1963),
operationalised
andadaptedby Teaset al. (1979).Vroom had reportedtest-retestreliability of 0.63 for
the scale.The instrumenthas also demonstrated
establishedreliability and validity in
various studies(Teaset al., 1979; Teas, 1981). However, one item from the scalehad to

be removedafter the pilot and pre-tests.The item, "The amountof influenceI havein
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what goes on in my sales territory" was not found to be applicable to the specific
researchdesign and context in which the study was carried out, and was deleted.
Participation in decision making was eventually measured with a three-item scale
insteadof four. These three items were also re-worded and slightly modified for better
understandingby the respondents.

3. Skill Variety
Skill variety measuredthe extent to which the employeesperceivedthat the job required
a variety of skills and abilities, and was not simple and repetitive. Skill variety was
measuredusing items from the shortenedform of the Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman
& Oldham, 1976) provided in Huczynski and Buchanan (2001). The instrument
originally consisted of two items that captured all the aspects of the construct as
following
However,
in
the pilot tests and qualitative
the
conceptualised
study.
discussionswith the respondents,it was realised that one item, "My job is simple and

by
the pilot respondents,and could not be
repetitive", was consideredconfusing
answered properly. According to the employees, their job was not simple but was
certainly repetitive. This kind of double-barrelled'or 'dual-item' question was split into

two items,as "My job is simple" and"My job is repetitive",for clearerunderstanding.
Hence,the constructwasmeasuredwith a three-itemscale.

4. Autonomy
Autonomy measured employee perceptions of the degree to which the job provides
substantial freedom, independence,and discretion to the individual in scheduling the
work, and in determining the procedures to be used in carrying it out to satisfy the
customer(Hackman & Oldham, 1976). Autonomy measurewas basedon Hackman and
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Oldham'sJobDiagnosticSurvey.The scalefrom which the itemswerefinally drawnis
an adaptedscaleusedby various researchersfor measuringperceivedautonomyof
frontline employees(e.g. Teas,1983;Singh, 1993).The scaleconsistedof four-items
degree
It
to
the
that capturedall the aspectsof the conceptualised
construct. assessed
in
initiative
job
freedom,
independence
for
which a
provides
and opportunity
personal
carrying out the various job activities, and has an estimatedalpha reliability of 0.84.
However, during pre-testsand pilots, it was realisedthat one item in the scale,"My job
has enough opportunity for independent thought and action" could not be clearly
understood by the pilot respondents, and was interpreted differently by different
respondents.This item was deleted. Another item, "The job does not deny me the
chanceto use my personal initiative or discretion in carrying out the work7, was also
found to be confusing. During the pilot, it was suggestedthat the item should be rephrasedas, "The job allows me to use my personalinitiative in carrying out the work".
This way, not only the double-baffelled part was avoided, but also the question'sbeing
framed positively facilitated clearer understanding.The remaining two items were also
slightly re-worded and modified to suit the context of the study, and to facilitate better
understandingby the respondents.Thus, this construct was measuredwith a three-item

scale.

5. Feedback
The feedback construct was operationalised as the degree to which an employee

receivedinformationfrom his/hersuperior,co-workersandthejob itself, asto how well
he/she is performing. Feedbackwas measuredwith a three- item scale consisting of

both dimensions/aspects,
that is, feedbackfrom the job and feedbackfrom others
(supervisor and co-workers), as recommendedby Hackman and Oldham (1976). The
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items used in the scale were drawn from an adaptedand shortenedversion of the Job
Diagnostic Survey (JDS) (Hackman & Oldham, 1976) provided in Huczynski and
Buchanan (2001). The authors claim that the JDS is a lengthy questionnaire,which
takesconsiderabletime to complete and analysein full. They contendthat the shortened
version also performs somewhatthe samefunction and servesthe samepurposeas JDS.
All the three items were clearly understoodby the pilot respondents,and hence were
usedin the final survey.

6. Training
Training was measuredwith an instrument,a three-item scale,generatedby Boshoff and
Allen (2000). The items included enquire about the frontline employee perceptions as
regardsthe existenceof training, timing of training, and continuity of training. Since the
scale demonstratedhigh levels of reliability and validity in the study by Boshoff and
Allen (2000), it was adoptedin this research.Moreover, since all the items in the scale

were clearly understoodby the pilot respondents,
no major changeswere madeto the
scale.

7. Intrinsic Exchange

Intrinsic exchangewas measuredwith a self-developedinstrumentbased on the
definition and conceptual
isation provided by Young et al. (1988), as discussedin
Section5.6.2.7,Chapter5. Keepingin mind the studyrelatedaspectsof the construct,
the scalecomprisedtwo itemsthat measuredthe frontline employees'perceptionsof the
praiseandrecognitionreceivedby them from their immediatesuperiorfor goodquality
service.The scale items were perceivedto be simple and clear by the respondents
duringpilot, andthis scalewasusedwithout anymodifications.
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6.7.1.4 Measurement Scale
from
Likert-type
five-point
linked
to a
scaleranging
All items in the questionnairewere
be
Likert
Data
disagree'.
through
scales can
'strongly agree ' to 'strongly
collected
1978),
(Nunnally,
for
interval
data
the
analysis
purpose of multivariate
consideredas
Ferrell,
1996;
&
(Hartline
in
literature
is
the
generally an accepted practice
which
Iverson et al., 1996; Singh, 2000; Gerrard & Cunningham,2001; Tuten & Neidenneyer,
2004). Interval scalesallow for the metric measurementof data, which is reflective of
been
have
1995).
Likert
(Hair
distance
reported
also
scales
et al.,
relative quantity and
1999).
(Roberts
level
highest
et
al.,
to provide the
of compositereliability

A five-point Likert scale was deemedappropriate for the study, as a seven-point scale
it
During
by
handle
be
the
to
too cumbersome
pilot,
pilot respondents.
was thought to
by
five-point
the respondentsover a seven-point
found
that
scale
was
preferred
a
was
(1995)
Aaker
be
five-point
to
al.
et
more user-friendlY.
scalewas considered
scale,as a
be
but
is
to
read
"A
cannot
precise
more
that
scale
seven-or nine-category
state
fiveMoreover,
(P.
298).
a
they
that
won't get confused"
respondentswith the assurance
in
1956),
(Miller,
Likert
for
the
the
scales
use of
point scalemet
criteria recommended
terms of having an odd number of responseoptions (Malhotra, 1996), and providing
by
been
has
It
1991).
(DeVellis,
successfullyused
respondentswith a neutral category
the researchersin the literature to measure constructs, including service quality (e.g.
Ennew, 1996; Iverson et al., 1996; Sergeant& Frenkel, 2000; Gerrard & Cunningham,
2001; Yavas et al., 2003).
6.7.1.5 Personal Information
Information dealing with the demographicsof the respondentsparticipating in the final
study was also collected through the same questionnaire.The information pertained to
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the age, total number of years worked, total number of years spent in the organisation
where they were working, gender, and employment status such as permanent,
temporary, part-time, or any other category they deemedappropriate.The purpose of
hypotheses,
infonnation
it
for
further
testing
to
this
of
analysisor
collecting
was not use
but it was only meant to be used for gaining general information about the type of
in
final
The
the
namesof the respondents
study.
samplerespondentswho participated
were not asked,to ensureanonymity of response.

Though the questions asked about demographic data appeared to be simple and
straightforward, there were some doubts expressedover the terms 'experience' and
'tenure' used, during the pilot survey. Following pilot discussions, the final draft
date'
by
'total
till
terms
these
and 'number of years
replaced
number of years worked
in
in
this
organisation', respectively, order to facilitate clearer understandingby
spent
the respondents.

After the design and contents of the survey were finalised, it was ready for
administrationand data collection. The next stage,survey administration,is discussedin

detailin thenext section.

6.8 Survey Administration

As discussedin Section6.6, this researchwas conductedin four telephonecall centres
of a major retail bank in UK. Also, as discussedin Section 6.5, the banking industry
was consideredsuitable for the study, becausebank customers'evaluation of a service
often dependson their evaluation of the service encounterwith the frontline employee.

The call centresstudied were the bank's owned call centres,that is, in-house,and
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service quality was consideredcrucial for the bank's success. The unit of analysis was
the frontline employeeworking in thesecall centres.As describedin Section 6.6.4, only
those frontline employeeswere chosen who maintained direct contact with customers
over telephone.

Self-administered anonymous questionnaireswere mailed to the 'Head of Customer
Services', who further arranged for the distribution to the respective call centre
managers.A letter, addressedto the managers,was attachedalong with eachpackageof
questionnaires,clearly instructing the managers regarding the type of employees to
whom the questionnairesshould be distributed (Appendix A6.5). Each questionnaire
instructions
for completing the questionnaire. It was clearly
contained clear
communicatedto the respondentsthat data collected would be completely anonymous
and confidential, and their identity would not be disclosed. A cover letter (Appendix
A6.6) signed by 'Head of Customer Services, explaining the purpose of the study and

stating the deadline (four weeks' period) for returning the questionnaire,and an
addressedpre-paid envelope (Appendix A6.7) were also provided, along with the
questionnaires.In the instructions provided, the employees were asked to return the

in the pre-paidenvelopeprovideddirectlyto the researcher
completedquestionnaires
at
Universityof Bradford.
the Schoolof Management,

As discussedin Section6.7.1.3.1,self-evaluationwas usedto measureservicequality.
Althoughthis methodis popularlyused,it is not free from limitations,like upwardbias,
greaterleniencyand less reliability than ratings from counterpositions(Parkeret al.,
1959; Thornton, 1980).However, during the administrationphase,proper care was
takento overcometheselimitations as far as possible.Firstly, the purposeof the study
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letter
The
to
the
provided clearly
cover
respondents.
was clearly communicated,
for
done
frontline
this
that
the
academic
to
purely
employees
researchwas
explained
purposes.Secondly, full confidentiality and anonymity were assuredto the respondents
in order to diminish any form of responsebias. It is arguedthat for the data to be valid
is
required where self-report measures of
anonymity
adequate,
respondent
and
perfonnance are used, as well as where the responsesare sought on sensitive topics
(Behrman & Perreault, 1982; Schneider et al., 1996; Singh, 2000). Thirdly, it was
arrangedthat respondentscould complete the questionnaireat home or anywhere they
felt comfortable, and not necessarilyin office premises,and mail it back directly to the
is
kind
in
This
the
approach
self-administered
of
pre-paid envelopeprovided.
researcher
high
data
to
quality and validity where self-report measuresof
of
provide
also expected
1996;
Singh,
2000).
Thus,
(Schneider
al.,
care was taken to
et
used
performance are
increase
to
techniques
and encourageeffective response
as
possible
embraceas many
(Aaker ct al., 1995; Churchill, 2001). Table 6.1 summarisesthe techniques generally

Churchill,
2001),
(Aaker
1995;
in
literature
that
those
the
were
and
et
al.,
recommended
usedto increasethe survey responserates.

in
four
frontline
distributed
640
The questionnaires
to
call
were
employeesworking
initial
bank
in
included
UK.
This
the
the
all employeeswho satisfied
centresof a retail
screeningof profile.
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Table 6.1: Techniques to Increase ResponseRate used for Questionnaire Survey
Techniques Recommended

Used

OrganisationalSponsorship
Cover Letter (Supporting letter by Head of
CustomerServices)
Pre-paidenvelope
Monetary Incentive
Anonymity
Confidentiality
Report of Findings to Organisation
SpecifiedDeadline
Reminder Letters

The questionnairesfrom each call centre were differentiated by using a different colour
four
be
The
ink
descriptive
that
obtained.
statistics
call
centre
could
so
on each
printing
labelled,
letter
Call
Centre
1-4.
After
two
was sent
were
call centres
weeks, a reminder
to the 'Head of Customer Services'to encouragefurther responses.However, it did not

been
four
had
the
within
a
sufficient
already
achieved
assist,
as
response
rate
really
during
the
weeks'deadlineperiod.With the exceptionof four questionnaires
received
fifth week, no further responseswere receivedafter the four-weekperiod. Out of the
total questionnairesdistributed, 363 questionnaireswere received back by the
researcher,
giving an overall responserateof 56.7%.Thesein turn yielded342 useable
questionnaires.Table 6.2 provides the responserate summary for eachcall centre.
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Table 6.2: Call Centre Response Rate Statistics

Call Centres

Total

Questionnaires

Strength

Sent

No. of
Responses

Response

Useable

Rate

Questionnaire

Received

(Frontline)
Call Centre 1

100

100

66

66%

59

Call Centre2

160

160

105

97

Call Centre3

180

180

89

65.6%
q
49.4%
0
00

Call Centre4

200

200

103

0/0
00
51.5%

98

Total

640

640

363

56.7%

342

88

6.8.1 Sample
The samplein call centrescompfised 31.3% males and 68.7% females.The fact that the

be
females
female
to
tend
to
in
expected,
as
was
this
were
study
majorityof respondents
be over-represented
in frontline servicepositions(Boshoff& Allen, 2000),especiallyin
the financial servicescall centres(Belt, 2002). The meanageof the employeeswas

2
bank
(Figure
in
the
foundto be around30 years,andabout90 % werepenmanent
staff
6.5). The averageorganisationaltenurewas around 3.8 years.Table 6.3 presents
descriptivestatistics for eachcall centre.

2 Employeeswere categorised
as permanent,temporaryand part-time, accordingto the questionnaire
responses.However,upon clarification from managers,it was realisedthat part-time employeesalso fell
in the categoryof permanentemployees.
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Table 6.3: Descripli% e Statistics for( Iall Centres
Call Centres

Average

A%crage

A%cragc

Effective

Age

Tenurc

Exlicrience

Response

(appro% wars)

(approx. years)

(approx. years)

Total

Ucllulc
Stall

s
Call Centre 1

-- 59

34

3.9

Call Centre 2

97

31

3.2

Call Centre 3

88

28

Call Centre 4

98

29
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After excluding the incomplete questionnaires,the remaining were coded for analysis
and data entry. Firstly, the questionnairesreceived were separatedaccording to the call
centres. Each questionnaire was coded as: the name of call centre-number of the
particular questionnairefrom that call centre/ number of the particular questionnairein
the total responsereceived. e.g. a questionnairecoded 3-3/160 implies that it is the
questionnairefrom call centre 3, and standsat number 160 in the total responsetally of
342 questionnaires received.

After assigning a code to each questionnaire, the

numerical data was manually recordedand enteredin the SPSS 10.0 spreadsheet,while
noting down the missing values on a case-by-casebasis. The treatmentof missing data
is describedin the next chapter.However, the reversecodeditems were first highlighted
in order to ensure correct recording of these items. After the data were entered,they
were checkedagain by going through each and every questionnaireto ensure that the
data were correctly entered, and that there were no errors while recording the data.
Although initial precautionswere taken to avoid recording error by going through the
whole process very slowly, six manual coding errors were found, and were
subsequentlycorrected. It resulted in a data set of 84 variables by 342 cases. The
process of coding, checking and rechecking the data ensured that the data-set was

reliablefor statisticalanalysisto be used(Churchill, 2000),as discussedin Chapters7
to 8.

As the dateon which eachquestionnaire
wasreceivedwasrecorded,responsebias was
to find out if any differencesexistedbetweenthe early respondents
assessed
and late
Since
hardlyany questionnaires
respondents.
werereceivedafter the deadlineperiod,as
describedin Section6.8,two categoriesof responses,
earlyandlate,werecreated,based
on the responsesthat were receivedin the first two-weekperiod and the remaining
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(including
four-week
in
half
those
the
the
that
period
of
second
responses werereceived
between
difference
fifth
Test
during
the
meanswas
of significanceof
week).
received
if
find
demographic
there
for
to
were any
out
variables
service
quality
and
carried out
Since
'late'
between
differences
'earlý
the
no significant
and
respondents.
significant
differenceswere detectedon thesevariables,it is concludedthat a responsebias was not
'time-trends'
bias
This
analysis
established.
way, a non-response
was also assessedusing
be
'late'
by
(1977),
Overton
Armstrong
could
respondents
as suggested
whereby
and
treatedthe sameas non-respondents(Armstrong & Overton, 1977).

6.9 Conclusion
This chapterdescribedthe researchmethodology employedin the study. In this context,
the type and approachof researchadoptedwas discussed.Also, the processof selecting
the context of the study was described,along with the rationale behind the choice. Then
the sampling procedure was discussed,along with the limitations. This chapter also
describedthe development of the survey instrument, in terms of the scales and items
used to measurethe constructs,as outlined in Chapter 5. The refinement of the survey
instrument, in the context of pilot and pre-testscarried out, was also described.Finally,
the chapterdiscussedhow the survey was administered,and describeddata collection in

terms of the natureof the sampleobtainedand the processof data preparationand
purification to ensurereliability of the data to be usedfor further statisticalanalysis,
which is discussedin Chapters7 and 8.
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